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When needed, we will include sections grouping several
countries together. The information present will be primarily
bibliographic, as fieldwork wi II always be reported in the
relevant sections. Also included will be notes on meetings
of interest which cover more than one area.

The National Conference of the United States National
Commission tor the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) will be held in San Francisco
during ~he week of November 6-9, 1957. The theme wi II stress
"/isia and the \flest: fv1utual Appreciation of Cultural Values."
The National Commission was created by an Act of Congress
and its members are appointed by the Secretary of state. The
Act of Congress creating the Commission requires that a
National Conference be held once every two years.

Bibl iography

Books and Articles

I<oenigswald, G. H. R.
1955 The Discovery and Study of the Earliest Known Human

Fossi Is and their Place in the History of Man's De
velopment, proceedings of the Eighth Pacific Science
Congress of the Pacific Science Association 1953,
Vol. I, pp. 377-386.

linton, Howard P. , ed.
1956 Far Eastern Bibliography 1955, EIQ, Vol. XV, pp. 680

812.
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Book Reviews

Asian Perspectives ( " 1957)

Koenigswald, G. H. R.: Meeting Prehistoric Man# reviewed by
l. Eisley in Science, April 26, 1957.

f·.1ourant, A. E.: .The Distribution of Human Blood GrouQs,
reviewed by Joseph B. Birdsell in~, Vol. 58 (1956)
pp. 206-208.

From the Proceedings of the Fourth Far-Eastern Prehistory ...
Conqresses .. :.,

Part I: Prehistory, Archaeology and Physical
Anthropology (Third Fascicle) In Press

Mi yosh i IT.
Notes on the Ancient and Modern Beads found in Japan,
Formosa, the Philippines, and the South Sea-Islands

Sl<inner, H. D.
The North Pacific Origin of some elements of Poly
nesian Materia' Culture.

So fhe i ffi, vI. G., I r
Possible Routes of Migration into Melanesia as shown
by Statistical Analysis of Methods of Pottery
Manufacture.



NORTHEAST ASIA

Chester S. Chard

3iographical data: Chester Stevens Chard, 1016 Grizzly Peak
Boulevard, Berkeley 8, California. A.B. from Harvard,
f937. Graduate work: Harvard, 1939-42; Un i vers ity of
California (Berkeley). 1947-52. Ph.D. from the University
of California, 1953. Visiting Assist~nt Professor of
Anthropology, University of \:Jashington, 1954-56. Area
~ditor for Soviet Asia, Counci I for Old World ArchaeologYI
Inc., 1955-.
;Jlajor anthropological intei(:st: Prehistory and culture
history of the Soviet Union, Japan, Korea, China; Old
World origins and relationships of the New World cultures.
f~esearch in progress: Archaeological surveys and bibl io
graphies of Soviet Asia; prehistory of the Okhotsk Sea
r?gion.

The tol towing brief notes are intended primari Iy to
supplement the coverage of this area just published by the
Council for Old World ·Archaeology, fne. (COWA) by the addi
tion of further detai Is and such new data as have subsequently
become available, thus bringing the picture for Northeast
Asia up to date in so far as possible.

Since the writer has been dependent upon Soviet pubfi
cations for this information. coverage of field work and
research could not be ~s recent DS would be desir~ble. owing
to the time lag in pUblishing reports of Soviet work. plus
de'&y in their receipt aftd processing in this country. it
is hoped thet this aspect cenbe improved in the- very near
future by inore d i ,..ect channe Js of COrmlun i cat ion. The wr iter
has been awarded a Carnegie grant to visit the U.S.S.R. in
the t~ff of 1957, under the euspices of Harvard University,
con~ingent upon receipt of ~n enTry visa from the Soviet
government.
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Suggestions wi II be welcomed as to the content of the
Northeast Asia section in future issues of the Bulletin. so
that it may best serve the needs and desires of our readers,
To this end, it is hoped to report in the future on research
in progress in this country and Canada on Northeast Asia, and
to record unpublished MSS of every sort, including papers
read at meetings. We would like also to ascertain the
existence and nature of any archaeological material from
Northe~st Asia in American or Canadian museums.

For purposes of the Bulletin. Northeast Asia wil' be
taken to mean all Soviet terrotory west to and including
the Yenisei valley and the Altai Mountains; or in other
words. that portion of Siberia whose prehistory is more or
'ess closely related to that of the Far Eest. The boundaries
will not be rigid. however. and the regional editor wilt feel
free to introduce any additional material likely to interest
the reeders of the Bufletin or relevant to Far Eastern
problems.

Generol Comments
Some idea of the vast amount of government-supported

archaeo log i ca I fie I d work carr i ed out annua 1·1 yin the Sov i at
union can be had from even a cursory glance at the surveys
cited below. Naturally. a peripheral area difficult of access
f Ike Nclrtheast As1is rece i YeS on I y a very sma t, share 0 f th i 5

attention. Nevertheless. the increase in our knowledge of the
region in the past dozen years hAS been a phenomenal one. and
it is due almost entirely to the Indef~tlgable efforts of one
Soviet 8rcheeologist. A. P. Oklodnikov.

Post-wor developments In the U.S.S.R. were recently
sUlII11er i zed by leur Iston WfWd (in W. l. Thomas. ed.. Cyrrent
&;rtbropo logy, p. 89 ). who po i nts out es espee i a II y noteworthy
the changes i n archeeo log i cal theory: di f fus ion is now recog
nl zed ttwithin reasoneble I imfts" _ and the results of excava
tion are seldom distorted to bring them into harmony with
po'iticef ideology. Along with the flfling in of many blenk
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spots on the archaeological map and the formulation of de
tailed culture sequences and chronologies for the better
known areas, another major step has been the publication at
last of comprehensive final reports of excavations and surveys.
These are now appearing in considorabie numbers and qualita
tively are generally satisfactory and often superior. It is
apparent that €xce I lent v/ork by co;npe-~ent persons is be i n9
done ;n the U.S.S.R., something that could not be deduced from
the meagre pre-war reports.

The theories, methods, problems and results of Soviet
archaeology are conveniently set forth in two recent volumes
(in Russian) by A. V. Artsikhovskii and A. l. Mongait. Non
readers of Russian can profit from Paul Tolstoy's reviews of
these in the A~, Vol. 59, pp. 182-184, 1957.

A useful historical survey of Russian archaeology from
the viewpoint of an emigre scholar, stressing theory, method
ology and personalities, is now avai fable in English (Mikhai I
Mil Ier I P\r_ch~'2...?-LQ_ClY. in. the USSB, F~raeger, New York, (956).
The volume's drawbacks al~e pointed out in a review appearing
in the Jury 1957 issue of .8mer'i~,an Antiqulli.

Fieldwork and Research
A summary of Soviet field work in Northeast Asia during

1950-51 wi II be found in the article tlArchaeofogy in Soviet
Asia, 1950-1951", Kroeber ,AnthropofoQicaf Society PapeJ:.?,.,
No. 16 (Spring, 1957), Berkeley. The years 1952-J954 incrusive
are covered by the COWA Survey for Area 18 (Northern Asia),
No. I (Spring, 1957). No information is yet available on field
work in 1955 and subsequent years except that excavations have
continued in the Angara River valley and the Vladivostok area.

COWA publications are issued by the Counci I for Old World
Archaeology, (nc., II Divinity Avenue, Cambrid~e 38, Massachu
setts. The next CO~vA Survey wi I I appear in the spr i ng o·f
1959. Kroeber Anthropological Society publications ar~avai f
able in major libraries, or may be secured. di~ect from'the
Society, c/o Department of Anthropology, University of California,
Berkeley 4, California.
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No data have been received regarding research completed
or in progress in this country on Northeast Asia. The present
writer is at work on an extended article entitled "An Outline
of the Prehistory of Siberia, " of which Part L, coverin9 the
pre-metal periods, has been completed and is b~ing submitted
for pub I i cat ion.

The CaVIA Bibr iography for Area 18 (~!orthern Asia) No. I
(Fal" 1957), provides a selected, annotated iist of 77
titles on all phases of the archaeology of Soviet Asia pub-
lished.in the years 1951 through 1955, jncludlng a few im
portant titles from 1950. This bibliography appears bienially.
Although Russ:en-Ianguage publications naturally predominate,
an effort is made to include any useful sources in western
languages.

The fol lowing Jist is designed to supplement the COWA
coverage of Northeast Asia. It contains certain titles
omitted owing to space Ijmitations~ plus new publications
received subsequently.

Books end Articles

Beregovaia, N. A.

1953 Nal<onechn; k i Garpunov i z Drevn i kh Pose I en i i Ba,-anova
Mysa (Harpoon Points from the Ancient Settlements at
Cape Baranov). Mater i a Iv 1 I 5S ledoven i i a ~ Arkheo
JQgll SSSR, No. 39, pp. 421-445. Moscow-Leningrad.
Contains a detai led description of every harpoon

from Okladnikov's 1946 excavations in prehistoric Eskimo
dwellings at Cape Baranov, 70 km. east of the Kolyma
River# with extensive comparative data. The sites are
regarded as transitional Birnirk-Thule. The remaining
finds have not yet been published.
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8cregovaia (cont.)
1954 Arl~heo Jog i chesk i Nakhodl< i na Ostrove Chetyrekhsto 1

bovom (Archaeological Finds on Four Pi i lars lsrand).
Sovetskaia Arkhcologiia, Tom XX, pp. 288-312.
Moscow.
Describes in detail the material recovered from a

prehistoric dwelling on one of the Bear Istands off the
mouth of the Kolyma River. This is the westernmost
Fskimo site definitely identified. The culture is
closely related to that at Cape Baranov.

(Note: for a survey of Siberian Eskimo archaeology,
see the Southwestern Journal of Anthropology, Vol. II,
No.2, pp. 150-177; also ~nerican Antiquity, Vol. 22,
No.3, pp. 304-305.)

Chard, Chester S.

1956 Chro~ology and Culture Succession in the Northern
Kuriles, American An!iquity# Vol. 21, No.3,
pp. 287-292.
Summarizes the results of Osamu Saba's extensive

excavations in the 1930's on Shimushu and Paramushiro
Islands off the tip of Kamchatka, from. the Japanese
reports. Three stages are represented: Okhotsk culture,
NalJi pottery culture, and historic Kurile Ainu. The
oldest occupation found cannot be pushed back beyond
1000 A.D. I casting doubt on the role of the Kuri Ie
Islands in circum-Pacific culture movements.

1956 The Oldest Sites of Northeastern Siberia. American
Antiquit.~# Vol. 21, No.4, pp. 405-409.
Summarizes, with illustrations, the available infor

mation on the earliest archaeological remains north of
latitude 62 and east of the I lOth meridian. These are
chiefly concentrated in the lower Lena valley. Based
on Okladnikov's field work. The complex represented by
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tho fower levers at Uolba lake seems to be the oldest
trace of human occupation in this part of Asia. A date
of around 2000 B.C. is suggested by the author.

Davydova, l\. V.

1956 Ivolginskoe Gorodishche (The 'volga Fortified Town
Site). Sovetskaj~ Arkheologiia, Tom XXV, pp. 261
300. rvloscow.
Final report on the 1949-1950 excavations at one of

the outstanding sites of Trans-Baikal, located 14 km.
southwest of Ulan-Ude. Analysis of the finds indicates
that it was a settlement of renegad8 Chinese engaged in
farming, stock raising, metal furgy and ceramics, who
evidently supplied the requirements of the local nomadic
Hun groups in these respects. The site was occupied
from about 100 B.C. to fOO A.D. and seems to have been
destroyed by enemy attack.

Gimbutas, Marija

1957 Post-Palaeolithic Asia in the Territories of the
U.S.S.R., Encyclopaedia Britannica, vor. 2,
pp. 259-0 to 259-Q.
A concise resume of the main outlines of Siberian

and Central Asiatic prehistory during -i·he Neolithic and
metal ages by an outstanding authority on Russian arch
aeology. Especially important for the chronological
table which introduces sweeping changes in many 1009
8stablished concepts.

Ocherki istorii SSSR. Pervobytno~Obshchinnvj Stroi 1 Drev-
1956 neishie Gosudarst'la.!@. Territorii SSSJ!. (Outline

History of the U.S.S.R. Primitive-Communal Society
and the Oldest States ;n the Territory of the U.S.
S.R.>. Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Moscow.
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A survey of the prehistory and a~cient history of the
Soviet Union intended for the general pUblic, but written
by the top experts in each field and embodying the very
latest findings. Although the coverage of any given
subject is necessarily superficial, it is the r~st

comprehensive synthesis available, and hence is con
venient and useful for orientation and simi lar pur
poses.

Okfadnikov, A. P.

1955 tstori ia laku·t.§!<oi A~SR. Tom'. (History of the
Yakut ASSR. Vol. I). Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Moscow.
A new edition of this very important work is a

welcome event, since only one or two copies of the
original edition (Yakutsk, 1949' v,tere kno\'ln to exist in
this country. Some sections have be~n largely rewritten,
and the text is free of the anti-American tirades that
were ~~ rlg~ in 1949. Covers the prehistory of the
middle and lower lena valley from the Palaeolithic to
the Russian conquest. Much of the material has not
been published elsewhere, and some of the remainder is
difficult of access. A major portion is devoted to the
origin and early history of the Yakut. Far superior to
comparable histocies of other areas in the Soviet Union.
Based largely on the authorls own researches.

1956 Primor'e v I Tysiacheletii do Nashei Ery (The Mari
time Province in th0 1st Millenium B.C.). Sovetskaia
Arkheologiia, Tom XXVI, pp. 54-96. Moscow.
A fairly detailed and well-illustrated discussion

of the collections from the shell-mound sites of the
Vladivostok district. Aside from the historical impor
tance of this early maritime culture in a key North
Pacific area, the paper is noteworthy as the first ade
quate report on any part of the author's extensive field
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work in the Amur-Maritime region, the results of which
have been eagerly awaited.

Tolstoy, Paul

1953 Some Amerasian Pottery Traits in North Asian Pre
history. American Antiquity, Vol. 19, No. I,
pp. 25-39.
Contains a very useful survey and discussion of

Neolithic pottery traits and techn)ques in Siberia and
adjacent areas of the Far East, with regard to their
ramifications in the New \\lorld.

Book RevieNs

Ok Iadn il,ov, A. P.: Nee lit 1 BreQzo-y.Yl 'yek PrJ ba i ~J911 i a,
~hast' 11 JJ. (The Neal ithic and Bronze Age of the
Baikal Area. Parts I and II). Reviewed by Paul
Tolstoy in Ameri~f~ Antiquity, Vol. 18, No.3,
pp. 283-285, 1953.
Provides a concise summary of the most important

singfe work yet to appear on Northeast Asia. This volume
deals with the Neolithic cultures of the Cis-Baikal area.

(Note: for a rather critical review, see Vestnik
Drevnei Istorii, 1951, No.4, pp. 155-162; with a re
joind8r by the author, 19£. sit., 1952, No.4, pp. 199
201) •

lJeoJit 1 Bronzovyi Vek Pribaikal'ia, ~hast' ill.
Glazkovskoe Vremia (The Neolithic and Bronze Age of
the Baikal Area. Part II r.. The Glazkovo Period).
Revie\1ed by Paul Tolstoy in AmericanAntiglJit~,

Vol. 22, N04 4, pp. 426-427. 1957.
A comparable su~nary and discussion of this exhaus

tive study of the rich matorials from the early Bronze
Age of the Lake Baikal region.
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Chard, Chester S.
Kamchadal Culture and its Relationships in the O!d
and New V1orlds. CMicrofi 1m copies avai lable in the
Libraries of Congress, Peabody Museum of Harvard
University, and University of California, Berkeley.
Prints can be obtained from the latter).
A revised and expanded version of the author's 1953

doctoral dissertation of the same name. A culture-his
torical study of the origins of Kamchadal culture and
its role and relationships in the pre-contact North
Pacific region, based largely on trait distributions.
Both archaeological and ethnographic data are utilized.
Chapter '" was published separately in 1953 under 'the
title, "The Karnchadal: a Synthetic Sketch," (Kroeber
Anthropolqqicaf Society Paoers, Nos. 8-9, pp. 20-44);
a summary of this by Wi Iliam S. Laughlin appeared in
Arctic, Vol. 8~ pp. 75-76.

Michael, Henry N.
The Neolithic Age in Eastern Siberia. (Ph.D. Dis
sertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1954. Micro
film prints obtainable from University Microfilms.
Ann Arbor, Michigan).
A detailed, well-illustrated descriptive study of

the Neolithic cultures of Cis-Baikal and portions of
the lena River valley, based on the published reports of
A. P. ORladnikov. Especially useful,to those unable to
read Russian, since it covers the most significant
archaeological work yet carried out in Northeast Asia.
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Gor don VI. Hewes

Biographical data: Gordon vJinant Hewes~ Anthropology Depart
ment,. University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado. A.S.
from University of California (Berkeley) in 1938.
Ph.D. from University of California in 1947. Assistant
geographer, OSS, Washington, D. e., 1942-45. Research
analyst, 1944-1945; Instructor, Far Eastern history
and geography ASTP Pennsylvania, 1946. Assistant
Professor of /\nthropo logy I North Dakota~ 1946-49; South
ern California, 1949-51; Assistant Professor of Anthro
pology, University of Colorado, 1952-
Major anthropological interest: Cultural geography,
ethnology, and culture history of J~pan and Korea.

The bibliographic material which fol lows is based on
information graciously supplied by Professor Kim Jong-hak,
of Korea UniversitYI Seour~ and Professor Arimitsu Kyoichi,
of the faculty of Letters, Kyoto tmiversity. No information
is available to the campi fer at present on the results ~f

archaeological work in nor"thern f<orea.

General Comments
For understandable reasons, there has been relatively

I ittle archaeological activity in r<orea in recent years.
During the long Japanese occupation, however, considerable
archaeological research was carried"on, large museum collec
tions were assembfed, and voluminous reports were published
by the Japanese scholars specializing in t<orean prehistory
and protohistory. Unfortunately, very few Koreans were able
to obtain advanced training in the field of archaeology before
the war, and even if there had been no Korean conflict, the
shortage of trained personnel would have handicapped Korean
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fieldwork. None of the Japanese specialists on Korea has
been able to VJork in Korea in the last dozen yeal-5, but, as
the following report indicates, some of them have continued
to pUblish, using the notes and collections 6f earlier years
and the few reports which have been issued by scho!ars in
post-war Korea. Japanese archaeological Interest in Korean
pre- and protohistory wi II of course continue, since so many
of the cultural influences to reach the Japanese Islands
came by way of the I<arean Pen i nsu I a.

BIBL r OGRAPHY

Books and Articles

Arimitsu, Kyoichi

1954 Kinkai-kaizuka-doki no jogen to kagen (On the
pottery of l<inlllae S~e' Imound, up::>er and lower
I imi-rs> I<okogal~u-~asshl, Tokyo, 40 (I), July.

1955 Chosen no shoki-tekki-jidai bunka ni tsuite. (On
the pottery of the early Iron Ago Culture in Korea).
Tohogaku, Tokyo, 10, April.

1955 t<~ishu_yunan t<ofun-gun ni tsuite. (On the ancient
LSi I I~/ grave-mounds in the southern suburb of
!<yongju) ~hosen Gal<uho, Tenri (Nara-I<en), 8, Oct.

1956 Nansen dochaku bunka no kokogaku-teki-kosatsu.
(Archaeological study of the aboriginal culture of
Southern Korea) Shirin, Ky(Yi-o, 38 (6), November.

1956 Chosen no sekki-jidai bunka. (Neolithic curi·ure
of Korea) Nihon Kokogaku ~oza, Tokyo, 3, November.
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Arimitsu (cont.)

Aslan Perspectives (I, '957)

1956 Chosen shutsudo no masei-sekken. (stone daggers
found in Korea). Kyoto Kaigaku Bunqaku-bu, 50-shu
nen Kinen Ronshu 1~1iscer lanea l<iotiensi!7-:- f<voto,
November.

Hewes, Gordon v{.

1947 Archaeology of Korea: A Selected Bibliography,
Research Monographs on ~\orea, Ser i es F, No. I,
20 pp., map, Hamilton, N.Y.

Kayamoto" Tojin

1954 l(inkai-kaizuka no sai~<ento. (Reexamination of the
I<imhae Shelfmound).1 .r9koqaku-~shi, Tokyo, 40 (3),
December.

Kim, Chae-man

1956 Keishu Kouzuka shutsudo no dokornei "Ju" ni tsuite.
(On the "t" mark on the bronze vessel from Kouch'ong,
l<yongju) Kokogaku-zassh i, Tokyo, 42 (I), November.

J<iml Che-won

i955 Kyongju Noso-ri, Sangsangch'ong, Mach'ong, i Ibaek
sams;p pIal ho pun. (The Double-bed Mound, Horse
Mound, and tvlound No. 138, Noso-ri 6 I<yongju) National
Museum Report Q.D. Ancient Sites, Seoul, 62 pp.~ 50~

pfs.~ English summary.

Kim" Che-\fJon and MU-byung Yun .. et al.

1957 Islands off the \'Jest Coast of I<area (in Korean)
LHistorical and Archaeological Investigation~7
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Special Report of tho National jviuseurns .Qi I<orea,
Seou I. 260 pp.

27

Mishima, Shoei

1956 Kokuri no Gozoku ni tsuite. (On the Five Tribes of
Koguryo) Chosen Gakuho, 6, August.

Sakai, Kaizo

1955 I<otai-o himen no chimei ni tsuite. (On the local
place names in the J<ot'aA-wang Inscription) Chosen
Gak~ho, 8, October.

Book RcviGWS

Ryosaku, Fujita: ~h~~ kQ-~nk~ soi~n (A Survey of Ancient
Korean Culture), reviewod by M~x Loehr in £EQ,
Vol. XIV, (1955), pp. 416-418.

CerOVJ, Bert A.
Publrcations in Japanese 2n ~orean Anthropology.
Stanford University librar'y. 18 pp., dittoed,
Palo Alto (1952)
A Bibliography of Uncatalogued Materials in the

Kanaseki Collection.

Henderson, Gregory
Lectu~ Qn Korea~ Historv, 25 pp. mimeographed.
U. S. State Department.
Preseni-ing legend and archaeological information on

Korean prehistory. Much of the archaeological information
from Mr". K. Wonyong Kim of the Korean National Museum.
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J. Edward Kidder, Jr.

Biographical data: J. Edward Kidder, Jr. 1 International
Christian University, Mitaka-shi, Tokyo, Japan. B.A.
from Maryville College in 1943. A.M. from New York
University in 1949. Ph.D. fro~ New York University in
(955. Ecole du louvre, ParisI 1949-50. Instructor and
Assistant Professor, Washington University, st. Louis,
1950-1956. Fulbright, Japan, 1953-54. Associate
Professor of History of Art, 'nternational Christian
University, Tokyo, 1956-.

Due to the great amount of work necessary in starting
in his new position at International Christian University
Or. Kidder was unable to make more than a ~ery brief report
for the first issue. He has indicated that his future
reports wi1J be of much wider scope. The editor has collect
ed a few items to add to the report, though no attempt has
been made to be complete. (~d.)

G€'nera I Comments
Much of the archaeological work of the past few years

has been devoted to investigation and clarification of
problems concerning the pre-pottery or non-pottery culture.
:ts existence is generally agreed upon by most Japanese
archaeologists, though some prefer the term "non-pottery"
(Mudoki) to "pre-pottery," but implement types and their
consistency, extent of the culture, dating and relationship
to the Jomon period are all questions sti II in their infancy
of research.

Reports on this material now extend from Miyazaki
(discovered in November 1956) in the southern part of Kyushu
to the region of Hakodate in SQuthv/estern Hof'kaido. The
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latter is Tarukishi (see bibliography), discovered in 1954,
whi Ie the Miyazal<i find has not been made specific by a
report.

Fieldwork and ResearcQ
Yoshida~ assistant curator of the Musashino Museum,

conducted an excavation in January and February at Koganei
west of Tokyo in the y~rd of a farmhouse~ locating between
forty and fifty chert cores at a depth of 1.50 m. in red clay.
in the black Tachikawa foam, 2.50 m. below the surface, one
fragmentary scraper and four egg-sized stones were found.
AI I of theso are considered to come from strata considerably
deeper than those in which pottery is usually discovered.

Only a few miles away at Jindaiji investigations are
currently underway in another site termed pre-pottery, but
the results have not yet been made publice It is interesting
to note that Kumanogo and Tonogayato in the vicinity of
l<okubunji and pUbl ished in 1952 as pre-pottery sites, are
not far from thGse latest finds.

Y. Kamaki, director of the Kurashiki Archaeological
Museum, announced the discovery of thirteen bronze mirrors
of Chinese origin, bronze swords, arrowheads and iron pieces
in a tomb, the Kurumazuka~ on the outskirts of Okayama City.
One mirror dates to the first or second century A.D., the
others to the third pGrhaps, and are an aid in dating the
tomb in the late third or early fourth century.

The contributor is conducting excavations at the
extensive site on the International Christian University
campus~ The excavatable area covers a number of acres, and
may require years to investigate. The dominant pottery type
is Middle Jomon, actually ranging from Moroiso through
Horinouchi, lying mostly about one meter below the surface;
fractured pieces of obsidian, roughly chipped implements,
clay weights, and an earplug are among other recovered mater
ial. An earlier excavation of about nine years ago exposed
one pit-dwel ling on this site, and it is anticipated that
more will be found.
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Theodore Pdul Bank' II with the Institute fer Regional
:xplcratncn in Ann Arbor, Michigan .. wi I I be returning fa
Japan f6~~further field work in northern Hokkaido. During
the summer of 1956, Dr. Bank joined with several Japanese
archaeologists in excavating sites in the Shirataki val ley
and at Oketo in central Hokkaido. Of special Interest to
American archaeology is the fact that some of the more recent
materials from Shlrataki show a strong resemblance to very
early North American stone implements, especialiy to Oenbigh
flint materials and other finds in Arctic Alaska. The
second seasons work, In conjunct!on w!th Dr. S. Kodama of
Hokkaido University, the co-fead€'r w!th Of-. Bank, T. Dba
(archaeologist), M. Minato (geologist),M. Takewaki, and
-others from Hokkaido and Kyoto Universities, includes inten
sive archaeological and ecological studies at the previously
worked sites and extensive surface reconnaisance In the area
to locate other sites for future excavation.

Museums
The Shiotani Archaeo!og!cal Museum has just been completed

and opened to the public CAprll 22, 1957). It puts on display
a private cor fection of archaeological remains, one of the
best that survived the war, gathered throughout Japan by
D~. K. Shiotani. The new bui Iding is located opposite the
train station at Nogami, about two and one-half hours from
Tokyo on the Chichibu line.

B j b r i ography'

Books and Articles

Beardsley, Richard K.
1955 Japan Before History: A Survey of the Archaeologi

cal Record, FEO, Vol. XIV, pp. 317-346.
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Kankokai, Shinano Shiryo

Japan 3(

1956 Shinan~ Koko Soran (Introduction to archaeo'ogicaf
sites in Shinano Province). Nagano Prefect~re:

Shinano Historical Material Putl;ishfns Co., 2 Vats.
in Japanese.
Vofunle I: List of sites; VolumA 2: 'Dc~s r!ptive

material, bibl iography; 2i3 pfV"~8S; cil':.\rts,,, i ~ Ls'lr.:)-I-Ions,
figures, distribution maps; CO\:t-)rs aj: archaGo o;rcal
periods in a definitive way.

Maringer, John

1957 SOlne stone Toois of Early Hoabinhian Type from
Central Japan, MLa~) Vol. LVI I, Item I.

Sugihara, Sosuke

1956 Gumlila-!\en J!t.~uku Hakken !.lQ. Sekk i Bunkq (The stone
Age Remains found at Iwajuku, Gumma Prefecture),
Tokyo: Reports on Research by the Faculty of
Literature, Meiji Un;versity, Arch~eo:ogy, No. I,
64 pp. Japanese text, 20 pis., 29 pp. English text.
The report that sets forth the Iwajuku II II and

possibly a III culture. The first is termed a flake
tool culture in which unprepared cores were used:
hand-axes and blade flakes. II is also a flake tool
culture of harder stone: end and side scrapers chiefly.
One conclusion is that lwajuku is not mesolithic but
palaeol ithic.

Takeuchi, 5. 1 M~ Minato, H. Kano, T. Oba, S. Sugihara

1956 T_gr~ishi Hakkutsu Hokot\usho (tarukishi excavation
report). Hakodate: Hakodate Municipal Museum,
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53 pp. Japanese text, 34 pis., English titles and
summary.
So far unique in that it enlarges the geographic

range of the non-pottery culture; large blades are most
typical, also found were side and end scrapers, a core
and flakes, all at a depth of about 50 em.

Additional bibliographic note: A series of analytical articles
on Japan's pa Jaeo lith i c have been or are b8'i n.9Pub I i shed by
John Maringer, Director of the Archaeological Institute,
Ichit<av-Ja City, in f"\nthropos (Vol. 51, 175-193), .~oJ'\ogaku

Zasshi (Vol. 42/2, pp. 1-8) .. tl?n and .ArtL£'Js As,ia~.

Jomon Ar-chaeo 1Q,gy'
Kidder, J. Edward, Jr.

1957 Thfi l.omon Pottery at JqQ.~n, Ar-ribus Asiae, Ascona,
SVJ i tzer I and.

McCord, Howard A.

1955-6 Contributions to the Archaeology of Northern Honshu,
Parts I-III, Amer. Ant., Vol. XXI, Nos. 1-3.

TsuDai, :<., N. Tan, K. Tsukamoto

1956 lshivama Kaizuka (I) (The Ishiyama Shell-mound, Vol.
I), Kyoto: Heian Gakuen, 19 pp., 36 pis., maps,
charts, in Japanese.
A technical report on a shell mound on the south-

eastern edge of Lal·~·e.8 j wa Pottery types as Kayama,
Kasubata, Uenoyamo, f rumi and r sh iyama: a r r 'ear fy ;n
the area. Human skull, pol ished axes, tanged scrapers l

projecti Ie po;nts~ antlers, carved bone, shell rings
among other remains.
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1956 Shito Shisekibo-gun (The Oofmcns at Shito).
National Commission for the Protection of Cultural
Properties. To!~yo: CPCP, Vol. iV, 148 pp., in
JapanesE:, 33 pis., xii pp. Eng Ii sh summary; charts,
d i ag'rams, etc.
Huge stones supported by one to three smaller ones;

10 dolmens in all; 2 double jar burials and 6 funeral
urns in area proving early to middle Yayoi period. Site
is at Maebar-U-lllachi, Itoshima-gun .. Fukuoka-ken.

Book Rev i eV/s

Mizuno, Seiichi, Takayasu Higuchi, and Takashi Okazaki:
Tsush ima, revievJeq by Sung V!en-Hsun in BDAA,
No.2, pp. 42-43.

Takeuch i, S. I'!'. f·j i nato, H. ;~ono, T. Oba, S. Sug i hara:
Tarukishi Hakkutsu Hokokusho CTarukishi Excavation
R(:Jport), reviewed by Gordon \!& HOV/8S in AA, Vol. 59
( 1957) # p. 186 •

From the Proc~edings of the Fourth [9r-~asterQ Prehistory ...
Congresse~...

Part I: Prehistory# Archasology and Physical
Anthropology (Second Fascicle: Section I) 1956

Oey,:?r, H. ot Il~Y

Prel iminary and Terroinal Notes to Four Papers on Japanpse
Archaeology and rarly History, pp. 219-222 and 269-270.

Ka9amiyama~ Takeshi
A Note on the Red-slipped Yayoi Pottery in Northern
Kyushu, Japan# pp. 223-224.
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Mor i, Te· i j i ro
Archaeological study of Jar-Burials in Encolithic Japan,
pp. 225-245.

Ohshima, Kwanshiro
An Attempt to Demonstrate the Existance of a Supposed
~""ood Age Prior to (or Contemporary with) the Stone Age
in Central Japan, pp. 261-268.

Tsuda, Noritake
The Chinese Philosophy and Religious Ideas Expressed
in the Designs of Han Mirrors Exhumed from Japanese
Protohistoric Burial Mounds and How Such Ideas were
Related to the Ideal of Early Japanese Nationalism,
ppe 247-259.



CHINA

Editor

At the spring meeting of the American Oriental Society,
Professor Helfmut Wi'lh9lm brought up the organization of the
American Branch of the Far-Eastern Prehistory Association and
the purposes of our Bulletin. Our plans met with enthusiastic
approval. The group felt that it would be desirable to have
an archaeologist as our Regional Editor tor China and Profes
sor Richard Rudolph of UCLA agreed to take on the responsi-
bi lity. By this time the deadline for material was passed so
Professor Rudolph will not make his appearance until the next
issue.

General Comments
In the absence of our Regional Editor, the Editor of the

Bul-Ietin will present a brief section primarily made up of a
list of book reviews, and a report of a trip made shortly over
a year ago to a number of archaeological sites on the Chinese
mainland. The report, through the courtesy of Robert Befl,
comes from Dr. Roger Duff, Director of the Canterbury Museum
in Christchurch, New Zealand. Dr. Duff is the permanent
Secretary of the Far-Eastern Prehistory Association. As it
is too long to compfete in one issue# the last part will
appear in the December issue of the Bulletin.

A NEW Z~ALAND ARCHAEOLOGIST IN CHINA

Visiting China in May, 1956, as a member of a party of
ten New Zealanders (farmers 2# University lecturers 3, pri
mgry schoo I teacher I, Presbyterlan Min i ster I, house-vI i ves
IQne an artist, one a scurptres~/, Museum Director f), ,
spent 5 weeks in a country which has always been of excep
tional interest to Archaeologists. My parficular interest
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was to establish whether the stepped neolithic adze, of the
type widely believed to be the proto-type of the Polynesian
equivafent# and previously established for the luzon-Formosa
Hong Kong triangle, existed more widely in the Chinese main-
land. The type was found to be well represented ina narrow
coastal strip bounded to the north by the Huai River extension
of the Yang Tze delta and to the south between Hong Kong and
the Indo-China border. It was interesting to 'earn that the
related shouldered adze was not properly represented and
seems to have a more distinctively southern distribution .•.
Indo-China, Malaya# Siam, and the Assam area of Burma. In
a nation where pottery, bronze, and jades have been the
cultural fossils for the establishment of the early cultural
sequence, 1 gathered that the neolithic adze had not been
particularly studied_ so that my col leagues had not very
ready opinions about the chronology of the type I was inter
ested in. The general opinion was that the stepped adze was
very fate, possibly of early bronze age, which in South China
could be later than '500 B.C. In spite of its archaeological
riches, China had not, prior to the war with Japan, produced
well established neolithic sites, where conclusions could be
based on stratification so that the neolithic presented the
greatest gap in Chinese chronology.

f was interested therefore to inspect an extensive
neolithic village site (Pan Po) on the outskirts of Sian_
the latter being an ancient capital of Han and Tt ang times ..
strategically placed athwart tho middle reaches of the valley
of the Yellow River on the corridor from Kansu and Central
Asia through which so many erement~ of the proto-type Chi
nese cu Iture seen1 to have funne I led. The n10st access i b Ie
account of the Pan Po site is to be found in the popular
"China Reconstructs" for May 1956. The author is Hsia Nai,
Deputy-Oirector of the Institute of Archaeology of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, Pel~ing. Hsia Nai ascribes the occupation
to the rich Yang-Shao "painted pott·ary" neolithic as found
eastward in Honan and far west in I<ansu. tltore important is
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his remark (ibid.) that this was "one of the two or three
hun dred neo lith i C 5 i tes located 5 i nee 1949. ft

The circumstances of the Pan Po find provide in them
selves much of the clue to understanding the enormous burst
of archaeological activity which has taken place in China
since the present Government came into power in 1949. start
ing from the natural reason that an extremely left wing
government of the "Peoples DeolOcracy" type should regard
the archaeological treasures of China as a means of fostering
national pride and self respect l and should wish to make
them available inmuseums# a law was passed that all such
finds became public property. In each province there was
set up a committee charged with the preservation and col-
lection of archaeological and cultural relics; an inspector
from the comm i ttee rfiade it his bus i ness to keep in touch
with the great acceleration of constructional projects which
followed the coming to power of the Peoples Government.
Should the inSpGCTOr'S report of an important site warrant
it, the committee had power to halt the construction and
proceed with systematic excavation.

Near Sian it was an inspector of the Shensi Provincial
Committe9 who so acted in October 1953, hafting a farge scale
constructional excavation on the eastern outskirts of the
city, to initiate a prolonged, excavation of the site which
was continued by a team sent by the Institute of Archaeology
and wh i ch the Comm j ttee hopes to preserve as a permanen"t
memoria'. During my visit on May. 16 the uncovered .part of
the site was roofed in by a bamboo shelter which , was told
would give way to a permanent building. Excavation was
continueing on a limited scale, under the charge of the
original discoverer Shih Hsing-Pa from the Institute of
Archaeology, with a small team of locally hired labourers,
and more special ized assistance from University ,student·s.
Among the important finds, ample supplies of charcoal are
avai fable for C-'4 analysis to provide the first testing of
hazy ideas about the chronology of the Yang Shao era.
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Visiting the headquarters of the Co~nittee I found two
enthusiastic senior officlals# with the usual generous
allocation of assistants# cOmfortably installed in the
pavilions ,flanking the courtyard of an old style house of
large size. La~ge collections which were being classified
and repaired, were recovered from this and other sites
revealed as the by-product of recent industrial construction.
Noteworthy were, some fine T'ang grave figures, under repair,
the perfect ones being exhibited in Sian's Drum Temple, serv
ing as a city museum. Others in turn had been allocated to
the old established Shensi Provincial Museum and others
doubt~ess had been chosen for the Historical Section of the
Nat i ona " mper i aJ -Palaces rvluseum at Pek j n9.

To· my knOWledge simi lar Comnlittees operated in at f
pro.vinces, although I visited on:ly those in Shanghai and
Canton. Un" ike older Chinese cities, which at one time or
another served as national or prov;i nc i a I cap i fa I5 so that
suburban deveiopmentyie'lded valuable coJlection,s as at
Sian" the chief function of the Corrnnittee in Shanghai was
to serve as a focus for channeling to public ownership of
the dispersed prlvate collections of the recent past. The
title was here the Shanghai Committee for the Preservation
of Art Objects, and the Committee had its headquarters in
a roomy former C?) VJestcrnres i dence

Chairman Hsu Sen-Yu presented- me with copies of the
Shanghai Committee's first publication, three handsome
volumes pUblished in "955 and describing 124 scroll and
album paintings acquired by the Shanghai library and Mu
seum during 1954. Captions in English and Russian add
graatty·tothe value 'of this publication tor the outside
world.

Gems of Chinese Painting, compiled by the Shanghai
Committee for the Preservation of Art Objects. Shanghai
Peoples Art PUblishing House, 1955. Three volumes, pp. 245.

tn the headquarters of the Kwantung provincial Commit
tee at Canton f noticed that the large collection la;'d out on
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the floor of a disused temple did not seem to have come from
recent excavation, so that these too had been acquired from
private owners.

Both sources •.• an i ntens i ve, off i cia II y contro lied
programme of excavation keeping time with building construc
tion, and a persuasive campaign .of acquisition of former
private col lections ... explain the extraordinary phenomenon
which has filled the di~play cases of the numerous newly
established museums--as at Shanghai--and oth~r museums as at
Peking, Nanking and Canton, ·where the vicissitudes of war
led to the revival of much of the former collections. For
instance I learned on good authority that the Nanking Museum,
which serves as the state museum for six southeastern
provinces (l<iangsu, Chekiang, Siangsi, FUkien, Kwangsi and
Taiwan) had been literally emptied, 865 cases being trans
ported by officials of the forrner National ist Government
to Taiwan. Since the present age of the Nanking Museum,
which started in 1950, the shelves have been restocked with
160,000 exhibits, built by excavation (chief source),
purchase and gift. The results to myself as a visitor were
so impressive that it was difficult to conceive that a huge
museum of archaeology and art could b~ replenished so
miraculously.

More than in any other old world area, perhaps, the
archaeological potential of China has scarcely yet been
touched, in spite of a teeming archaeological activity which
certainly has no parallels elsewhere in the Pacific area.
Archaeology obviously enjoys a high priority in pUblic
budgets, as do public museums which serve as the pUblic shop
window of archaeolo·gyical 'activity. Archaeology and art are
the dominant themes of museums, and it is understand~b'e that
archaeologists and museum officials are alike resentful at
the government disorganization of earfier decades which per
mitted so many key pieces of China's archaeological record
to pass into museums and private colrections abroad. At the
Shensi Provincial Museum, Sian, I was told with some feeling
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of the loss of two of the famous stone slabs with the horses
carved ;n relief, formerly adorning the mausoleum of Tai Tsung,
founder of the T'ang Dynasty. These are now in the Pennsyl
vania University Museum.

Much more serious is the complete disappearance of all
the 14 original crania of Sinanthropus pekinensis from the
Chou K'ou Tien site. f visited Chou K'ou Tien in company
with Poi Wen-Chung, doyen of Chinese pafaeontologists, who
was present at the originaf discoveries in 1927. Dr. Pei
contented himself with the remark that he did not believe
they had been destroyed. From another source, which must
remain anonymous, I gathered that they were last seen at the
port of Tien Tsin, in charge of a battalion of American
marines awaiting shipment by an American naval vessel, but
it was a Japanese destroyer which arrjved~ Here is an impor
tant question which the F.E.P.A. should pursue, if it is to
discharg0 its functions of strength(i;1ning goodwil I and friendly
collaboration among all archaeologists wor~,;ng in the impor
tant Far Eastern region. By the sante tot~en it is obvious that
-t.he F. E. p. A. shou I d work act i ve Jy to break down the j so Iat i on
which the manoeuvres of the cold war have imposed on China,
cutting off its eminent archaeologists in Taiwan from the field
of their natural archaeological interest, and isolating the
new generation of archaeologists in the Chinese mainland both
from their col leagues in Formosa and from the F.E.I?A. and
Pacific Science Associations as at present constituted. I
learned with surprise from a reading Chinese archaeologist
that no invitation to the (953 Congresses of these Associ
ations at Manila had been sent to China. If scientists can
be persuaded to conform with such pol itical prejudices, \AJe

forego our right to the title. Above all no basic question
of ~ar Eastern Prehistory can be answered, while the ~nor

r,10US and important landmass of Ch; na and its expert
archaeologists are ignored.

(To be continued)
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Bi b I iography

~ and Articles

Anon.

1957 A Giant Ape of 500,000 Years Ago~ New Light on the
Monster GigantopithecU5 of Prehistoric China, ~
April '3, pp. 582-583.

Davis, Frank

1956 A Page ,For Collectors; A Magnificent Gift to Oxford
University, ItN, Sept. 22# pp. 472-474.
On the Ingram Collection of Chinese Art, with

illustrations of bronzes and pottery figures.

Li Chi

1955 Importance of the Anyang Discoveries In Prefacing
Known Chinese History with a New Chapter, Proceedings
of the Eighth Pacific Science Congress 2f~ Pacific
Science Association# 1953, Vol. I, pp. 425-434.

Movius, Hallam l., Jr.

1955 Recent Research on Early Man in China# AA, Vol. 57,
pp.334-337.

1956 New Palaeolithic sites, near Ting-Ts'un in the Fen
river, Shansi province, North China. Quaternaria,
I I I (Rome), pp. I3-26 .

Book Reviews

Cammann, Schuyler: China's Dragon ~I reviewed by Jane
Tilley in AA, Vol. 57 (1955)# pp. '323-1324.
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Ehrich, Robert W., ed.: Relative Chronologies lfr Old World
Archaeology, reviewed by Robert M. Adams in AA,
Vol. 57 (1955), pp. 1327; Gordon Chifde in Antiquity,
No. 117 (1956), pp. 45-46; GeorgeM. A. Haufmann
in Archaeology, vor. 9 (1956), p. 151; I'v1. J. MeJlink
in Science, 25 Feb. (1955).

Graham, David Crockett: Songs and Stories of The Ch'uan Miao,
revi6wed by Cornelius Osgood in AA, Vol. 57 (1955),
p. f095.

Hansford, S. Howard: A Glossarv of Chinese Art and Archae
.Q.!.Q.gy, reviewed by Alexander C. Soper in FEQ,
Vol. XIV (1955), pp. 577-578.

Kaplan, Sidney: Earry Pottery frornthe Liang Chu Site,
Chekiang Province, reviev:ed b~l Chang f<wang-chih
in BDAA, No.4, pp. Sf-53.

li Chi, ed.: Ch'eng-tze-vai: The Black Pottery Culture Site
at Lung-shan-chen .lJJ.li-ch'eng-hsien,,· Shantung
Province," trans. by' Kenneth ~tarr, reviewed by
Mi 1lard Rogers in FEO, Vol. X'/I (1957), pp. 30L1·-305.

LOE.~·hr-, ;'ia>~: Shines€: 8ronze Age l:!eapons" review:7Jd by I-sung
in BDAA, No.7 (1956), pp. 69-71 Sidn~?y M. l<apran
in AA, Vol. 59 (1957), pp. 377-379.

Needham, Joseph: Science and Civi lization lrr China, Vol. I,
Introductory Orientetions, revfewed by W.A.C.H.
Dobson in Antiquity, No. r 13 (1955), pp. 49-50;
Wolfram Eberhard in AA, Vol. 57 (1955), pp. 1079
1081; Arthur W. Humm~ in FEQ, Vol. XIV (1955), pp.
559-560; Li Chi in BDAA, No.6 (1955), pp. 55-56;
Conway Zirkle in SM, Vol. 80 (1955), p. 205. Vol.
I I, History of Scientific Thought, reviewed by Derk
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Needham, Joseph: (cont.)
Bodde, In FEQ, Vol, XVI (1957), pp, 261-271;
\'Ii II tam C. Boyd, in..§M, Vol. 84 (1957), pp. 213-214;
R. Multhauf, in Science, Oct. 5 (1956); James
Newman, in SA, April (1957), pp. 160-16'~

Rubissow, Helen: ~ of Asia, reviewed by Max Loehr in.M"
Vol. 57 (1955). p. 1094.

Sickman, laurence and Alexander Soper: The'Art~ Architec
ture of China, reviewed by Aschwin Lippe in ill, Vol.
XVI~ (1957), pp. 137-142.

Su Ch' eng-ch i en : Hou-Han 'sh i h-hUQ ch i h ch I ang-p i en (Com
pilation of an' Economics Section for the Later Han
Dynasty), reviewed byHowardS. levy inFEQ, Vol.
XV, (1956), pp. 413-415.

Waley, Arthur: The Nine Songs: ~ Study of Shamanism in
Ancient China, reviewed by Burton Watson in ill,
Vol. XVI" (1957), pp. 125-127.

Walker, Richard L.: lli Multi-State System of Ancient 'China,
reviewed by Morton ,.Fried in AA,Vof. 57 (1955),
pp. 152-153.

\~1 i ens, Hero I d J.: Ch ina IS tx'arch Toward the Trop ics, revi ewed
by' L. M. Hanks, Jr., in AA, Vol. 57 (1955), "p. "322;
Harold C,. Hinton, in FEQ, Vol. XIV (1955), pp. 565
566.

~~u Tse: Ku-tai shih: Yin-tai nu-I i-chik she-hui shih (A
History of Antiquity': A History: of the Slave Society
of the Yin Dynasty), reviewed by Howard S. Levy in
FEQ, Vol. XVI (1957), pp. 122-125.
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Manuscripts
An interesting letter was received from Professor

Tingsheng Shenfu Wei concerning a mansucript of his. Pro
fessor ~Jei was. lately professor of Far Eastern History in
the University of the Philippines. Previous to that he
taught in Yenching University, Peking; Central University,
Nanking; and Futan University, in Chungking.

According to Professor Wej~ he published three books in
Chinese between 1950 and 1953 on the origin of the Japanese
monarchy, over which there was considerable controversy with
Japanese scholars. He has rewritten his thesis in English,
entitled The Birth 2! Japan, and it is as yet unpublished.

In Professor Wei's ~/ords, "In this monograph, J have
shown in photographs that the so-call~d tYayoishiJ<i culture'
of.prehistoric Japan was In reality Chinese culture of the
Ch'inand early Han period. r have shown by photographs that
Yayoishiki intrusion into Japan came directly frorn Shantung l

China, not through Korea as hitherto believed.
"After having coor.dinated at J the data about th,e be

ginning of the Japanese monarchy •.. I found that they all
agree with the hypothesis that the Yamato J<ingdom of Jimmu
Tenno, was in real ity the Hsu I<ingdom establ ished abroad in
the Chinese court record. The legend of Jimmu Tenno .. the
founder of the Japanese monarchYI was simply the Japanese
version of the adventure of the Chinese adventurer Hsu Fu •.•
This event /th.e_cstablishment of a 'civi I governrnent ~'Jith

Hsu as its kin.9! was ,-recorded in·the Imperial Court r0cord
at the time wh·en it transpired. Jimmu Tenno was. his posthu
mous title of the Chinese style conferred on him by his
descendent Empress Koken in the middle of the 8th century
A. D. tI

Fran1 the proceed i nQS of the Fourth. Far-Eastern Preh i story ...
Congresses ...
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Part I: Prehistory, Archaeology and Physical Anthropology
(First Fascicle) 1956

Beyer, H. Otley: Preliminary Note on Eight Papers on Chinese
Archaeology and Early History, pp. 83-88.

Drake, F. S.: The Relation Between the Painted Pottery and
Black Pottery Sites of North China, and the Pre
historic and Protohistoric Sites of Southeast
China, pp. f 15-131.

Neolithic Site at Hung Chia lou, Shantung# N.
China, pp. 133-178.

li Chi: Diverse Backgrounds of the. Decorative Art of the
Yin Dynasty, pp. 179-194.

studies of the Hsiao-T'un Pottery: Yin and Pre
Yin, pp. 195-209

Mizuno, Seiichi: Prehistoric China: Yang-Shoo and Pu
Chao-Chai, pp. 89-101.

Sekino~ Takeshi: On the Black and the Grey Pottery of
Ancient China~ pp. 103-114.

Tung Tso-pin: On the f'-lethod of Recording the "Day" in the
Yin Dynasty, pp. .211-212.

Voretzsch, E. A.: Neolithic Implements in China. pp. 213-214.



SOUTHEAST ASIA

Wilhelm G. Solheim II

Before presenting the brief bibliography on Southeast
Asia we would like to make a few remarks on the portions of
Linton's Tree of Culture concerned with the prehistory"of
Southeast Asia and the migrations therefrom. The chapters
involved are XII f to XV (pp. 173~"222), making up his section
on the "Southeast Asiatic Complex," and XXXIX (pp. 573...;588)
on "Japan."

Because of what he considers the lack of archaeological
evidence~ linton bases his reconstruction on marginal survi
vals. As this was not linton's field of specialization, he
should not "be bl" amedtor his lack of knowledge on the postwar
archaeological work done in Southeast Asia, particularly as
the mater i a Its not we " J<nown in the Un i ted states. Though
no revolutionary publications have come out, enough archae
ological work has been done to make a few changes. in the pic
ture he presents. As a who Ie his reconstruct ion" is qu i te
reasonable, so we shafl examine only some of the details.

LInton fee Is that "The presence of .Qottery seems quest ion
ab Ie Iln the Southeast As i at ic Neo lith i.£/, s i nee it j·s lack ing
not only in Polynesia but even in the more archaic cultures
of modern Madagascar." (Linton, p. 174) Neolithic pottery i-s
present! On the a-nainland of Southeast Asia it \Alas possibly
assoc i ated with late Bacson ian (fVleso-Neo lith i c) and was cer
tainly present frorn Ear1y Neolithic times on. This earliest
pottery is string- and cord-marked and related to the same
kind very common in both Yangshaoand longshan of North China
of 3000-2000 B.C. (?), and probably pre-Yangshao, when and j.f
it is discovered. The early cord-marked pottery is much less
common in Indonesia and very rare in the Philippines (Solheim,
1952b, p. 38). In Indonesia one of the common types of Neo
lithic pottery is paddle-impressed cross relief, or checker
stamped pottery. This is also common on the mainland, coming
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later than the early cord-marked. It;s present in the Phil
ippines, and extends in Melanesia as far as Fiji (Solheim,
1952b, pp. 36-37). Until recently it was felt that there was
no Neolithic pottery in the Philippines. However, a Late Neo
lithic site in Masbate had a large number of sherds present
indicating pottery of considerable variety (Solheim# in press).
This site has a C-14 date of 2,710.:': tOO B. P. (1955). The lack
of pottery in Pofynesia will be discussed below. As we are
not acquainted with Madagascar's archaeology no comment can
be made.

Continuing on the Southeast Asian Neolithic, linton says
that "chipped stone impJements were rare .. and crudely rnade."
(Linton, p. 74). There is one group of very interesting excep
tions to this statement. In the Goewa lawa (Bat Cave) near
Sampoeng in Java, and from ToaJian sites ;n Southwest Celebes
come small projectile points that are very finely chipped. One
of the vat~ieties of points is triangular, with a concave base
(Heine-Gefdern, Fig. 29), which is very similar to points of
the f'i1oroiso Culture of Early Jomon in Japan (Groot, Plate XXI).
This , combinedwith other data indicate some form of diffusion
during Neolithic times from Japan or neighboring areas to the
south, including eastern !ndonesia. A paper is being written
on this subject for prssentation at the 9th Pacific Science
Congress.

A third statement of linton's from his reconstruction of
the Southeast Asiatic Neolithic is to the effect that the sling
was the principal missile weapon (Linton, p. 174). We have
not examined the literature carefully, but to the best of our
knowledge~ sling stones have not been reported from the main-
land of Southeast Asia, Indonesia, or the Philippines. This
does not prove their absence. as the next site excavated in
any of these- areas may have s I j n9 stones. However, consJ der i n9
that they are very widely spread throughout Polynesla# Micro
nes ; a, and ;..le Janes; a, they shou Id have been reasonab Iy common
in their area of common origin.
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In speaking of the migrations into eastern Oceania, Linton
refers to the base area as Indonesia. He does not define his
use of "fndonesia#" but our feeling is that he meant the pres
ent day political state. If he does mean greater Indonesia,
including the Philippines, the statements he makes would be
rnore correct.

Concerning these migrations he says, "One rnigration route
seems to have been through Melanesia and along the relatively
close-lying Polynesian Islands .•.• Another migration route
ran far to the north_ taking the migrants into the small and
wIdely scattered Micronesian Islands, from which they eventu
ally reached Hawaii .••. The migrants who came by the northern
route occupied Micronesia and seem to have been the first
settlers in Hawaii. A radio carbon date from Saipan in the
Carolines gives app~oximately 1500 B.C. for a settlement
there." (Linton, pp. 179-180).

The old idea of a southerly migration route into Poly
nesia has been largely dropped. This is supported by recent
arcllaeo log i ca I worJ< In Fi j i. Here it was found that pottery
of the paddle-impressed variety was present at the lowest
levels in archaeological sites, and pottery was abundant
through all levels (Gifford_ p. 139 & 222-223). As the Poly
nesians did not make pottery~ though clay was present on sev
eral of their high islands, they could not have entered Po'y-

. nesia through such a pot....ery il"laking area .(Solheim, 1952a, pp.
IO-I.;p & p. 33).

The more recent theory of a northerly route through the
Micronesian Islands has also met with some disfavor. In a
paper presented at the Fourth Far-Eastern Prehistory Congress,
de Young indicated tha-t the ancestors of the Polynesians did
not pass through Micronesia (de Young# pp. 89-90)# and the dis
cussion which followed his paper agreed with this. Also, mi
gratIon to Hawaii came from the south, not from the west.

The radio carbon date from Saipan of about 1500 B.C. will
be clarified when Spoehr's report comes out (see Micronesian
section). This date, which is associated with pottery, seems
too ~~rly to belong to a migration from the Philippines. It
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is our opinion before having seen Spoehl~'s report, that this
pottery is probably relatod to Japanese pottery of Early to
Mi dd Je Jomon times. \'Je have; ear I i er postu Iated a movement
from the north br i ng; 09 co i I ed pottery into 1\1e lanes i a (So, he; nl,
1952a, p. 33, and 1953_ p. 97) ~nd this date would fit quite
welt for this movement, as would the location.

little needs to be added to Linton's chapter on the "South
east Asiatic Post-Neolithic" (Chap. XV, pp. 207-222). Recent
archaeological worf~ in the Philippines has shown that the ex
tensive Late Neolithic contact between Indochina and the Phil-
ippines continued, bringing in rnany influences troln the "Don9-
son" Bronze Age. The Dongson designs were of much influence
in Indonesia and into MGlanesia, and as mentioned by Linton,
are stifl found in the designs in textiles, c9rvings and
paintings, (Linton, p. 208).

Linton made his worst error in bringing a Southeast Asian
POPulation into N20lithic Japan. He states:

!tIn contrast to the Ainu~ the early inhabitants of the
southern part of Japan seem to have been agriculturalists
from very early times. They brought in taro and probably
rice, but "r-hey also rei ied heavi fy on fish ing and bui It
their settlements in coastal areas. The archaeological
evidenc2 of their cufture is scarce, for they used bamboo
and wood for bUilding and,implements, made no pottery,
and used little stone. Apparently this southern group
were phys i ca I 1'1 iiluch like \'lhat we Co I f proto-j'·'1a lay, a
stoc!~i'y built, brown-skinned people with little body
hair. They had broad faces, small noses, thin lips, and
straight eyes."

(linton, p. 575) ThesG ideas must have come from earlier works,
as none of the post-war pubric~tions could be so construed.
Beardsley indicates that the pre-pottery cu'tures probably came
frOln North Asia, which was also the principal source for Jomon,
the pottery making culture (Beardsley, p. 344). As to the phy
sical type, we have no jdea where Linton might have found
s!~eietaf remains showing a bf'own-skinned people with tittle body
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hair, thin lips~ and straight eyes. Groot's final sTatement
is tbat" "~1e can only conclude thaf the racial composition of
the Jomon population must have been very complex." (Groot,
p. 81). It is our impression, after seeing several Japanese
archaeological collections in Japan, that the anthropological
fotklore of a Southeast Asiatic origin of a portion of the
Japanese population is incorrect, unless the suggest"cd Hoabin
hian similarities of some of the prc.;-Jof,lOn sites is born out.
There are definite elements of Japanese material culture that
suggest Southeast Asiatic origin. However, when Korean archae
o1ogy is better known, it is "our feel ing that lnuch of the
southern content of JapDnese culture may prove to have come
by way of Korea.
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CAMBODIA LAOS AND vtETNM~

R. A. Hackenberg

Mr. Elden Johnson of the Department of AnthropologYI Uni
versity of Minnesota, has been appointed regional editor for
Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam, and will be responsible for this
section in future issues of the Bulletin. The major contri
bution to the present issue has been made by Mr. Bernard P.
Groslier of the Ecole francaise dtExtreme-Orient.

Cenera! Comments
As in much of Southeast Asia, archaeological research in

this area has not 'been resumed in full scale since the war be
cause of continuing unsettled conditions. Museum research and
writing has flourished, however, and there are indications that
the t~mpo offield work is ~150 accelerating.

Changes in the political scene ~ave affected the organi
zation of th2 Ecole francoise d'Fxtreme-Orient. From 1946 to
1954 the Ecole was a federal institution, sponsored and subsi
dized by the goveOrnments of Fr:ance, Cambodia, laos and Vietnam.
Since 1954, the ~colc has become a purely !::rench institution l

with direction in Paris and various local centers In Cambodia,
laos, Indonesia, Japan and India. Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam
are in process ot establishing th3ir own national services and
research institutions. The care of monuments has already been
organized.

Fi ~ Id\'lork and Research
The most important discoveries r05ulting from Excavation

in recent years have occurred in the pJat0au region of South
Vietnam. Two members of the Ecole, MM. Georges Condominas and
Pierre Bernard laffont, discovered previously unknown sites
containing tr a litnophonco, thE' most.magnificent.exqmple f:..~VDr

excavated." (See Groslier, 1954; iVlarleret, 1951; Condominas l

1951; Laffont, 1956).
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Stratigraphic excavations were directed by B. P. Groslier
at tbe Royal Palace of Angkor Thom in 1952-53. From this work
a complete chronology of Chinese export wares has been con
structed for the period from the Sung to early Ming dynasties.
As these wares appear allover South Asia, an important key to
the chronology of the area has been contributed. Air surveys
were also conducted by Grostier in Cambodia, including an
attsl~pt to del imit the ancient kingdom of Funan. This war!".
resulted in the disclosure of many new sites, and 250 canals
of the Funan pel~iod which were mapped and photographed. (See
Grosfier. 1956> 1957; Dupont, 1955; Boissr.?liar, 1955.>

Hr. Jean leur I recent Iy appo i nted curator of monurnents at
Angkor" was a recent visitor to Tucson. According to t·~r. leur.,
the 2xcavation of sites in the Meking delta, of the Funan per
iod, has revealed the existence of tells, or artificial mounds
raised above the marshes, which are assumed to be the locus of
earliest habitation. The similarity of this situation to that
appearing in the Tigris-Euphrates region is most interesting.

Correspond?nce from Olov R. T. Janse contains the fol-
lowing news of research and publication: It r wish to mention
that Volum;:; f " of rflY tArchaeologicaf Hesearch of Indochina'
(Ocngson) is in pr~ss and will soon be pUblished. Volume IV
is in the making. It wil' contain a report of the results of
our excavations of Han tornbs in Tonkin, oto •. the urn burial at
Sa-huynh and a ch~pter on the religious significance of the
tombs and their inventories. An article dealing with the pro
blem of the 'kneeling man' from tomb No.3 at lach-Truong (Th.
h.' is in press in the Viking (Oslo) under the title tDionysos
en Indoch i ne . I "

f.-1useum Co I r(;'c-r ions
Th-;r\1useum of Hanoi in North Vietnam has recently classi

fied the papers of the J~te Madeleine Colani. The Museum of
Saigon has b&en reorganized and is noV! the most modern of its
kind in Southeast Asia. M. Louis Malreret is continuing his
studies of Funan materials collected between 1941-1944.
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In Loos a national service for historical monuments and a
national museum has been created at Vientiane. M. P. B. Laffont
is investigating urn-fields around the region of Bassac. The
Phnom Penh iAuseum in Cambodia, has been completely remodefed,
conservation of Angkor ruins ~as been modernized, and more than
17 monuments ar8 under reconstruction.
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THAIl.AND

Editor

Beginning with the 'next issue, our Regional Editor for
Thail.and wilf be I<art G. Heider. f\-1r. HeidGr has rt~cently

camp I eted a She I don Trave I , i n9 Fe r lowsh i p from Harvard Un i ver
sity, on which he travelled throughout Southern Asia. While
in Thailand he nlade a prelimin-ary survey of prehistoric sites
in the varley of the Kwae Noi, about which we shall hear
more shortly. Mr. Heider's address for the coming year will
be c/o the American Embassy, Vienna, Austria.

Bes i des the in format i on from j'ltr. He i der, 'lIe a fso wish
to thank Mr. H. C. Quaritch Wales for news on some of his
rec2nt work in Thai lando

~?r-al Comments
Except for the survey of prehistoric sites made by

Heider and a few stone tools col reeted by H. R. van Heekeren
during the war, there has been no prehistoric archaeology
done in Thailand. The Thai Archaeological Service has put
al f of its slender resources into th2 urgent task of conser
vation of bui Idings sti I' standing, notabty at Pimai, Lopduri,
and Ayuthya. "In fact, scarcely any scientific excavation
has been undertaken since 1927, when members of the Ecole
FranCoise d'~xtr~me-Orient collaborated with the Siamese
government in excavating 8uddhist sites at Pong-tuk and Pra-
Pathom .•• tt ( Su 11 ivan)

Besides those already mentioned, active or interested
workers ;n Thai archaeology are luang Soribal 8orlbhand,
Nai Ohanit YuphoJ' Prince SubhadradisDiskul, Nai Chin You-di,
Nai Charoen Phanudhi, and Mr. ArexandGr Griswold.

Fie I dwork and H(-:-scarch
r·'ir~ H. G. Quar·;tch Wales r(~cently returned to England

from Thai land where he had excavated several Buddhist sites
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of about the 6th century A. o. The excavations were carried
out in cooperation with the Bangkok Museum and in their name.
The results of this work wiJ t be published shortly in the
Journal of the Siam Socitty.

HGid:-;r has written a brief summary- of his work in Thailand
wh i ch fo J rOWS.

For Jawing H. R. van He(;keren's report of war-tirne finds
ot a small series of Lower Palaeolithic artifacts in the
Pie i stocen::; grave I s of the I<wae No i va II ey in Kanchanabur i
Province in western Thailand, an expedition consisting of
representatives of the National Museum, Bangkok, and the
Peabody f\'iuscum of ~tarvard University spent a total of three
wes,ks in thefaf' of 1956 making an ex"tonsive survey of the
area around the village of Ban Kao. The Pleistocene gravel
€xposures containing pebbfe-tools were examined and over a
hundred pr i mit i ve, un i fac i a r If choppers" were co J I ected. f n
addition, wo located an €xt2nsive habItation site, which
appears to be of Neolithic a98, and a burial ground of the
late N20lithic or Early Bronze Age.

This survey expodition was made possible by thQ extensive
and valuable assistance of officiars of the National >iuseum
in E?angkok: Nai Dhanit Yupho, Director- ..~:;·n'2ral of the Fine
Arts Department; Prince Subhadradis Diskul, AS5i5~ant Curator
of the Nat i ana I :'-luseum; Na i Ch in '(ou-d i, Ch i ef of th~~ Nat i ana J
Museum~ and Nai Charoen Phanudhi, all of whom were members
of the field party at one time or another. Generous financial
support was provided by the Thai government and the Asia
Foundation. The writer who was in Thailand as a Sheldon
Travel I ing Fellow of" i-tarvard Universii·y, extends his grateful
thanks to all thl::;se individuals and organizations for their
help and cooperation.

The Palaeolithic artifacts were found in extensive
terrace deposits of quartzite river pcbbJes lying north of
the I(Vlae Noi, or Saiyol< rziver, in the vicinity of Ban I<ao, a
small village on the rai Iway line 152 km. from Bangkok. The
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terrace, which at Ban Kao is about II meters above the dry
season river fevel, is composed of a red-to;brown silt con
taining extonsive pebble deposits which are exposed in some
areas .'

The artifects recovered from these pebble deposits are
alt unifacial "choppers" made on pebble cores. The pattern
of flaking ranges from a simple single edge to a more devel
oped flaking which extends around the entire perimeter of the
pebble. The original cortex remains on the lower face and
in most cases on at 'east part of the flaked face.

Some of these artifacts have been examined by Professor
Hallam L. ivlovius of the Peabody Museum of Harvard University,
who is of tbe opinion that they represent a fong tradition
of unifacial tool-making, and that_ while a part of the
collections belongs to the ttFjngno;an~" the name given to
Palaeolithic chopper/chopping tool complex by van Heekeren,
others are definitely post-Palaeolithic.

An occupation site yielding artifacts recognized by Nai
Chin You-dias Neolithic was found west of Ban I<ao, on the
western bank of the Hoi Maeng Rak stream~ midway between the
point where it flows beneat~ the railway and its confluence
with the Kwae No;. In the walls of a series of intermittent
stream channels were found the exposed fragments of baked clay
wa"s_ together with a series of typical Neolithic artifacts:
pot sherds, porished stone axes, 'polishing stones, fragments
of stone (bracelet) rings, and animal bones.

A burial area was also investigated near Wang Pho l 30
km. upstream from Ban Kao, at the end of the railway line.
Recently, during the construction of a large saw mill a
number of artifacts had been found here. We were able to
recover a straight-sided polished stone celt and a fine
socketed bronze axehead, ~og6ther with the pot in which
they had been found. The pot was globular, about '5 em. in
diameter l with an unpainted grey surface. According to
The focal workmen l in the same area larger pots containing
human skulls had been found.
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This brief survey expedition has produced ~any promising
hints about the little-known prehistory of Thailand, and the
writer plans to follow it up with a more intensive exploration
of the Kwae Noi and adjacent valleys. Especially important
is the geological and archaeological definition of the primi
tive, unifacial chopper traditions of the area.
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BURMA

Editor

Mr. John Musgrave of the Department of Anthropology,
Harvard University, has been appointed regional editor for
Burma. He will be responsible for this section in future
issues; notes for the present issue have been compiled by
the staff.

General Comments
liftle prehistoric research has been done in Burma since

the war because of unsettled internal politcal conditions In
areas apt to be most productive of information. In addition,
the attitude of the Burmese government has favored other kinds
of archaeological investigation.

Research and Fieldwork
During a recent visit to the United states, Mr. lu Pe

Win, Director of the Archaeological Survey of Burma, con
tributed information on current research. The major interest
of the Burmese government is in the archaeology of the 4 his
toric period. Work is concentrated upon arresting the deteri
oration of surface monuments. The major portion of such
monuments are Buddhist, dating from the ~ifth Century, A.D.

Excavation is usually perforemed for the purpose of cor
roborating or expanding upon information obtained from
written records, and is not usually initiated where such
records are absent. The analysis and processing of excavated
materials consists of translation and interpretation of scrolls,
inscriptions and 2pigraphs. Activities of the Burmese Archae
ologicar survey have been primari Iy in the area of Pagan. The
Survey offices are at Mandalay.



FEDERATION OF MALAYA

Editor

The Fditor would like to thank M. W. F. Tweedie, Direc
tor of the Raffles Museum and G. de G. Sieveking_ Assistant
Keeper, of the Sub-Oepartment of Prehistory and Roman Britain
of the British Museum, for information that they have provided.
Particularly, we want to thank B. A. V. Peacock, Curator of
Museums of the Federation·of Malaya for his fine summary of
the recent prehistoric archaeology being done in the Federa
tion of Malaya.

General Comments
Mr. t\1. W. F. Tweedie h'as recently published a summary of

the prehistory of Malaya, titled Prehistoric Malaya. This is
the most recent account of the prehistory of any area in the
Far East.

Since the war there has been a succession ofarchaeolo
gists at the Perak Museum in Taiping#Perak. The first one of
these was.Major Williams-Hunt, who met an untimely accidental
death when in the interior in 1953. He was followed by G. de
C. SJeveking# whose wife is also a professional archaeologist.
When the Sievekfngs left Malaya for london, Mr. Peacock took
over the position.

Under Mr. Peacock, the Museums Department of the Feder
ation of Malaya has started a new series of the former Jour
nal of the Federated Malay states Museums. Volume I-II of
the Federation Museums Journal has recently come out# and it
is an impressive publication.

As the first issue of this journal has not yet arrived,
we can not remark on more than one report. We have received
a reprint, Part J of "Excavations at Gua Cha, J(eJantan .. 1954"#
by Mr. Sieveking. This report has set a goal for other archaeo-
logists to emulate. Mr. Peacock .. in his summary which follows
below, has said that, "This report undoubtedly stands out as a
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I an dmark in Ma I ayan Preh I stor i c research ••• n We wou I d like to
amend that to say "Far Eastern Prehi£toric research". We are
looking forward to the pUblication of Part II.

One of the things which is apparent from this pUblication
is that the government of the Federation of Malaya is giving
support to prehistoric research. They are supplying the funds
for the Journal and for field work, and providing cooperation
from many departments not concerned directly. For example,
the field work at Gua Cha received weekly supply drops from
the R. A. S. C. Air Dispatch Depot, Kuala Lumpur and the
Royal Air Force. Few excavations receive such backing.

Another period of prehistoric archaeology is receiving
attention in Malaya. This is the time of early Indian contact,
which may, in time, become historic archaeology. To investi
gate Malaya.'s Indian past, an archaeological society has been
sponsored by the newly formed University of r~alaya. From a
report sent to Archaeology by K. Tregonning of the University
of Mataya, we find that, -"This year it has carried out the
first stage of a long-range excavation project in Kedah, north
west Malaya •••• Already there have been revealed altar pedes
tars of Indian make, Sanskrit inscriptions and ancient tifes
and stones •••• Fired by this success, the society became perhaps
the largest in .Southeast Asia, with a membership of 150. The
initial survey was financed largely by an American organization,
the Asia Foundation, cooperating with the University, and the
comprehensive dig that is planned for 1957-59 will also derive
most of its funds from America."

Fieldwork and Research
The following is a report from B. A. V. Peacock l Curator

of Museums l Federation of Malaya: liThe outbreak of Communist
terrorist activities in Malaya in 1948 precluded for some years
any serious Archaeological fieldwork. However, the late Major
P. O. R. Williams-Hunt (died 1953), who held the appointment of
Acting Director of Museums and Advisor on Aborigines, made nu
merous trips about the country and recorded a series of super
ficial observations at various Prehistoric Stations, mostly
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caves and rock shefters. These observations were tabulated
into two short papers entitled Recent Arc~laeolo9lcaf Di$~overies

in fvlalaya and pUblished in the Journal of the f\.1afayan Br~11ch
of the Roya.L Asiatic Society" Volume 24 (1951) and Volume 25
( 1952) •

"The first of these papers cover'ed the period fr'om 1945
50 and the second the year 1951. Objects were briefly de
scribed under the name of the site f0~ which a m~p reference
was given where pl-acticable and the whole subdivided under the
names of the states.

"These reports cannot be said to have done much to advance
our knowledge of the Prehistory of Malaya since for the most
part they mere:y list the find;ng of ani"iquities and provide
no stratigraphical information on the sites themselves.

"Major V·/ i I Iiams-Hunt died before prepar i ng a report for
the year ;952 and before comp;eting the investigations which
he began in 1933 in association wi"ih Mr. Paui Wheatley of the
University of Malaya" at Kampong Johore Lama, the site of the
ancient Malay capital of the state of Johore.

"Work at Jahore Lama was continued in the same year by
Mr. G. de S. Sieveking, Curator of Museums., Feder~tion of ,
Malaya, Mr. Paul Wheatley and C. A. Gibson-HiJI, Deputy Direc
tor of the Raff,les ~.1useum, Singapore and a joint report appeared
as ~'Recent Archaeological Discoveries in Malaya (1952;..;195,3)"
in Volume 27 ( 1954) of the JMBRAS.

"An evaluation of the evidence produced by. the excava
tions at Joh9re Latlla formed the sUbject of three papers in
Volume 28 (f95~) of th~ JMBRAS u~der the for 'owing tities l

"Johore lama ,i n the Sixteenth Centu:-yrt by f. A. MacGregor I

"Johore Lama and other anc i ent sites on the Johore Ri vert•. by
c. A. Gibson-Hill and "The fortified city of Johore Lama and the
use of Archaeological evidence" by G'. de G. Si~veking.

"In the same volume of the JMBRAS, Sieveking produced a
paper entitled "Recent Archaeological Discove,-;es in Maray~

"954)" along simi lar I ines to those laid down by \\Ii II i:ams~
Hun,t, but in r:ather more detai J. Of particular interest in this
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report are the preliminary notices of Sieveking's excavations
at the rockshelter of Gua Cha in KeJantan and Mrs. Sieveking's
work in part associatlon with Dr. Donald Walker, Sub-Department
of Quaternary Research, Cambridge, on the Palaeolithic in the
KJnta Valley and the Kota Tampan district of Upper Perak.
Sieveking also gives a short description of a hoard of blue
and white Chinese export porcelain found at Kampong Johore Lama
which is now being studied in the Department of Oriental
Antiquities at the British Museum.

"The results of Mrs. Sieveking's work on the Palaeolithic
jndustry at Kota Tampan have not yet been published although a
paper by Dr. Walker on the 'Alluvial deposits of Perak and
Changes in the Relative Levels of Land and Sea' has already
appeared in the fjrst number of the FederatIon Museums Journal
(New Series) for 1954-55. --------

'IDr. Walker's paper consists of a study of the geomor
phology of the Kinta Valley and adduces evidence from the
Va II ey Forms .. Coasta I Benches and Ra'j sed Beaches for a ser i es
of eustatic and, to a lesser extent, isostatic movements giving
rise to observable topographical features. He also draws atten
tion to the correlation of the 'Chopper-tool I industry of Kota
Tampan with a 236 ft. high level gravel terrace of the Perak
Rlver. Taken in conjunction with Mrs. Sieveking's forthcoming
~paper, a considerable advance may be expected in the study of
the Palaeolithic in Malaya.

"In the same volume is Part I of Sieveking's report on
lExcavations at Gua Cha, Kerantan l 1954'. This report undoubt
edly stands out as·a landmark in Malayan Prehistoric research,
s'ince, quite apart from·the intrins'ic richness of the material
(the site was first reported by H. O. Noone in the Journal of the
Federated Malay States Museums Vol. XV), the documentation is
by far the best yet produced. The published part of the report
deals with the natural and human stratigraphy of the rock
shelter with relevant plans and sections. Details of the pot
tery and stone industries and associated skeletal material will
be pUblished in later issues.
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"As a consequence of Mr. Sieveklng's wor~ we now have
ava~fable a valucbJe series of. Hoabinhian and Neolithic arti
facts which were collected and have been described in a manner
which it can only be hoped witl set the standard for future
work in Malaya. 1t
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General Comments
Archaeological research in fndonesia is administered by

Dinas Puroakala Republ ik Indonesia (Archaeo.logicaf Servic.e of
the Republic of Indonesia), with offices in Djakarta. It is a
branch of the Madjelis Ilmu Pengatahuan Indonesia, which re
placed the earlier Organization for Scientific Research in 1956.
A regular publication series, Serita Rinas Purbakala (Reports
of the Archaeological Service) was instituted in 1955.

Fieldwork and Research
Because of unsettled conditions in the postwar years, field

excavations were confined to those areas where political stability
was greatest, namely South Celebes, and later, Bali (Bernet
Kempers, 1949, 1954). Ouring the postwar years the Dinas Purba
kala had, for some time, only one archaeologist in its employ:
Mr. H. R. van Heekeren.
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Celebes. Excavations were performed in South Celebes near
watampone at the Bola Batu cave~ and a tumulus near Lampokko
(Van Heekeren, 1949a, b, c,). By excavating the Bola Batu cave,
investigations made before the war by P. and F. Sarasin, Van
Stein Callenfels, W. Willems and Van Heekeren himself were
continued. The discoveries in these caves are connected with
the Toalian cultures belonging to the mesolithic or epipaleo-
lithic period of Indonesian prehistory.

"One can easi Iy distinguish a late Tcal ian horizon
with serrated and flexed stone arrowheads, shell
artifacts, Muduk bone points and some pottery, and
an early Toafian horizon yielding convex-based stone
points, Pirri points, some core scrapers and pedun
culated implements. Datable Chinese potsherds, which
had penetrated certain layers, made it possible to
conclude that the cave-dwellers maintained their
primitive hunting and fishing methods, in some
cases even up to the middle ages of our era." (Van
Heekeren, 1950a, p. 22).
In the beginning of 1950, another Toalian cave was investi

gated. The most interesting discovery was that of negative hand
stencils and a wall-painting of a leaping boar in red-striped
line technique (Van Heekeren, 1950a, pp. 22-35; Heyning, 1957,
pp. 21-39; Bernet Kempers, 1957, pl. 1-2). The most probable
age of these rock-paintings is approximately 4,000 years
according to Van Heekeren.

The skeletal remains from a number of Toalian caves have
been studied by Dr. D. A. Hooijer, who reported:

"The fragmentary remains prove nothing as to the
racial identity of their former owners, whether they
be Proto-Malays or Deutero-Malays"etc. It only
seems improbable that they represented Veddahs."
(Hoo i jer, 1950b)

Other work performed in Celebes by Or. C. J. H. Franssen has
brought a biologist's viewpoint to bear on the Toalian material
(Franssen, 1949). Political unrest discontinued the work in
South Celebes in 1950.
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Van Heekeren also succeeded in tracing paleolithic imple
ments and vertebrate fossils in South Celebes which were of the
same type as the Sangiran flakes of the Java late Paleolithic
(Van Heel,eren, 1949c). Paleontological materials were analyzed
by Hooijer (1948b, 1949b).

In l<alumpang (Western Central Celebes) Van Heekeren Investi
gated a neolithic settlement, perhaps no more than 600 years old
(Van Heekeren, f950b). The same site was investigated by Van
Stein Callenfels in 1933, though'reports of this have been
published only recently (Van Stein Callenfels, 1951).

Bali. Mr. van Heekeren also conducted excavations in South
Bali at Klunkung (Van Heekeren, 1955c). The major find consisted
of two sarcophagi. 80th of them were robbed of their funeral
goods about twenty-five years ago. They consisted of a lower
and upper part which are entirely identical, each of them having
a knob in front and at the back. The maximum height Is 130 em,
the greatest length '05 (101) em, the breadth 78 (66) em. The
bodies must have been buried in a squatting position. Not a
single bone fragment or tooth was found. A small piece of
bronze and fragments of an iron object were recovered, as well
as two carnelian beads.

In the same report a survey is made of sarcophagi discovered
in former years by others at Tanggahan-Peken , Manuaba, Kaliki,
Busungbiyu, Petang, Sheng, PUdjungan and in the neighborhood of
Lake Gratan. There are two types: (I) sma" sarcophagi (90-120
em in length) containing bodies in a squatting position; at
Busungbiyu and Petang human skeletons were found in a contrected
position together with weapons and ornaments. (2) farge sar
cophagi (more than 250 em in length) in which the bodies must
have been buried in a stretched postion. Nothing is known
about their contents. Three specImens of this farge type
have been found near Tegaflalang.

Both large and small sarcophagi have protr'uding knobs on
the rower and upper parts, the larger on the long sides, the
smaller on the short sides. They may have served as handles
or to tie both parts of the sarcophagus together •. Funeral
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gifts, found in the small sarcophagi only, include bronze
objects: chains of double spirals were found at Pudjungan,
Petang and Bheng l indicating connections with Oongson culture;
small bronze shovels have not been found outside Bali. A single
iron weapon appeared at Nangan. Only a few carnelian beads
have been found. Neolithic tools were found among bronze
objects at Petang, indicating their persistence into the Bronze
Age. The sarcophagi may date from the same period as the large
kettle-drum of Pedjeng. For further discussion of prehistoric
research on Bali, consult Van der Hoop (1952) and Bernet
Kempers (1956).

Sumba. Research has also been reported upon recently from
the is;andof Sunlba. In 1939, Dr. \lJ. J. A. ~Jillelns excavated
a part of the urn burial site at Melolo, East Sumba. Mr. van
Heekeren campi ted a summary of \Ali I ferns notes and diary together
with some less systematic data obtained from other sources
(C.f. Van Heekeren l 1956).

The Melolo site covers an area of about 40 x 25 meters.
Numerous round-bottomed urns were recovered near the surface of
the ground, sometimes in groups. They contained parts of human
skeletons originating from secondary buriais in which only the
skull and some bones were placed in urns. Usually the latter
contain one sl<uf I only; in some cases, however, two or three
skulls of adults or children were found.

The urns were covered by sherds, by jars upside down or by
flasks or bottles turned upside down in the mou¢h of the urn.
Burial gifts consisted of shell-beads, stone beads, shell brace
lets and rings and quadrangular stone adzes. Polished earthen-
ware flasks were sometimes added. Their decoration points to
the early metal age, although no metal objects were found.
Implements of a neolithic type were still used during the Bronze
Age. The human skulls belong to people of a meso-dolycho
cephalic type, apparently a mixture of Palaeo-Melanesians and
Malayans, not unlike communities still living more eastward in
the Indonesian archipelago. Excavations at Melolo were also
carried out be Dr. Alfred Buhler from Basel, Switzerland in
1949, with the permission of the Archaeological Service.
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Java, In recent years Mr. van Heekeren (1955b)1 continued
the Javanese investigations of Von Koenigswald, Movius and
others in the neighborhood of Punung where artifacts of the
Patjitanian were found. The paleolithic of Patjitan (a small
town on the south coast of Java south of Sur~karta after which
the lower paleolithic of Java has been named') belongs to the
chopper:~bopp;n9 tool complex of Southeast Asia.

The most important finds have been made in the 15-20 metre
terrace of the Baksoka River, dating from the Middle Pleisto
cene. The Patjitanian, however/ persisted without any signifi
cant modification into the first part of the Upper Pleistocene.
The Patjitanian toots are essentially monofaciaf. Flake tools
which seldom exhibit either a bulb of percussion or a striking
platform outnumber by far the 'pebble tools.

But there are, nevertheless, a great number of massive
toois l choppers, hand-adzes, proto-handaxes and even a small
percentage of bifaces which, according to Van Heekeren, may
perhaps be attributed to the introduction of foreign forms,
probably from peninsular India. Some of them are flaked In the
best tradition of the early Acheulian technique.
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kunde, sectie 2, Vol. XLVI, 164 pp. 3 pl.
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Hooijer, D. A. (cont.>
1950c Fossil Evidence of Austromelanesian Migrations In

Malaysia? ~, vor. 61 pp. 416-423.

1951a The Geological Age of Pithecanthropus# Meganthropus,
and Gigantopithecus, American Journal of Physical
Anthropology, Vol. 9, no. 3, pp. 265-282.

1951b On the Supposed Evidence of Early Man in the Middle
Pleistocene of Southwest China, SJA, Vol. 7. pp. 77
85.

1952a Fossil Mammals and the Plio-Pleistocene Boundary in
Java, PKNAW, series 8 55, No. 4,pp. 436-443.

1952b Pafeoloxodon cf. namadicus (Falconer and Cautley)
from Borneo, PKNA~J, series B 55, pp. 395-398.

1954 A Pygmy Stegodon from the Middle Pleistocene in
East Java, ~, Vol. 33, No. 14, pp. 9J"': 102..

1955 Fossil Proboscidea l!£m the Malay Archipelago and
from the Punjab, 1.Yfllit!, No. 28" 146 pp., 3 P f •

1956a The Lower Boundary of the Pleis.ocene in Java and the
Age of Pithecanthropus, Quaternarfa, Vol. 3~ pp. 5-10.

1956b The Valid Name'of the Banteng: Bibos Javanicus
Cd'Alton), ~1RNH, Vol. 34~ No. 14, pp. 223-226.

1956c Epileptobos gen. nov. for leptobos Groeneveldtii
Dubois from the Middle Pleistocene of Java, 1MBtltl,
Vo I. 34~ No. 17, pp. 239-24' •

1957 The Correlation of Fossil Mammalian Faunas and the
Plio-Pleistocene Boundary in Java, PKNAW, series
B 60, No • I, PP• ,- 10 •
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Hooijer's articles deal, in ge~eral, with fossil re
mains of early man in Indonesia. These remains have been
found in strata containing vertebrate fauna called Djetis
and Trinil. Von Koenigswald places the Djetls fauna at the
base of the Pleistocene, and the Trinil fauna in the Middle
Pleistocene. According to Hooijer, the Djetis and Trio"
fauna represent the same stage and both of them belons to
the Middle Pleistocene. The Djetis Fauna contains Meg
anthropU5 and Pithecanthropus modjot<ertensis (robustus)#
the latter being the same as the Trinil fauna Pithecanthro
pus erectus. Out of 45 mammalian genera, the Djetis and
Trinil fauna have 27 genera in common.

Antecedent to both the Trioif and Ojetis fauna is 0

grouping known as Siva-Malayan, which bears relation
ships to the Villafranchian. This earlier Siva-Malayan
fauna is specifically related to the Tatrot and Pinjor
zones of the Upper Siwaliks in Pakistan, and to the Tji
djulang and Kaligfagah faunas in Indonesia. Siva-Malayan
fauna is characterized by the presence of Merycopotamus,
Hippopotamus, and Equus. The latter, however, never
reached Java'.

On account of their Villafranchian character, the
Siva-t~arayan fauna belong to the Pleistocene, and not to
the Pliocene. The Siva-Malayan represents an invasion
from the Asiatic mainland which precedes the entry of
Pithecanthropus and many Chinese faunal elements into Java.
The typical Villafranchian element is Archidiskodon
planifrons ("praeplanifrons" according to 'Jon KoenigswaJd)
which appears in Java.

Since the Djetis beds appear overlying the Siva
Malayan remains, and the fatter are said to be PJeisto
cene, the Djetis beds may not be placed at the beginning
of the Pleistocene, but are nnre probably earry Middle
Pleistocene.

The TriniJ fauna is closely associated with Stegodon
Ai ruropoda fauna of the cave and fissure deposits of
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g'Quthern Gh i na who itch . .9re: known. as S; no-Ma f~)lail The
Trlnil beds are probabfy later Middle Pleistocene,
according to Hooijer, This statement also holds for the
human fossils contained in the beds_

Conclusions from Hooijer's articles on mammalian evo-
lution: (f) Since'their immigration into the Greater Sun
da Islands fo the Jate·Pliocene or early Pleistocene,
various species underwent a gradual diminution in size,
accompanied in some cases by changes in the structure of
the limbs and feet. (2) Decrease in size during the Qua
ternary is more advanced in Java than in Sumatra. The pre
historic ancestors of living species may be larger than
those of the Javanese Pleistocene, therefore, nearer in
size to the large forms of the continental Pleistocene.
(3) Recent races are diminutive descendants of the ra
cially distinct populations that existed in the Pleisto
cene period. Comparatively slight modifications under
gone during the Quaternary pushes the origin of the
species back into the Pliocene. For this period, how
ever, definitive fossi ,- evidence is sti II lacking-

Hoop, A. N. J. Th. a Th. van der
1949 fndonesische siermotieven--Ragam-ragam perhiasan

Indonesia--Indonesian Ornamental Destgn, Konin
klijk Bataviaasch Genootschap, Batavia~

1952 Bali, Cults and Customs.

Jager Gerlings, J. H.
1952 Sprekende weefseis. 5tudie over ontstaan en bet

ekenis van weefsels van enige fndonesische ellanden.
Koninklfjk fnstituut voor de Tropen. Mededeling
XCIX, afdeling culturele en physische anthropologie,
159 pp. ("Te' t ing Texti I(~s." Study on the Origin
and Meaning of Textiles from Some of the Indonesian'5 f ands. )
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A discussion of the technique, decoration and func
tion of Indonesian textiles. A highly important decora
tive device is the human figure-ornament. Originally, it
seems, th i s was a symbol ica I ;-epr-esentation of a seri es
of ancestors. This may be a culture element of the 00n9
son period.

Josselin de Jong, P. E.
1952 Minanqkabau and Ne_qcl Sembi Ian; Sociopolitical

structure in Indonesia~ Nijhoff, The Hague,

1953 The "Kon-Tiki" Theory of Pacific Migrations, Bijdragen
l<onrn~1 i jk JJlstituut ..YQ.Q.C Taat-, _land- ~ Volkenk.!Jnde,
Vol. 109, pp. 1-22.

Keers, !.~.

1948 An Anthropological Survey of the Eastern little Sunda
Islands; The Negritos of the Eastern litt!e Sunda Islands;
The Proto-Malay of the Netherlands East-Indies, Meded6
_U~_E'~JJ. KQI} i nJ~.l.L.i!i .Ver. Ind i sfh Insf i tuut I Va!. LXX IV,
afJaiing Volkenkunde No. 261 !96 pp.
Results of anthropological investigations in Sumba,

Timor, Flores, the Solar-Archipelago, and Roti, made in
1937-1938. Most groups of inhabitants know that they
arrived in the islands from overseas. In many cases they
are still able to name their places of origin, although
the names can not al~oYs be located.

One island may be inhabited by several groups which
do not mingle at all. A feeling of internal solidarity
is strong~ and inter-group traffic is small_ A certain
group may occasionally be found inhabiting several is-
lands.

No Veddas were encountered anywhere. Negritos are
the original population of the islands. They are to be
found everywhere and seem to form one large group. Proto
Malays are to be found in large numbers but no farther
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east than West Flores and West Sumba, with the single ex
ception of Timor. Deutero-Malays did not reach these
islands except for those coming as traders. The Savunese
claim descent from Hindvstan. Other sroups of inhabi
tants of the Lesser Sunda Islands are related to the
population of Melanesia.

Keuning, J.
1955 Engganoj de geschiedenis van een verdwenen cultuur,

lndon.§.sie, Vol. 8, pp. 177-213. (Enggano, the
history of a disappearing culture).

Kleiwig de Zwaan, J. P.
1956 De oudste ~?heid In Europ_C! ~n lndor!.:~ie, Den Haag.

Survey of the remains of early man in Europe and in
Indonesia, whIch contains the second ed:tion of the
author's 1943 edition.

Koenigswald, G. H. R. von
1947 Search for Early Man, ~atu~£! Hi?tQrY~ Vol. 56 ,

pp. 8- 15, 48.·.

1949a The Fossi I Hominids of Java l In Bemmelen, R. W. van,
The Geo fogy of 'ndones i 8, pp. 106-111.

1949b Vertebrate Stratigraphy, fn Bemmelen, R. W. van, The
Geology of Indonesia, pp. 91-94.

1950a Fossil Hom~nids from the lower PJeistocene of Java,
ProcE::'ediOQS o·f the International Geological Congress ..
Great--Brj't~in: 1948, pp. 59-61.

~95Ob De Preh;storische Verzameling, Jaar~oek Koninklijk
Bataviaasch Genootscyap ..Y..2!! Kunsten ~ We-renschappen.,
Vol. fX~ Bandung l pp. 64-84.
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Koenigswald, G. H. R. von (cont.)
1950c Ein Elephant der planifrons-Gruppe aus dem Pliocaen

West-Javas, Ecfog. ~. He!vetiae, Vol. 43, pp. 268
274.

195 Ja Foss i I rJ1an I 'n Stok! ey" J. , Sc i ence Mar"ches On I ~Jash
burn, New York, pp. 178-183.

195fb Zestig jaar Pithecanthropus, VKNAW, No. 60, pp. 86
9 J.

f951c Uber sumatranische Schiffstucher und ihre Beziehungen
zur Kunst Ozeaniens, Festbundef I. Speiser, Basel,
pp. 27-50

1952a Grepen uit de praehistorie van Indonesie, 5ticusa
Jaarboek, pp. 23-36.

1952b Cai"a rogue des Homrnes foss i Ies, .ECQ£. Congre§. Geo
!o1!9'Je 'nternn+ionalQ., Pays Bas, pp. 184-187,
Extreme-Orient, pp. 329-340.

1952c GigantopithecU5 blacki v. Koenigswald, a giant fossil
hominoid from the Pleistocene of So~thern China, Anth.
Papers of the Amer i~.9!l j.1useum of Natura I HI story,
Vol. 43, No.4, pp. 293-325.

1952d Evidence of a Prehistoric AustromeJanesoid Population
in Malaya and Indonesia, SJA, Vol. 8, pp. 92-96.

19530 Die Phylogenie des fl-1enschen, Die Naturwissenschaften,
VO f. 40, pp. 128- 137 .

1953b Pithecanthropus and the Australopithecinae, Comotes
Rendus £on~~e~ GeoIQ~iqu~ Internationafe ~er,
Section 51 pp. 31-38.
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Koenigswald, G. H. R. von (cont.)
1953c Australopithecinae ana Pithecanthropus, PKNAW,

series B 56 (1953)~ pp. 403-413, 427-438; series
B 57 / ( 1954), pp. 85-91.

1954 Pithecanthropus, Meganthropus and the Australo
pithecinae, Nat~, No. 1731 pp. 795-796.

1955a Beqsgnun9Q.:.1 mit dem Vormen l Dietrich, Dusseldorf.
Translations available in French, English and Dutch.

1955b The Discovery and Study of the Earliest Known Human
Fossils and their Place in the History of Manis De
ve Iopment 1 Pro.£Q.ed i fl.~ ofth.§. .~j_qbI2 Pa£ i fie Science
Con~tC.~, Man i I a" Va I. II PP. 377-386.

1955c The Pleistocene of Java and t~e Plio-Pleistocene
Boun dary 1 .l.Y. Con.9r.es~ _.' NQUA" ROffle 1 PP. 1- II •

J955d Remarks on a late Pleistocene or Post-Pleistocene
Landbridge between Java and Asia l Ouaternaria, vor.
rl" pp. 15-19.

1956a Les homb~ fos i I es ..QQ. ,-lava, Pub r. Rev. (nst.
It lucas tv1a J I adas" de i nv. geo I. (~J1adr i d). Va I. 3,
pp. 10J-IIO.

1956b Remarks-on the Correfation of Mammalian Faunas of
Java and India and the Rlio-Pleistocene Boundary,
PI<NAtv 1 series 8 59, No. 3~ pp. 204-210.

1956c Remarks on Some Prehistoric Cultural Contacts of the
fndonesien Region, Quaternarla, Vol. I I I~ pp. 61-68.

f956d The Lov,er Boundary of the Pleistocene in Java and the
Age of Pithecanthropus, Ouaternaria, vor. "I" P, II.
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Koenigswald , G. H. R. von (cent.)
1956e The Occurrence in Indonesia of Two Diseases, Rhino

scleroma and Bi Iharziosis Japonico, Whose Spread is
Rooted Deep in the Past, .Pt1,i I ippine Jcurnai Qi Science,
Vol. 85, pp. 295-304.

Koentjaraningrat , R. foil.
1957 ~ Preliminary Oescri_ption Q1 the Javac~se Kinship

System, Yale University Southeast Asia Studies
Cultural Report Series, III pp.

Kroef, J. M. van der
1954a Duai ism and Symbol ic Ant·ithesis in Indonesia, Af\,

'Jol. 56, pp. 847-862.

1954b

1953

Kunst .. J.
1946

TransvGstitism and the ReJigious Hermaphrodite in
Indonc,sia, l~'AS, \/01. 3, pp. 257-265.

Origin of Trade in Irtdonesia, SM, Vol. 76, pp. 284-289.

De volken van den Indische Archipelago, Koninklijk
~ndL?~h Instituuty Mededelingen 65, afdeling Volken
kunde 19, 8 pp., pl., 2 maps.

1949 The Cu! tura I Background of Indones i an Mus i c, KonJ~'1

~ Indisch Instituut~ Amsterdam. Mededeling No.
LXXXI f~ afdeling Volkenkunde No. 3f, 10 pp., 55 fig.
Discusses the foreign relations of a number of Indo

nesian musical instruments: kettle-drums and mouth-organs
of the Bronze Age.

1953 l<ulturhistorische Beziehungen zischen dem Balkan und
Jndonesien, KoninkW~ tnstituut~ de Tropen,
Amsterdam~ Mededeling No. CI I I, afdeiing culturere
en physische anthropofogie NO- 46 .. 32 pp.
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Kunst, J. (cant.)
1954 Cultural Relations Between the Balkans and Indonesia,

KoninkJijk tnstituut..YQQ[ de Tropen, Amsterdam, Mede
doling No. CVI f, afdeling culturete en physische
anthropologie, No. 47, 35 PP" 66 figs.
Dr. Kunst, who is a musicologist, has observed

simi larity of songs from the Balkans and from eastern
Indonesia. There are other correspondences in decorative
designs. They may be connected with Heine-Geldern's
Pontian migration which started in southeastern Europe
and penetrated as far as Southeast Asia~where it gave
rise to the Dongson culture. The ratter eventually
reached east Indonesia.

Leur l J. C. van
'955 lM9nes i..9.1 Traq~ ~nd _~_£i ety., W. van Hoeve, The

Hague .. 465 pp.

Lohuizen de Leeuw, J. E. van
1955 The Dikpafakas in Ancient Java, 8TL~, Vol. 'til

pp. 356-384.

Marks, P.
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~"oens, J ..
1955

Preliminary Note on the Discovery of a New Jaw
of Meganthropus von Koenigswald in the Lower Middle
Pleistocene of Sangiran, Central Java, IndonesIan
Journal for Nai'ur"'C?' Science, Vols. 1-3, pp. 26-33.

L.
Kotjnagara~ het antieke handelscentrum op Yavals
Eindpunt, T: idschrift .YQQ.C Indische taal-, Jand- ~
vorke~",kunde, Va'. 85 (1952-1955), pp. 437-448.

Norlind l T.
1953 Die Indonesischen Gambus-instrumente, Ethnos, Vol.

18, pp. 143- 154.
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Report on Indonesia
1956 Speci~.t l§.2!:!..€.;~ Vol. 8, No. 1, pp. 40-44

ContDins a chronology of Indonesian history and a
selected bibliography of general interest on Indonesia.

Schrieke, 8. J. O.
1955 Indonesian Sociological Studies~ VJ. va;l Hoeve, The

Hague.

Soekmono, R.
1955 Pen.,gantar sedjarah kebud_~,jEan l.:'1don;,..esi a, I, Kebuda-

jaan Indonesia Djaman Prasedjarah. Prapanca, Djakarta,
74 pp. (An Introduct!on to Indonesian Cultural History,
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.§ll YJete..Q~.ch~;2~en, OrJrde d!~uk herzien door A. N. J.
Th. a Th. van dar Hoop. Bandung. (Short guide for
the pr'ehistoric collection of the Djakarta f\·1useum.
3rd. impr., revised by Van der Hoop).

1950 Pe0Qma1 .?_Lr1.~l~~~t ~:~~.~!5. .£~ngumpu {~n .QI.~~i.2rah dar i
Lembq~ f(90Li dajaail tn du'12S i a Kon ink I i jk I3atav i casch
GenoQ1"-?ch~ao van Kuns'tel1 en \\letensc~appen, Bandung,
39 pp. (An Indonesian translation of the "Short
gu ide" ) •

1951 Prehistoric Sites on the Karama River (West Toraja
'and, Central Celebes), Additional Notes by H. Otley
Beyer, JEAS, Vol. I, No. I, pp. 77-97.

Verhoeven I Th. I and R. He in e-Ge I der'n
'954 Bronze Gerate auf Flores, Anthropos, Vol. 49, ppo 683

684.
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Verstappen, H. T.
1955 Geomorphologische Notizen aUG Indonesien, Ergkunde,

VO I. 9, pp. 133- 144.

Vroklage , 8.
1947 De volkenkunde van Indonesie, In Tichelman, G. L.

and Van Muers, H., eds., Indie roeot s Amsterdam,
pp. 37-76.

_Book Rev i ews

Arndt , P.: Ge§£l.!~chaft'iche Y.Q.ch.9LtflJsse _tj~r: .[iCJ.:~~b.~1 revievled
by R. F. Spencer, in Ali, Va;. 58 (1956), p. 195.

!<ennedy .. Raymo:;d: Bib' iograph'l.. of fndonesiF.1n Peo£lG~ anQ Cuf
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and H. Th. Fischer; t-ev i ewed by Fay-Cooper Co Je in
Af)., Vol. 59 (1957), p. JSf.

From the Proc~~l!l92.Qt ..:the F0~.'..!:.th far-East_ern Preh i stoa...
Congres~es...

Part I: Preh i story I Ar'ch aeo logy an d Ph ys i ca I
Anthropology (Third Fascicle) In Press

Almeida, Antonio de (in collaboration with A. A. Mendes
Corea and Ruy C!natti): Preliminary Notice of a
Pa;aeofi-rhic Station in the Eastern Malaysian Archi
pelago (Portuguese Timor).

Heekeren l H. R. van: Palaeolithic flake tools and Fossil Ver
tebrates from Celebes; with some notes on the Results
of Past Research in Indonesia.

Koenigswald, G. H. R. von: Cfassification of Scme Stone Toors
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Wilhelm G. Solheim -II

Biogr~phical data: Wilhelm Gerhard Solheim II, Department of
Anthropology, University of Arizona. A.B. at University
of Wyoming in 1947. M. A. at University of California In
1949. Fieldwork in the Phi lippines 1950-1954, and in
Hawa ii, 1954.
General Interests: Far Eastern archaeology~ particularly
Philippine and Southeast Asian prehistory and ethnology.
Research in progress on the Philippine Iron Age.

All information on the archaeological work being done In
Borneo comes from Tom Harrisson, Government-Ethnologist and
Curator of the Sarawak Museum. To him afl thanks is due for
his kind cooperation.

General Comments
For Borneo we shall go back a few years previous to our

1955 base line used in other areas, as here we can include
all the systematic archaeology done, by starting with 1949.

With a few exceptions all the publications on archaeolog
ical work done in Borneo have appeared in -The Sarawak Museum
Journal, and the Sarawak Museum has been the source of all
work done. In answer to a question of what institutions have
supported prehistoric work in Borneo, Harrisson said that no
digging has ever been done by anyone in Borneo except the
Sarawak fv1useum.

The major personalities connected with the archaeological
work done by the Sarawak i'lluseum are Tom Harr;sson, Chen Boon
Kong, and Barbara Harrisson. ,From the outside, rJi. W. F.
Tweedie l Director of the Raffles Museum in Singapore has
participated on more than one occasion. Your editor has
made tentative plans with Mr. Harrisson for a joint stUdy of
the locally made pottery which has been excavated. It is
hoped that a stUdy of this kind will fill in a few- more of the
gaps in a pottery typology for the Asian and Oceanian area.
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Fieldwork and Research
Instead of following the usual procedure of sUbdividing

and reporting area by area, it ;s more convenient here to
proceed chronologically, from 1949. Quotes will be made from
the Sarawak Museum Journal with the Journal number and page
given in parenthesis.

Prior to World War II there had been no systematic archae
ology in the Island of Borneo. After the war, reconstruction
kept the staff busy until 1949 when the first work was started
with Mr. Tweedie joining in. Harrisson and Tweedie investi
gated sites in the Bau area of S. W. Sarawak, focating exten
sive remains, and in 1950 the two excavated one of the caves
discovered. The site was reported on in the Journal of the
Polynesian Society (see bibliography). In 1951 Mr. Chen 800n
Kong went to Britain for a year's archaeological training-
Tests were made indicating sites worth investigating at Santu
bong and a huge cave at Niah. The years 1952 and 1953 saw two
seasons work at Santubong. Sefective digging in the second year
" ... proved extraordinarily fruitful revealing a previously un
known type of ceramic (believed 12th-14th century possibly trom
Annam); massive working of iron ore ••. gold objects; hundreds
of carved stones .•• " (#4, p. 190). Also in 1953, excavations
were undertaken in Brunei, providing direct comparison with
Santubong.

fn 1954 work shifted to the Niah cave which proved to be
a major stone age site. "The Niah site, excavated with
Mr. Tweedie and Mr. Hugh Gibb, showed "a good succession, with
neolithic burials in wonderful preservation--and including
mats, beads and three-coloured pottery; lower, late 'meso-
lithic' with pebble tools; and below this again, down to the
bed rock, a dense occupation with masses of charred animal
bones and only flake and blade tools." (;;.'4, p. 192)

A proto-historical site was discovered the same year in
the Sarawak River delta. This site contained Sung ceramics,
and an iron foundry with crucibles and associated iron arti
facts. At the very end of the year, another site was located
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hear Sentubong, on a hillside, well away from the river.
There were no associated Chinese ceramics, only soft earthen
ware of "Indian" type, and a statuette unmistakeably of "Gupta"
type. This was not only the first strictly Buddhist artifact
found in west Borneo, but also the earliest dateable (?8th-
9th century).

In 1955 two new areas of previous occupation sites were
located near Santubong. "Both reveal particularly strong
t Indian' type influences, with distinctive coarse earthenware.
beads, finely incised stone tile showing a charging elephant,
a tiny elephant of primitive style glass, and an extravagant
Majapahit type gold nose-ring." (#5, p. xiv) other sites lo
cated in the general area of Santubong with Chinese (Sung
Ming) ceramics and an iron slag industry of "'ndian" type,
further emphasizes the extent of trade and occupation of the
general period from 900 to 1400 A.D. in the Southwest. At
Kota Batu, outside 8runei town, was discovered a site showing
clear signs of permanent prehistoric buildings in stone and
hard wood. The Brunei Government has acquired 14 acres of
this area.

Before the addition of the new museum bUilding to the
Sarawak Museum late in 1955, Harrisson had concentrated on
fie Jd work. ~~l i th the new space ava i I ab lei n 1956, the research
on the collections made in the previous years began in earnest.
In the Decembe~ 1956 issue there is a lengthy and most com
mendab Ie" f ntroductory Repo'rt1t on the Kota Batu site in Brune i .
In this report, as done for the other sites, Harrisson has presented
the focal traditions about the site. For this procedure he is
to be congratulated, as it will help to tie in the sItes with
historical accounts and thus firmly anchor the developing pre
historic chronology for Borneo# at its most recent end. All
too often chronologies are left floating, wIthout tying them
in to historic records. No matter how firmly establIshed, such
a chronology is always open to doubt.

This year's attention has returned to the Niah Caves,
helped by a generous grant from the Shell Group (B.M.P., Serial
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through Mr. R. E. Hales, C. 8. E. , Managing Director. An ac
count of the 1954 expedition written by Hugh Gibbs, Is to be
published in 1957 by Messrs. Murray of london as an Illustrated
popular book. Harrisson has kindly sent a copy of his end of
season summary of the work at Niah, from which we quote ex
tensively.

"Niah Excavation. End of Seasons Summaryt: (Abridged)
The latest results from Niah confirm what went before

and add further to them, 'also. In fact, there seems at pre
sent no visible end to the wealth of human stuff in this
Great Cave - as wei I as in several other caves of the Gunong
Subis massif, so far onry reconnoitred. For instance, in
the last days, under a sort of rock sheff that runs out below
the now we I f -def i ned "Cernetry of stone Age r~en, ft we came,
quite unexpectedly, on four skeletons different in layout
and depth of burial from any before. Three of these are
close together One has its face buried in its chest; one
has hands and arms bent over the sides of the sf~u r r; and
one is in a prostrat supplicant position, but beheaded.
One has a great bone, probably rhinoceros, as pi flow.
The fourth of the set has been buried face down, al I anyhow,
agfaey.

Another feature of the latest wor!~ is the discovery of
more positive evidence of a bronze age, linking the several
stone ages and the recent iron age at Niah. Two extended
corpses grip bronze betwoen their teeth, Our information
on this period~ so welf proved in Indo-China 'and elsewhere,
is stili meagre for Borneo. To some extent there seems
to have been a gap, or rather a lull and decline, in
human activity in these parts roughly around the beginning
of the Christian era. This lasted until the great Tang to
Sung activity from 700 A.D., and onward, so richly indicated
and due to be fUlly expfored'- at Santubong and elsewhere
in the Sarawak River delta.

On the other hand, the intensity of much earlier human
goings on at Niah seems to have been exceptional. It is
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doubtful if any other Of'le site ,r, S0u+h-east p..s~c cai-' C~Y'~\'~:;-G

for th e wea I th 1 var i ety ar d c~t:'~- ~ ;, ''''; i ty c f S tC~"t::-' ~~<~t: f ~>.:~. ~~

and food remains, inc'Lidiilg b0ne tools, shei I j8v;e;l"y, and
related objects galore.

Nearly all the work h~5 been so far above 96 inches ~nd

mostly above 48 inches, taken oft layer by layer. Deeper
trial pits, augur tests, geological analyses and other indica
t i cns Ieave no dCiJbt the-r' hUr1;J:l re:na i :lS CCI:~t:nue dOY1n to at
least 180 inches in pj~2e3. It is iikeiy thel-e may be hu~an
deposits much deeper than that, too. Th!s is the next big
pt~ob Iem to tack Ie. A! ready· t~" ~:Y l: ~\!'2; 2rr 0:1 ~ Y 72 i, nches,
passed right througn T:.e "Fia~'2 c:';(: U:~~I~.;8!1 cuiture of the
middle stone age (the mesolithic) - not proved at all in
i'1a Iaya - into even cruder, ear. i er too ~ s.

The whole operation has been filmed for TV (8Se) by
Hr. Hugh Gibb, partly working inside the cave in artifici~1

light from generators loaned to them - as was much 'of their
equipment and several personnel - by S.O.l. and S.M.P.
(Shell).
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PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

Wilhelm G. Solheim "

We would like to thank particularly Professor H. Otley
Beyer of the Museum and Institute of Archaeology and Ethnology
(University of the Philippines) for two recent letters con
taining much of interest on recent archaeological work in the
Philippines. We would also like to thank Professor Fred Eggen
and Dr. Robert B. rox of the Philippine National Museum for
news of the work Fox has been doing recently.

Jeneral Comments
After the Fourth Far-Eastern Prehistory Congress in

Mani la in November, 1953, there was a lull in archaeological
activities until the last half of 1956. The latest archaeo
logical finds were made by Arseno Manuel of the University of
the Philippines. He excavated severar sites on Marinduque
Island, one site being of major importance. There was somewhat
more steady progress in Pleistocene palaeontological work
carried on in the field by lawrence L. Wilson, which came to
a climax during the last few months with his discoveries in
the Cagayan valley.

The National Museum Anthropological staff during 1955
and the first half of 1956 was bUsy with ethnological work.
In the last half of 1956 Dr. Fox, head of the Anthropology
Department of the Museum, and his assistant, Alfredo Evan
gelista investigated an important cave in Sorsogon.

The Regional Editor"for the Philippines continued his
research on collections he had made in the Philippines and
on a large Philippine archaeological collection at the
University of Michigan.

Mr. Daniel Scheans has been awarded a FUlbright Fellow
ship to the Philippines for the coming year to do work in
archaeology or time depth studies in ethnology.
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Fieldwork and R~search

Luzon. From the Cagayan Valley l. L. Wiison of Baguio
has been exca~atin9 some extensive fossil finds. According to
Beyer, the major site lies between 15 ~nd 18 km to the west
of Tuguegarao, Cagayan Province. It is a!ong two geological
formations where there are e){tenstve Upper Pliocene and Lower
and Middle Pleistocene outcrops. The first post-war fossil
finds there were made tn May, 1956, by membors of a field
party of six geo!ogists working for the Standard-Vacuum Oil
Company, under the direction of Warren G. Reed. Mr. Wi Ison
has made several trips to the site from March thFOUqh May of
this year and has brought back to the Museum and Institute
of Archaeology and Ethnology a large group of fossils. A
great many different species appear to be represented includ
ing elephant and stegadon. DurIng one of these trips, Mr.
Wilson also discovered in Cagayan a late Neolithic site with
stepped adzes and a shist spearhead.

To the south in the Bicol Peninsula, three limestone
caves near Barrio Bato, of Bacon Municipality in Sorsogon,
were investigated by Dr. Fox and Alfredo Evangelista. From
a ,pre I i In i nary report (see tlManuscr i pts" be low) we have the
following intormat'jon: the three caves were Investigated
from August 16 to Sept. 7, 1956, financed with a grant from
the Phi I fppine National Research Counci r. Two of the caves
were burial caves and one a habitation site,afl of the same
archaeological culture. The burials were in large jars, one
measuring 79 em in diameter. Associated with the jars were
small bowls, several varieties of shell artifacts, and a few
Late Neolithic stone tools. Iron and porcelain were totally
absent. tn a letter;, Dr. Fox states that~ ·"The ware ••• is
striking by the absence of decoratIon with a few exceptions.
t would jUdge .•. that this is a relativeiy early jar burial
site. Perhaps the oldest yet excavated In the Philippines.
The National Research Councif .•• wtll carry a preliminary
sit~.report in its forthcoming bulletin. We are trying to
have the finished site report ready for the 9th Pacific
Science Congress."
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Vlsayan Islands# From Professor Beyer we hear of excava
tions made at the Tres Reyes site by Arseno t./lancel, i~, ~/larindu

que. From typology and portiafCthough not too reliabie»stra
tification the material from The site has been subdivided Into
three groups. Beyer S'dYs, "The O!d8St of his groups is un
doubted Iy an off'shoot of the Batal"8as Late Neo; ith ic 'jade
cult 1 mixed with contemporary nephrite and bronze ornaments
and possibly certa!n pottery types .•. , and I suspect that
this group dates between the 5th century B. C. and the first
few centuries of the Christian Era. The youngest of his
groups is a pre-~jl i ng Porce I a i n-J\ge per i od, cover i n9 probab Iy
not more than two centuries (ma!nly 12th and' 13th), accom
panied by secondary butials in (Chinese and Indochinese)
stoneware jars and smail wQode:. coi"Jinsi the end of this
period being marked by the entry of a few of ' the earliest
types of Sawankhalok celadons with no examples of sherds of
14th century Sawankhalok wares Dt a~l. Between the o'~est

and youngest ••. groups there lies chiefly a 9reat quantity of
Kulanai decorated pottery of all types (nearly one and one
half meters), overlapping with both the older and younger
groups almost completely ..•. The shapes and designs .•• are fn
tremendous variety--and some of the better swastika and
spiral patterns have red-painted sections .••.Many sizable
rectangUlar pieces occurred, some apparently with decorated
covers and stands (one unusual decorative piece is a medJum
large rooster's hea~, with typicat Kulanai design; and some
other decorations that may be lizards or animal figures) ..•.
A few iron objects (mostly small weapons and tools) were
found. If

Most of May and June of 1956 were spent by W. G. Solheim
working on the non-Chinese materials of the Guthe Collection
in the AnthropoJogy Museum of the University of Michigan.
This work was supported by the,Univsrsity of Chicago's
Philippine StUdy Program and the Anthropology Museum of the
University of Michigan. The Guthe Collection was made in the
visayan Islands by Dr. Carr Guthe from 1922-1925. The largest
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portion of the collection is pottery. Analysis of th!s pottery
brought to light three d i st i net i ve pottery g'-ou~.)s t VI; i h some
not yet classified. These three have little overiap in area.
The most wide spread group is the Kulanay pottery. This is
found scattered throughout the Visayan Islands and on northern
Palawan. The second group, similar to Beyer's Novariches
Early iron Age pottery is found only in the northern corner
of the area. In the south in Mindanao is a typical Malay
pottery with paddle impressed and carved stamp impressed
designs. Simi lar pottery is also found today in luzon among
the Tinguian, Ibanag, and other groups.

This material is being written up in conjunction with a
site report of the Kulanay Cave Site on Masbate. The pottery
from the Kuranay Cave Site shows its closest relationship to
the pottery of the site of Sa Huynh, on the coast of Annam,
Indochina. Some pottery designs show a relationship to the
designs on the Dongson Bronzes. This is the kind of pottery,
showing great variety in form and design, found over much of
the Visayan Islands.

Mindanao. Very little work has been done in Mindanao
recently. Several of the sites visited by Dr. Guthe (see
above) were from Mindanao, and so witl be included tn Solheim's
review of this collection to appear in the Philippine Journal
of Science.

Museums
No recent information on museums and museum cor fections

in the Philippines ha? been received.
There are three major museums in Manila, one at·the

University of Santo Tomas, the National Museum, and the
Museum and Institute of Archaeology and Ethnology (University
of the Phi Jippines). The Museum at Santo Tomas was not des
troyed during the war, and has some prehistoric artifacts.
It has the only collection in Manila of stone burial jars
from Mindanao. The collections of the National Museum were
largely destroyed during the battJe of Manila, however, they
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still have a sma!' col faction which is being built up slowly.
The Director .. Ot". Eduar4 GO QLisulilbin9J is supporting as much
fieldwork as ;s possible.

The collections in the Museum and Institute of Archaeol
ogy and Ethnology are partly those of the University of the
Philippines, but a major portion is the property of H. Otley
8eyer, the Director. The museum is best known for its
collection of porceiains and stonewares. Not only does it
cover the Sung through Ming dynasties (with many whole pieces
and a very extensive sherd collection) but it is quite repre
sentative of the pJrcelains from the south, such as Sawankhalok
and Sukotai wares, There;s also a large collection of neo-
fithic artifacts and one of the world's largest collections of
tef.<t·i te.s"

More detai led reports of each must?um and its collections
wi II appear in later issues.
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Biographical data: Allan H. Smith, Department of Anthropology,
State College of Washington, Pullman, Washington. A.B.
at Yale in 1935 .. Ph.D. at Yale in 1941. Archaeologist
with the New Jersey state Museum, 1939. Instructor and
then Ass't Prof., University of Texas, 1939-1947.
Assoc. Prof. and Profes~or~ ~ushJngton state College,
1947-. Ethnological field\'/orJ< in ~Jashington. General
anthropo!cgicaT fieldwork in :~,ab~ira ~i",'age, southern
Ryukyu Islands, 1950-52. Chief, Plans Branch, Civilian
Information and Education Department, U.S. Civil Admin
'istratton of the Ryukyu Islands, 1951-52. Staff anthro
pologist, U.S. Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands,
1954-55.

General Comments
Chen Chi-Iu (National Taiwan University) and Li Fang-kwei

(University of Washington) have completed a glottochronologi
cal study of the aboriginal languages of Formosa. Their
report is to appear soon in the Bulletin of the Department of
Archaeology and Anthropology, National Taiwan University.

Sung Vlen-hsun (National Taiwan .University> is preparing
a monograph reporting the results of excavations, undertaken
in 1953-54 by the Department of Archaeology and Anthropology,
National Taiwan University, at the Yuanshan she" mound by
Chi lung (Keelung) River, Taipei. The field research was directed
by L; Chi and Shih Chang-ju. This report, in Chinese with an
English summary, will probably be published by the Department.
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Books.and Articles

Formosa

Bibl iOQraphy
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Ch an 9 l<wang- ch -i h
1953 Shef I Beads of the Atayal Tribe in the Department

Collections, BDAA, No. 2, pp~ 29-34, in Chinese.

1956 A Brief Survey of the Archaeology of Formosa, -SJA,
'/0'. r2, pp. 371-386.
Summarizes types of artifacts, lists stratlgraphicaJly

important 5 i tes, descr i bes 7 te=1tat i ve cu Iture trad i t ions,
and speculates upon the prehistoric relationship of Tai
wan with other areas in East Asia and Oceania.

li \'ih-yuan
1954 Household Utensi Is of the Pingpu Tribes, Taiwan,

'BDAA, No.3, pp. Sf-57, in Chinese, p. 68, English
summary.
The Pingpu Tribes are the sinicized tribes of For

mosa. Oescribes pottery, wooden, bamboo and shell uten
5 i Is.

ling Shun-sheng
1956 Patu found in Taiwan and Other East Asiatic Regions

and its Parallels found in Oceania and America, BDAA,
No.7, pp. 1-22, in Chinese, pp. 82-104, English
translation.
Describes and illustrates 39 stone ~atu from Formosa,

2 from China, and 9 from Japan. After presenting a classi
fication, the evolution of the forms are discussed. In
conclusion Ling states, " ..•. pai··u culture which originated
in East Asia has extended itself to America and the Pacific
areas both by the coastal route round the north oflthe
Pacific and by the direct route across the Pacific .... "
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Shih Chang-ju and Sung Wen-hsun
1953 Short Report on the Archaeological Survey of Hung

Mau-Kang Site and Others on the Coast of Taiwan,
BDAA, No.2, PP.' '.0- 16, inCh inese.

Sung Wen-hsun
1953-54 Books and Articles-Relating to the Archaeology of

Taiwan, BDAJ\, No. I, pp. 39-4~; No. 2, 'RP~ 40... 49;
No.4 (1954), pp. 57-60# In C~lnQS~.·. "

1954-55 stone Implements trom Yuan-sha~ Shell Mound Collected
Before 1950, <Part f), ~, No.4, pp. 28-38, in
Chinese, pp. 65-67, English summary; (Part 2>, No.
S ('955), pp. 44-58, in Chineset (R~rt 3), No.6,
(1955), pp. 34-45, in Chjnese~ pp. 129-130, English
sunvnary.

Sung Wen-hsun and Chang Kwang-chih
1954 Digging of Prehistoric Sites by the Banks of the

Shulwei River, BDAA, No.3, pp. 26-38, in Chinese,
pp. 67, English summary.
Report on the excavation of stratified shellmound

sites. Sets up fI ••• the cord-pattern red pottery stage,
the coarse black pottery stage, the fine black and grey
pottery stage, and the recent Chinese culture stage. 1t

Tang Mel-chun
1955 Spears In Aboriginal Formosa, BDAA, No.5, pp. 59-63,

in Chinese, pp. 128, English summary.
Presents a classification of spears of the "Formosan

Aborigines with two major divisions of tang-head type and
socket-head type.

1956 Crossbows of the Formosan Aborigines in the Depart
ment Collections, 80AA, No.7, pp. 52-55, in Chinese~

p. 105, English summary.
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lung Tso-pin
1953 On the Oracle Bones in the Department Coltections.

BDAA, No! I, pp. 22-26, in Chinese.

From. the Proceedings 2! the Fourth £![-Eastern Prehistory •.•
Congress~.•.•

Part ,: Prehistory, Archaeology and Physical
Anthropology (Secqnd Fascicle: SeCTion') '956

Beyer, H. Otley
Preliminary Note to Five papers on the Prehistory and Early
History of Formosa, pp. 271-275.

Kanaseki, Takeo
On the Human Skulls Excavated from the Prehistoric Site
K'en-ting-liao, Hengch'un Prefecture, Formosa, pp. 303
308.

J<okubu, Nao i ch i
Note on the Burial Customs in Prehistoric Formosa, pp.
309-318.

Mabuchi, Toichi
Some Oral Traditions Relating to Urn-Burial in Formosa,
pp. 319-328

Miyamoto, .Nobuto
A Study of the Relation Between the Existing Formosan
Aborigines and stone Age Remains in Formosa, pp. 329-334.

Tsuboi, Kiyotari
Feng-Pi-T'ou. A Prehistoric Site in South Formosa that
yierded Painted and Black Pottery, pp. 277-302.
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General Comments
As a part of its broad program of ethnographic research,

currently focused on contemporary Micronesian land tenure
customs and subsistence agricultural practices and beliefs,
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands administration
proposes to begin the pUblication of collections of Micro
nesian legends and traditions. Partial collections have
already been made by District Anthropolog!sts Jack Tobin
(Marshalls), .Frank Mahony (Trut,), and Shigeru Kanehsiro
(Yap and Palau). Additional collections will be undertaken
under the general direction of John de Young, S+aff Anthro
pologist.

Ward H. Good8nough (U. of Penn.) has complet,ed an
ar.ti'cl·,e ent,it-le·t\·"Ocsania and fh.e Prohlem of ControJsin the
Study of Cultural and Human Evolution" which reviews pr·oblems
in Oceanic prehistory. Though it was presented at the AAAS
meetings in New York in December, 1956~ pUblication plans
r.ema i n i ndef i n i to. In a future paper Goodenough is to exam i ne
the lingUistic relationship of Trukese and Gi Ibertese.

Isidore Dyen (Yale U.) is engaged in research involving
the languages of Micronesia. Tho~gh its immediate aim lies
in other directions# this research will ultimately produce
time~depth data for the area.

Under TRIPP~ George W. Grace (Columbia U.) continues
the research on the Malaya-Polynesian which he and Wm. C.
Sturtevant (Smithsonian Inst.) began in 1953. Preliminary
results have been published.

Byron Bender (Marshalls Oistrict~ T. T. of the Pac. Is.)
is carrying out linguistic research on the languages of Micro
nesia, epp'Jying to them the methods of lexico-statistics.
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Fieldwork and Research
Carolin~ !slands. John l. Fischer (Harvard U.) plans

soon to comp; Ie a brief article summarizing early missionary
accounts of Nan Mato' on Ponape l-s!and and of other archaeo
Jogicar ruins in the Eastern C:lro,;nes. These accounts are
thOSE1 to be "found 'n the Ua1p'.Ib ~ ~ 3hed Mi crones ian correspondence
of i·h~J American 80Q:'"c (8asten M;ssion).

John Mills (Pona~e District, T. T. of the Pac. Is.) has
under'way two res8ar'ch stud i es of time-depth interest: ( I) an
article describing native fishing techniques of Pingela~~.

and the distribution of tnese techniques over a wider area;
ar,d (2) an ethnohistoricaf monograph covering Ponape J..§.. from
the proto-historic period to the present. Both studies are
being based on field research carried out since the summer
of 1955, to which ;s being added in the case of the monograph
an analysis of 19th century exploration journals, of the
records of the German and Japanese administrations l and of
the pubiished ethnographic data. Mills also plans to secure
material from Nan Matol on Ponape Island for CI4 dating.

In 1947-48 Saul H. Rie~enberg (Nat. Museum) carried
out a detai led investigation of the comple~< native political
structure of Ponape Island under the sponsorship of the
Pacific Science Board of the N.R.C. His findings, previously
issued in mimeograph form as a elMA report l are to be some
what revised and published, probably by the Smithsonian Inst.
Though primarily a synchronic ethnographic report, some
historical interpretation is included.

Saul H. Riesenberg and Shigeru Kaneshiro (Yap District,
T. T. of the Pac. Is.) are together preparing an article
tentatively entitled "Carofine Isl<Jnds Script: A Case of
Stimulus Diffusion/It based largely on field research in the
Woleais and Truk in 1955-57. This scr!pt, which is known
throughout the \vofeais and except for a few characters is
wholly unlike any other writing; was first reported by
J. Macmi Ilan Brown in 1913, a,ihough its characters may be
seen on various museum articles collected by the Sudsee
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Expedition of 1908-10 and reproduced in its r~ports. Tho
authors believe that none of the earlier thco~ias proposed
to explain the origin of this scr-ipt is correctl but that it
was a local early 20th century invention as the result of
stimulus diffusion.

During,a four month period in 1956# Edward Gifford (U.
of California) and Deti la S. Gifford conducted archaeological
excavations on .Y.£Q. under the ausp;cesof the Untversity of
California and with substantial financial aid from the Wenner
Gren Foundation. Five sites l yielding 5011 catalog entries#
were excavated. Cu I tura I mater i a I occurl-ed to a max i murn
depth of 90 inches. Potsherds were the most numerous of the
artifacts recovered. Two types of pottery, neither decoratedl

were. found: an ear I i er.~ tempered# re Iat i ve Iy durab Ie form
and a type which is st; II occasionally manufactured. This
latter variety is generally untempered# is fashioned by shaping
a lump of clay by hand with the aid of a cowrie shell smoother
and a bamboo drawknife, and is of very low durab.i I ity. Char
coal samples for radiocarbon date determinatjon were col-
lected.

Roland W. Force (Chicago Natural History Museum) and
Maryanne T. Force have prepared an article dealing with the
origins and taxonomy of Palauan money. This paper# read at
the 1957 meeting of the Central stQtes Crunch of the AAI\ and
soon to be pUblished~ is based on ethnographic data gathered
by them in the Palau~. in 1954-56 under TRIPP and on archaeo
logical museum materials discovered by them in the Philippines
in 1956. It deals with the unique native bead and prism cur
rency previously described by KUbary# Ritzenthaler l and others.
This currency is of great importance in the exchange system
which is functionally nuclear to Palauan social, political,
and kinship structures. The material from which this money
is fashioned is correctly identified for the first time. A
new, consistent taxonomic system Is suggested. The origins
of the -beads Bod prisms and the geographic distribution of
the material from which they. are made are determined.
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Douglas Osborne CU. 'of ~laShln·9tof-l.)-rs preparing a lengthy
monograph to report the larcnaoologi.cat survey which he carried
out in the Pa fau f s I antlSi 'j n ' 1953-!Y4. In the course o'f- th is
surveye ceramic strafig'r;aphy was obtained, and descriptive
material covering most aspects of Palauan archaeology was
secured. Correlations between different ecological situations
and types of sites were discovered. The survey findings will
permit the accurate placement of the Palaus with referencei'o
general cultural historical probJems of the Pacific.

Mariana fslands o Alexander Spoehr (Bishop Museum, Hono-
lulu) has in press, (Chicago Natural History Mus.) a monograph
entitled Marianas Prehistory: Archaeological Survey and
Excavations .Qll Saipan" Tiniari and Rota. This reports work
done in 1949-50. The excavat'ions 'resulted in clarification
of the latte phase of Marianas cUlture, which, according to
radiocarbon dating, endured from the 9th century to the 16th
century A.D., and in the establishment of a ceramic sequence
from 1527 B.C. (C-f4 date) to the historic period.

Gi Ibert Islands. According to I<ath'erine Lliomala CU. of
Hawaii), no time-depth res:Efar.ch in·volviog these Islands has
recently been completed, is now underwaYI or appears to be
projected for the near futur~.

Marshall Islands. Nothing to report.

Bib l.iograph,Y

Books and Articles

Fischer, J. L.
1955 Avunculocaf Residence on Losap", ,AA, Vol. 57, No". 5"

pp. 1025-1032.
Investigates the economic and pol itJcaJ 'factors

which appear to be responsibt~'for the ppehistoFic
development of avuncuJocaJ residence on Losap out<bf the
common matri local residence pattern of the general area.
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'=-lscher, John L. and Ann M. Fischer
1957 The Eastern Caro 1i neal Human Re Iat ions Area F i Ies.

A summary of the cultures of the Panape and Truk
Districts, based partly-on the Fischers' field research
and partly on ethnographic findings of others. Pre
pared for the Pacific Science Board of the N.R.C. In
cludes a brief discussion of the prehistory of the area.

;:-rake, Chas. O.
1956 Malaya-Polynesian Land Tenure, AA, Vol. 58, No. I,

pp. '17Q-173Q
Suggests, as an alternative hypothesis to that pro

posed by Goodenough (1955), that kin groups have become
"lsirY1ilarly associated with land tenure among different
~:la Iayo-Po Iynes ian peop Ias as a" response' to comparab Ie
conditions met independently in the course of their
history."

Goodenough, Ward H.
1955 A Problem in Malaya-Polynesian Social Organization,

AA, Vol. 57, No. I, pp. 71-83.
Develops the hypothesis that nonuni linear kin group

ownership of land was an original Malaye-Polynesian
pattern.

1956 ~epJYI AA, VoJ. 53, No. I, pp. 173-176.
A response to Frake (1956) and a documentation of

the occurrence of land ownership with swidden cultivation.

Grace, George \lJ.
1956 SUbgroupings of t4alayo-Po!ynesian: A Report of

Tentative Findings, AA, Vol. 57, No.2, pp. 337-339.
Presents a preliminary view of the genetic position

of the Mi crones i an ranguages in the ~/ia J ayo-Po Iynes ian
stock.
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Hijikat~, Hi~~katsu

1956 Report on Consecr~ted Stone Images and other stone
\tJorks in Palau, Micronesia" ~. Journal of Ethnology"
Vol. 20, Nos. 3-4, pp. I-53. In Japanese.
Describes, i frustrates, and locates many images"

representing primari Iy the human face, which the author
surveyed in the Pafaus from '929 to 1931.

sturtevant, Wm. C.
1955 The Tri-Institutional Pacific Program and its Lin

guistic Aspects (abstract), Bul r., Philadelphia
Anth. S~c., Vol. 8, No.3, pp. 5-7

Book Reviews

Keed, Erik 1(.: Archaeology and the History of Guam, revievJed
by G. H. S. Bushn~·11 in Antiquity, No.lf3" (1955)g
pp. 56-57.

Ritzenthaler, Robert E.: Native Money of Palau, reviewed by
David r·.f. Schneider in AA, Vol. 57 (f955),pp. 357.

From the Proceedings of the Fourth Far Eastern Prehistory •• ~

Congresses .•.•
Part I: Prehistory, Archaeology and Physical

Anthropology (Third Fascicle) ,Jn Press

Arai Shoji: "Physical Anthropometry of Solitary Islanders
of ~Jestern Caro J i ne I s lands"
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Ryukyu Islands

(I .. 1957)

Hi roe Takam i ya (2-56 Samukawa l tJtawash i I Shur i I Ok i nawa,
Ryukyu Is.) is conducting archaeological site surveys on
Okinawa. Type pottery and other specimens as well as copies
of survey records are being sent to Clem Meighan (U.C.L.A.),
who is assistingln the work. A small summer excavation,
supported by U.C.L.A. research funds, is a possibility. A
joint pUblication detai ling the findings is the ultimate aim
of the project.

Douglas Haring (Syracuse U.) plans a volume and a further
series of articles to complete the pUblication of the results
of his 1951-52 field re~earch on Amami OshilTI21 carri~d out
under the sponsorship of the Pacific-Science Board of the
N.R.C., the. \tlenner-Gren Foundation, and the Rockefeller
Foundation. Though describing the contemporary culture of
Amami, the data possess time-depth implications since many
anci.ent but currently extinct cultural patterns of Japan are
sti II practiced on Amami.

AI Ian H. Smith (Wash. state College) has in preparation
three papers with time-depth significance. All are based
on field data obtained by him and Trude Smith in 1950-52 with
the aid of grants from the S.S.R.C., the Wenner-Gren Foundation,
and the Pacific Science Board of the N.R.C. These papers wit I
examine the position of the people of Kabira village, Yaeyama,
Southern Ryukyu Is.: (J) in terms of the Orient generally
from the standpoint of their dermatoglyphic characteristics;
(2) in terms of the wider Orient from the viewpoint to their
distribution pattern in the ABO blood type serles; and (3)
dfalect-wise in terms of the total Ryukyuan dialect picture.
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Hattori, Shiro
1954 On the Method of Glottochronology and the Time Depth

of Proto-Japanese l Genga Kenkyu
L
, Va I. 26/27, pp. 29

77.
Considers the Shuri dialect of Okinawa together with

three modern Japanese dialects and Old Japanese of the
8th century A.D.

1955 A Glottochrono-logical Study on Three Okinawan Diaiects l

~. Journal of Ethnology, Vol. 19, No.2, pp. 36-45.
In Japanese with English summary.
Presents lexico-statistical data on the present

Okinawan dialects of Naha, Shuri., and Yonamine in comparI
son with those of Tokyo and Kyoto.

lees, Robert 8.
1956 Shiro Hattori on Glottochronology and Proto-Japanese,

AA, Vol. 58, No. 'I, pp. 176-177.
A brief summary of the 1954 article of Hattori and

a commentary upon some of its propositions.

Lieban, Richard W.
1955 The Land System of Kudaka Island, Sociologus, Vol. 5,

No.2, New series.
Based on field work carried out on Kudaka Island

and Okinawa during 1952-53. Summarizes the communal land
system which, though oree common throughout the Ryukyus,
is now preserved only on Kudaka~ This system involves
communal ownership of most agricultural land, the
grading of land according to qualitYI and the; apportionment
and periodic redistribution of superior and inferior
plots to each household.
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POLYNESIA

Kenneth P. Emory

( f, 1957)

~~iographical data: l(~nneth Pike ~mory, Bishop ~~useum,

Hono lui u" Hawa i i. B. S. at Dartmouth Co I lege i n 1920.
A.M. at Harvard in 1923 Ph D. at Yale, 1941 Bishop
i;useu~ in Honolulu 1920-. lecturer tb Professor at
tho University of Hawai i, 1939-. Archaeological field
wor'~ in the Hawaiian Islands, Nihoa and Necker Istands,
1924; I\Qimi loa, 1925-26; ManJareva, 1934; Tua!:1otu Is lands,
1929-31. Ethnological fieldwork in Mangareva, 1934~

Espiritu Santo, New Hebrides, 1944; and Kapingamarangi,
1947
Information on Polynesia for this issue wQs obtained

from the Anthr'opologicaJ Society of Hawai i Newsletter, "News
from the Pacificl1

, from "Empire", the '\t1agazine of the Denver
Post; and from Emory's report on the Pacific Islands written
for the Counci I for Old World Archaeology publication.

Fieldwork and Research
Ha\tJClLJ~an-i~-Lands. The Bi shop ~J1useum has made a fie I d

reconnaissance of the more important surface structures and
petroglyphs throughout the archipelago.

Ouring 1954 and 1955, a chief's fishermen's establ lshment
at the southern-most tip of Hawaii, capped by a large sand
du~e was excavated, and also the floors of terraces in a
farge cave a quarter of a mi Ie inland.

In 1955, Ni,hoa Island, 150 mi-Ies northwest of the main
rlawaiian group; was visited in order to col fect a charcoal
sample from a rock shefter, site 60, observed there by ttie
1924 Bishop Museum expedition. This sample gave a d(j--re of
1450 A.D.±300 years.

The Bishop Museum in cooperation with the University of
Hawai i now has material for reports on 17 excavations; one on
Nihoa, one on l(aua;, four on Oahu, five on MoJakai, one on
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lanai, and five on Hawaii. Publication of the results of this
work is expected to appear in 1958.

Or_ Charles E. Snow ;s continuing a study began in 1951 on
skeletal material from burial grounds of the sand dunes of Mokapu~

Oahu. First excavations were carried on in this area just before
World War I II with additional skeletal material recovered in the
spr i n9 of 1957.

Some of the interesting facts revealed are skull shaping l

evidence of violence established by a very high incidence of
broken bones in noses and cheeks, lots of arthritis, loss of
teeth not from tooth decay but from disintegration of the
bone embedding the teeth, the enigmatic Polynesian "rocker
jaw", and certain recognizable differences of structures in
parts of the lower back and hip region possibly related to
use.

Or. Snow is being assisted by Warner F. Bowers, Chief
Surgeon of Tripier Army Hospital ;n Honolulu, Dr. J. Warren White,
leading orthopedic surgeon in Honolulu, Dr. leonard Lai, local
dentist, and Miss Tiare Errory, laboratory assistant.

The staff members of the Bishop Museum are conducting a
preliminary survey of physical features, history, prehistory,
flora and fauna, and theory of Honaunau~ the famous Kona
"place of refuge". Under the direction of Dr. Kenneth Emory
the reports are being drawn up to provide the background
information necessary to the proper administration of Honaunau
as a National Park.

The Marguesas Islands. Henry L. Shapiro and party con
ducted a three weeks dig on Nukuhiva. They worked at three dry
roct< shelters on the west side of Nukuh;va~ at Bay Marqu;sienne,
and at a vi ilage site along a sand dune at the north of
Hatuatua valley on the northeast. The excavations were very
productive of artifacts, and the reports are in preparation for
pub r ; cat ion.

Tonga. John Golson, of the Anthropology Department,
University Col leges, Auckland, New Zealand, plans an archaeo~

'togical expedition to Tonga during the summer of 1957.
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,~ust.r:.al and C9.9~...l?tands. Dr. Donald Stanley Marsharl~
Research Anthropologist for Polynesia at the Peabody Museum
in Salem, Massachusetts wi II be worl~ing on the islands of
Raivavae in the Australs and Mangaia in the Cook Islands from
June 1957 to May 1958. His primary sUbject of study will be
extended residence and social anthropology. Supplementary
to this wi II be some survey \tolork in other Cook, Society,
Tuarllotu and Austra I Is J ands f i I ring in gaps in his stud i es
of Polynesian ceramic, linguistics, and rna-i-erial culture (pri
marily adze typology and fishhoo:~ analysis) for the infor
mation they give on problems of ot-igins and migrations of
the Polynesian populations. Funds are derived from a Guggen
heim Fellowship and other sources through the Peabody Museum.

Heyerdahl Expedit~Qn

According to t\1ulloy's account in the Denver Post the
object of this expedition was an archaeological survey of the
~ast Pacific fslands, and especially Easter Island. Three
U. S. archaeologists: Dr. Edwin N. Ferdon, Jr. (New Mexico
Museum, Santa Fe), Dr. Carlyle S. Stl1ith (Kansas U.) and
Or. ';.!i II iar.l ~~ullo,/ (u. of.~\lyoming).: and Arne Skoldsvold, a
Norwegian archaeologist accompanied the expedition.

The first stop was the Galapagos Islands and from there
they went to Sala-y-Gomez, then to Easter Island. After an
initial survey, each of the archaeologists dug in different
parts of the island. It was apparent that, from an archaeo-
Iqgist's viewpoint; any place one chose to dig was of pre
histor~c interest? and this witho~t·having t9 penetrate the
ground very far. The remains of towers, paved roads, stone
houses, cairns, cists, burial platforms, stone tools, vi Ilage
sites and statues in many cases were on the surface.

The main camp was at Anakena beach on the north. The
work was especial,ly concentrated in the area of Vinapu, Orango,
R'ano Rarako and Anakeva, with scattered tests of vi Ilage sites
and habitation caves also in other sections of the island.
Or. Hul loy worked at Vinapu, an old ceremonial center near
Hangaroa.
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Mu!loy stated that the huge masonry structures on Easter
Island were raised in the same way as those of prehistoric
Peru; each boulder chiseled to conform with the contours of
its neighbors. A huge stone, rough and angularl was leveled
into place on the site. Then a second stone was moved up
beside it. Next the masons would chip the Number two stone to
make its surface match the irregularities of Number one, so
that the parr would fit together perfect.y, almost without a
seam.

Of the many early masonry forms on Easter, the ahu, or
burial platform, is most typical. There are hundreds of these
in various sizes around the island. An ~ is somewhere be
tween 100 and 300 feet fang, It consists of a wall around
15 feet high, met on one side by a rising slope. This gradual
approach, also of masonry, starts at ground level and climbs
at an angJe of about 30 degrees to meet the waif near the top.

The waf I always is on the sea side of the structure, and
smooth eX8ept for a center buttress projecting farther seaward.
The slope is on the inland side.

There seemed to have been three major cultural periods
on Easter JsJand~ the last of which was stil' current when
Paggeveen, a Dutch admiral, discovered the island in 1722.

The earliest culture shows no gradual development.
This would imply that when its people arrived on the island,
they brought a fa~rly advanced Stone Age civilization with
them.

Their ahus probably had no statues. The images they had
quarried appear to have been much smaller than the 15- or
20-foot giants typical of a later period. However, these
early figures had greater individuality. They seemed to have
been attempts to portray deceased chiefs. As yet there is no
date for this first culture but a carbon 14 test being run
on material from this fevel is expected to yield a date of
approximately 400-500 A.D.

The early masonry was well fitted. The approach slopes
of the ahus were in beautifully executed out-size mosaics,
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and very large stones were used in the structures. This was
the highest level of structural technique attained on Easter.

The second perIod may have introduced the practice of
placing the huge images on top of the ahu walls--as many as
15 all in line and facing inland. These masons~ however,
were inferior to their predecessors as craftsmen. This is
apparent in their repair of earlier platforms as well as in
the new ones they built. Their statues, though larger~

were all al ike.
Cremation may have been used earlier but definitely was

one of the means of disposing of the dead at this time. Pro
cedure probably was to sun-dry the body on a platform, then
burn the remains. In other cases the dead were entombed in
ahus.

The third period was one of many violent clashes among
severaJ small groups whose exploits are recounted in legends
today. They sacked and burned each other's villages.

These wars, which continued after R09geveen's visit,
Jeft the island without a single statue in place on an ahu.

The ruined ahus came to be used as casual burial places.
Sun-dried bodies., usually broken up .. were placed here an
there among the fallen images and covered with stones.

There was a great wealth of weapons and tools. The
commonest tool was a large tanged blade of percussion-flaked
obsidian locally called a mata1a. These vary ;n form. Some
look like spearheads, others may have been knives or may hav~

been affixed as cutting edges to wooden clubs.
Some fish hooks found were made of human bone. There

were no mammal remains such as are present in the islands
farther west. The shells of the island are not suitable for
fish hool<s. Therefore~ the anc; ents were compe J Ied to use
the bones of their own ancestors. These hooks were considered
to possess considerable supernatural power.

Beyond a doubt this cuJture~ as el~ewhere in Polynesia,
depended to a great extent on items of wood, fiber l and other
perishable materials. None of these survived archaeologically
save for some charred specimens of reed matting.
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The statues were originally quarried on the sides of thG
crater of Rano Raraku in the southeastern part of the island r

Here many finished and partly finished examples stil' rost.
Others fine the roads apparently leading to ahus, S't'i ,; othurs
lie fal fen at the ahus.

The quarring technique apparently was to carve a supine
image from the crater wall, not cutting it free until it was
almost completed. Then it was skidded dovJn a slope to the
boi~(lm end temporarily left standing upright in an excavation
unt~; th~ makers were ready to transport it further.

H()st statuE.)s are more than 15 fGet high (some much more)
an d Oi1G st i I lin t:,e quarry measures 66 feet in Jength •

A mystery which had puzzled archaeologists for a long time
invctved the question of how these statues were moved across
courri-ry and raised to the ahu tops. This was sorved when
it became necessary to raise a large stone which had fal fen
out of the front wall of an ahu. This stone which probably
weighed a ton v/as.replaced in its origin~1 position within
a relatively short time by'only six men. Their equipment
consisted of two long heavy poles. They dug two holes under
one end of the slab, put the pore tips in them, placed a
rocl< under the poles as a fulcrum and the six men levered
dOVJilWard on the free extremities of the shafts.. The stone
was raised ohry about half an inch and then some sma! I rocks
were wedged under it. The levers were then released and
applied at the opposite end of the slab. Again small rocks
were inserted underneath.

The crew continued to jack up the slab in this fashion,
raising first one end and then the other, and each time
shoving larger stones underneath. Soon the slab was higher
than its original place in th9 wail.

Now stones were added only under the far end, ti Iting
the si-O:lC towards the aperture from which it had faJ len. In
a very sh()r~ tirne the crew was able to heave it back into
the cavity.
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Later a statue was raised to a wall top to show that it
could be done by this method. This took a dozen men about
two weeks. It is the only image now properly in place.
Still later, the islanders demonstrated that a medium-
sized statue could have been dragged on a wooden sledge#
by perhaps a hundred men l from the quarry vicinlty to
an ahu. Each statue has a protruding belly to act as a
fulcrum which wouJd make it possible to lever the figure
forward by means of "A" poles. (See i llustration). Aft~r

each short advance, the poles would have to have been re
positioned astride the statue's neck l and this process would
have to be repeated countless times, but there iSi no!~oubt

it would have been practicable with a big crew hauling on
the tough, hibiscus bark-fiber ropes attached to the poles
and statue. Asked why they had not told archaeologists who
had been there previously how all this was acco~pJished,

the native mayor shrugged and said, "They didn't ask me."
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Dr. Mulloy's opinion as a result of five months of
digging on Easter Island is that prehistoric Americans did
sa i I to Easter.

The next stop was Pitcairn where they found a quarry
in a cave where it appears that the former stone images of
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that is land were !cufptured. It. habitation. ca~ was f)tso ~ca

vated and It ro l'1tct~ .f stoO& adzes was- obtained. which
Includes certAIn ~tt.~'.i:"-r. unr.('~FOO.~.

After 1••vinS ~lt~.~n they vJsited meay islcndS ," French
Polynesia--Man!arev~. Tu~i, R.i~Jv~i, Rape Itl, Tahiti and
the ~larquesas.

At Rapa a number of hi f I-top pa.re..5\ were mapped and ex
amjned~ and one of the mejor ones. Morongo uta, was cleared
of forest and excavated. I~ was discovered thaT the Rapa
parea was not just ~ fort, but a fortified hill-top village
once covered with grass-nouses.

The Morc Tiri 'slands, just south of Rapa, were also
visited. Remains of stone walls and cairns were discovered
on the almost inaccessible summit of one of these uninhabited
islands.

At Raivaivai a terraced village site was excavated in
a hi r Iside, and a number of images incfuding a small statue
were discovered.

In the Marquesas they investigated the famous image
platform, the me'ae of Oiporia, at Puamou on Hivaoa Island,
and also studied and mapped a ceremonial center with eleven
associated image~, at Taipi on Nukuhiva Island.
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Biographical data: Robert Eugene Bell~ Department of Anthro
pology, University of Oklahoma, Norman l Oklahoma. B.A.
from University of New Mexico in 1940. M.A. from Univ
ersity of Chicago in 1943. Ph.D. from University of
Chicago in 1947. Chairman l Departm2~t of Anthropology,
University of Oklahoma, 1947--. Curator of Anthropology,
University Museum, University of Oktahoma~ Major
anthropological interest: General archaeology, archaeo-
Jogical.method and dendrochronology; archaeology of. Ameri
cas, Europe and Polynesia, Research in progress: Archaeo
logical cultures of Caddoan area; Oklahoma and New Zea
land. Field research: Central USA and New Zealand.

As a Fulbright research scholar to New Zealand for the
period from August, 1955 to May, 1956# I had the opportunity to
study Maori prehistory and to work with the various museums
throughout that country. The following comments are intended
to present some idea of current archaeological work throughout
New Zealand l and to call attention to some of the recent deve.lop
ments. A part of this information is derived from personal notes,
but the major portion has been obtained from New Zealand col~

teagues and the Journal of 1.~ Pol~nesian Society. Among those
individuals in New Zealand who have been expecially helpful in
furnishing recent news and to whom I her~by wish to give appre-.
ciative thanks are: Jack Golson, Department of Anthropology#
Auckland UniversitYI Auckland; Or. Roger Duff, Director, 9anter
bury Museum, Christchurch; leslie locl~erbie, otago Museuml

Ounedin; and V. F. Fisher, Auckland Museum l Auckland.

General Comments
Since the report by Duff (1950) upon the Moa-hunter site

at Wairau , there has been an increasing interest in Moa-hunter
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Sites throughout New Zealand. Moreover, the contrast be
tween moa-hunter materials and the later classical Maori
of European, times has focused attention upon chronological
problems. There has been an increasing interest in estab-,
lishing a reliable chronological framework for Maori pre
history. Efforts are being made in applying stratigraphic,
dendrochronology, radiocarbon dating 1 pollen analysis; soil
analysis, and geological techniques to chronological problems.

A major step in this direction has already been achieved
by the radiocarbon dates which are aval fable on archaeological
materials. The Dominion Physical Laboratory at Wellington,
under the immediate direction of Dr. T. A. Rafter, has already
dated a number of archaeological specimens, and some of the
results are included within the following pages.

Also of interest is the formation of the New Zealand
Archaeological Association in August, 1955. Th~ first con
ference of the organization was held in Auckland, May 14th
to 16th, 1956, with the main theme revolving around the con
tributions of the natural scientist to th~ interpretation of
archaeological material.

The need for archaeological salvage work in New Zealand
is also becoming as urgent as in many other parts of the
worid. Many sites are being deSTroyed by roadways, housing
developments, wave action, etc. In Auckland, for example l

a number of Maori pa sites situated upon extinct volcanic
cones are being destroyed by expansion of the city or by
contractors obtaining scoria for construction "activities.
tn partial response to this need, a National Historic Places
Trust has been formed in New Zealand, and this should even
tually help in resolving this problem.

In addition to the fieldwork, a number of individuals
are continuing their studies of museum collections with a
spec i a I ·concern for typo logy and d i str i but ion a I stud i es e

Archaeology, of course, 'continues to be an important aspect
of all museum exhibits.
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Fieldwork and Research
North Island. The ~rchaeologicaJ work in North Island

has been undertaken chiefly by the Auckland Institute and
Museum and the Auckland University, both located in Auckland.
At the present time the Auckland Museum, under the direction
of Gilbert Archey, ;s being enlarged and expanded by the
addition of a new wing which will add considerably to both
the storage and exhibit space.

Ponui Island. During March, 1956, Robert E. Belf and V.
F. Fisher conducted excavations at Ponui Island In Hauraki
Gulf under the sponsorship of the Auckland Museu~. Excavations
were carried out at a sm~11 vi"~ge.site located in u bay qt
the south end of the island. Although the site is not exten
sive, the presence of occasional post holes and scatte2ed
village refuse indictltes that tur11ler work would be wor"i'l-l-
whi Ie. Of special interest Is the finding of two whale verte
brae within the midden are~, along with numerous fish hooks
in various stages of m~ufacture.

Jacf·( Gols~n, .. Dep8rtment.of Anthropology at Auckland Uni
versity, has been' conducting intermittent salvage excavations
at Taylor's Hill pa~ a Maori village site in the Auckland
area which is being destroyed by a housing development.
Attention has been directed toward excavation of house pits
and the construction of the terraces which characterize the
vii rage. The final information should represent a fate Maori
manifestation for the Auckland District.

Great Mercur~ Island. Aucklend university has been sup
porting archaeological work under the direction of Jack Golson
at Great Mercury Island off the east coast of the Coromandel
Peninsula. The work has been c&rrJed on for two seasons,
January, '955, and January, '956. A survey of' the island has
been completed and excavations have been conducted at one of
the major pa sites which represents a late Maori occupation.
One primary purpose of the excavations was to recover archi
tectural remains from some of the house pit sites. The pits,
however, had been modified, altered and rebuilt to such
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aM: ext~nt1t~at·tb~ ori~ina~~constru~tion activities are not
clear. House patterns have been obscured by the large mumber
of post holes superimposed within a limi~ed area.

Coromandel Peninsula~ A moa-hunter site has been located
on t~e east coast of the Coromandel Peninsula, and initial
ex~avations have been undertaken by Jack Golson. This dis
covery martI,s the first definite moa-hunter site from the North
Island, and preliminary work indicates that it is similar to
those already known from the South Isla~d. Although scattered
moa-hunter artifacts were well known to exist throughout the
North Island, the discovery of an actual camp or village site
Is most welcome.

Items reported from the Coromandel site include cooking
ovens, moa bone fish hookst shell necklaces, pieces of adzes
and obsIdian, a bone harpoon, and miscellaneous bonest includ
ing moa, fish and dog.

South Island. Archaeologi~al work on the South Island
has been centered at· the Canterbury Museum in Christchurch and
the otago Museum in Dunedin.

In November, 1955, excavations were carried out at the
Maori pa (fortified village) site of Para Whakatau near
Claverly on the Kaikoura Coast. Para Whakatau is believed. to
be the fortified pa site occupied by the Ngati-mamoe, which
was destroyed by the Ngai-tahu sometime between 1650 and 1700
A.D. (DUff, f956b). Excavations here were desirable for
several reasons: I) the area represented the site of a
specific Maori tribe, the Ngati-mamoe, 2) according to tradi
tion, the pa had been occupied only for a short time, perhaps
20 years, when it was suddenly destroyed by fire, 3) the
traditional time of occupation was sometime around 1650 to
1700, a limited segment Qf total Maori prehistory# and 4) the
surface indications of semi-subterranean houses focused
attentions upon studies of architecture 'and house patterns.

In November, 1955, the work at Para Whakatau was directed
toward. the excavation of House Pit C, one of the largest units
in the village. Figure I illustrates the floor plan of House
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C and a diagrammatic cross section or profile of "thE house
pit. The house had been erected within this excavated areal
the wall and corner posts having beeM placed around the mar
gins of the pit. No obvious entrante was present alth6ugh
two buttresses along the north ~alf suggest some special
feature at that point, probably the entrance." :The interior
was marked by four rows of posts quite evenly spaced, plus
four irregularly placed post holes and two shallow depres
sions. The latter two areas may represent" cache pits or some
other feature; they did not app~ar to be post holes In that
the usual charcoal debris was lacking in each case. For a
short distance along the east and west wall~ adjacent to thp
interior wall of the pit, were narrow slit trenches averaging
3 to 4 inches in depth. Although treir use is not clear#
they may have served for securing ah uprigh~ support or a~a

drainage ditch. The purpose of the numerous intel-lor f}Osts
is uncertain, and they may have served as supports for" the
roof, for a type of flooring, for interior furnishin15 such
as bunks, or a. combination of these. Until more data ~re

ava i lab I:e .on fYlaor i arch i tecture as represent"ed by qtchaeo lo
gical remains, deta; Is of construction will remain obscure.

House C had been destroyed by- fire and numer'ouscharcoal
samples were colJ~cted during the excavations. A radiqcarbon
analysis for charcoal taken from wall post tnumber21, House C,
provides a date of 1636 A.D.± 60 years, which Is quite i'n
agreement with traditional evidence.

In Apr i r and NovemberI.Dr • Duff resumed work "at Par"a
Whakatau by the excavation of House pit 8. This is a smaller
house site, about 14 by 16 fee"", differing in some ways from
the earlier one. Of special interest Is the discovery of a
canoe section, placed on end,afong one waf' of the house.
It is not known whether this served as a make-sh{ft wall
support or whether it had some other significance, possi~ry

symbo Ii c.
In December, 1955, Bel I and Duff spent some time

excavating at the Wairau Bar site in Marlborough near Blenheim.
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This is the best known moa-hunter site in New Zealand and
forms the basis for Duff's report upon early Maori culture
(1956). One primary purpose In excavation at the Wairau site
was to locate house patterns; secondarily, the preparation of
a detal led grid system for the site and a study of the details
of the site itself were anticipated. Although-some post holes
were found, no obvious house patterns were apparent, and time
did not permit more extensive excavations. The site occupa
tion rests upon a mixture of coarse and fine gravel so that·
post holes or disturbances are hard to detect; nonetheless,
evidence found indicates that careful work over a more
extensive area should be productive of these features. A
number of typical mea-hunter artifacts were recovered from
the village midden for the Canterbury Museum collections.

Investigations have been made at a number of sites
throughout otago, and radiocarbon dates are available for
certain localities. The following brief remarks include
information about sItes where recent archaeological work
has been accomplished.

A human burial and mea remains have been found on one
site located at Tautuku Bay in South otago. The"s'"ite was
exposed by erosion, and excavation has been very limited. A
leg bone of Dinornis toro5US was found in a derk, compact
occupational stratum underneath a clean sand containing human
burials. The radiocarbon date based upon the above mea bone
gave an age of 1676 A.D. tao.

The moa-hunter site at Papatowai is located near the
mouth of the Tahakopa River within five mIles of the Tautuku
Bay site. Papatowal has been known fo; a long tIme for the
association of Maori materials with varied moa remains, and
several accounts reporting excavations appear in the litera
ture (Teviotdale, 1937, 1938a, 1938b; lockerbie, 1953, 1954).

In January, 1956, the otago Museum sponsored excavations
at Papatowai under the supervision of Robert E. Bell and
Leslie Lockerble. In this case efforts were directed toward
gathering evidence of architectural remains and the securing
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of specimens for radiocarbon dating, especially moa remains,
charcoal and shells. Although no architectural features were
discovered, a variety of moa bones and other materIals 5uit-a
able for carbon dating were obtained.

Radiocarbon dates for charcoal from the lowest levels
in one area of the Papatowai midden have been determined by
Dr. T. A. Rafter of the Dominion Physical Laboratory,
~ellington, New Zealand. Two age determinations based upon
charcoal from a deep oven gave the fol lowing dates: 119. A.D.
~30 years and 1186 A.D.±40 years.

Some additional radiocarbon dates based upon collected
mea bone sampl es are as fo I lows:

+Euryapte~yx gravis (tibia) 1496 A.D. +50 years
Porygptevyx gravis '566. A.D. -80 years
Euryapteryx gravis 1646 A.D. ±60 years
Dinornis maximus 1496 A.D. ±ao years

Tree ring counts taken from totara specimens growing above
the midden suggest final abandonment no later than 1699 A.D.

fhe moa-hunter site of Hina Hina is located approximately
20 miles north of Papatowai near the mouth of the Catlins River.
The midden is being badly eroded by high tides and wave action.
Minor excavation has been accomplished at Hina Hina, and radio
carbon dates indicate an early occupation existing around
1215 .A.D.± 75 years.

The site of Pounawea is also located at the mouth of the
Catfins River not far from Hina Hina. It is an early·moa
hunter site that is rapidly being eroded away by tides and
wave action. The present position of the midden suggests
that there has been some subsidence or modification in the
land surface since the site was occupied.

There are a number 'of radiocarbon dates from Pounawea
based upon seal bone, shells and charcoal. From present
evidence, the site was occupied as early as 1146 A.D. ±60
yeprs. At that time the diet of the inhabitants consisted
chiefly of mea flesh supplemented by seal, Whale, bush bIrds,
shore birds and fish. Sheri fish were sparsely represented
in the diet at this early period.
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Materials found indicate that, ~y 1455 A.D. ±60 years,
moas were becoming 'less plen~iful in the district and greater
quant.ities of fish and shell fish were being consumed.

By 1665 A.D. ±60 years, moas were scarce in the district,
and shell fish formed the principal item of the diet.

JUdging from tree ring counts taken from trees growing
on top of the midden, Pounawea was abandoned by 1726 A.D.

There are. a number of Maori sites in the area of Cannibal
Bay, a.short distance north of. Pounawea. One moa-hunter site..
with a shallow deposit, has been dated at 1606 A.D. ±60
years.

Archaeo log i ca I .s i tes on Fa Ise Is Iand have produced mater
ials ranging from typical moa-hunter specimens to those attrib
uted to recent or classic Maori. Several radiocarbon dates
from different deposits at False Island are as follows:

Shell 1586 A.D. ±60 years
Charcoal 1611 A.D. ~50 years
Charcoal 1636 A.D. ~50 years
Charcoal 1741 A.D. ±50 years
Fish bone 1766 A.D. ±80 years

The recent Maori site at Murdering Beach north of Port
Chalmers has been known for a long time, and extensive col
.fections are avai lable for study in the otago Museum. In
1956 Bell (1956) and lockerbie directed excavations at
Murdering Beach in an effort to obt9 in house patterns or
other architectural features. Ample evidence of construction
activities was recovered, but the superposition of house
patterns has so confused the ~ictore'th~t further work is
necessary in order to clarify the architectural features.

A moa-hunter occupation exists in the area adjacent to
the Murdering Beach site and some preliminary work has been
accomplished, but no radiocarbon dates are available.

G. Blake-Palmer (1956) reports the association of bones,
Oinornis robustu5 (?) and~ crassus, with Maori artifacts
at a site close to Ross Point near Seacliff. The presence
of moa bones and a large chalcedony blade suggests a moa
hunter occupation.
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A number of archaeological sites in th~' Interior of
otago have been reported, but only one, Hawksburn~ has been
systematically investigated. The Otago Museum sponsored two
brief expeditions to the Hawksburn under the leadership of
l. Lockerbie in 1954 and 1955.

The Ha'/'iksburn moa-hunter site <ele'vation 2,,050 feet above
sea level) lies on a dry terrace in the narrowest part of the
Hawksburn val ley in the Carrick Mountains. The surface of
the s1te was strewn with flakes" knives and chips" occasional
smal I adzes, broken slate knives, bits' of obsidan and green~

stone, and broken moa bones. Although most of the occupational
debris was shallow (7 inches), a considerable quantity of
artifacts was collected. Excavation of several ten foot
squares located a number of ovens~ 'one hut site, a canine jaw~

numerous artifacts and abundant moa'remains.
Radiocarbon dates based upon moa bone samples recovered

from the excavations are 1505 A.D. ±50 years and 1545 A.D.
±55 years.

In addition to the above mentioned localities, several
others~ave been inv~stigated and offer promise for future
res~arehJ /~Recentwave erosion has exposed evidence of
occupation·~t·Ja¢k'sBay. Surface materials found in blow
out areas at Port.Molyneux produced typical moa-hunter
specimens and these areas should be investigated. The ~a-'

hunter site' at: Shag River~ a rich and extensive site" contains
some areas wh i ch are re Iat i ve Iy un d j sturbed an d wh i ch wou I.d..
be well worth 'additional 'systematic work. Mr. M. Trotter.
;s investigating a shallow moa-hunter site near \.vaimataita.i.
Among others, the Maori pa site at Karitane offers promise
for ,the recovery of architectural remains.

Museums
The CanTerbury Museum at· Christchurch, under the direction

of Dr. Roger Duff~ is being enlarged and some halls are r~ady

for the installation of new exhibits. In spite of this con
struct.i-on and the extra duties necessary to direct these
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activities, Or. Duff has found the time to issue a revised
edition of his ~a-hunter report (Duff, 1950) and to carry
out additional field work. The revised edition (1956) incor
porates some new data from the Waitaki Mouth, Hawksburn
(Central otago) and the Neck (stewart Island). Spe~Jal refer
ence is also made to the apparent survival, into the classical
Maori period of the eighteenth century, of the small forest
mea (~.1egalopteryx) in the fiordland areas of western South-
land.

The revised edition includes radiocarbon dates tor the
Nairau site, on the north-east coast of the South Island.
It was on work done at this site that the hypothesis of a
separate Moa-hunter phase of Maori culture was largely based.
This new edition also includes dates tor the presumed eigh
teenth century site in Southland where Maoris killed a
Megalopteryx mea. The \~!aJrau determinations were based on
charcoal from a deep oven, of hwich one half of the sample
was submitted to T. A. Rafter of the Dominion Physical
laboratory, Wellington, New Zealand, and the other to
Dr. E. S. Deevey, Geochronometric Laboratory, Yale University.
Although the published results show a significant discrepancy,
Yale: 1015 A.D. ±IIO (Preston, Person & Deevey, 1955);
Wellington: 1225 A.D. ±50, Rafter has since corrected the
latter in terms of allowing 120 years for "industrial effect",
to bring his final analysis to 1155 A.D. ±SO. These dates
are similar to those from early sites in otago; they precede
the traditional date of 1350 A.D. for the arrival of the
Maori fleet, which was the last Polynesian migration to New
Zealand and the precipitant for the SUbsequent development
of classical Maori culture as it became known to the world
in thel'ate e i g~teenth century. Us i n9 material from the
tusso'ck grass beddi ngfoundin ··the Maori fow Ier t s site In
Southland, Rafter's radiocarbon date, as published, was 1845
A.B. ±60 years. As now corrected because of "industrial
effect", It is 1725 A.D. ±60 years.
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The Canterbury Museum sponsor~d ar~haeologrcal fieldwork
under the joint direction of Robert E. Bell and Roger Duff
at two localities: Para Whaka~au and Wairau Bar.

Archaeological research in Otag0 has been carried on
chiefly by th~ members of the ot~go Museum at Dunedin, under
the direction of H. V. Sklnner~'wnd Lcs,j',e' Lockei'bie. For
the most part, recent archaeological work has been focused
upon the identification and i~vest!gQtion of early Maori
sites, especialiyth0se conta~ili')9 LJOne3 of the extinct moa.
Some of these moa-hunter sites provide the earliest recog
nizable archaeological remains in New Zealand ..' -and the data
derived from them furnish information concernin-g the Moa
hunter period of Mqori culture.

Books' and Articles

Batley" R. A. L.
1956 Some Practical Aspects of Dendrochronology in New

Zealand, JPS .. Vol. 65 .. No.3, pp. 232-244.

Be I '" Robert E.
1956 Archaeological Investigations at Murdering Beach,

otago, New Zealand .. JPS, Vol. 65, No. I, pp. 35-40.

Blake-Palmer, G.
1956 An otago Coastal Occupation Site with Dinornis

Remains" JPS .. Vol. 65, No.2" pp. 161-163.

Duff, Roger
1950 The Moa-Hunter Period ot Maori Culture, Canter~ury

Museum Bulletin No. I

1956a The Moa-Hunter Period of ~Culture, revised
edition, R. E. Owen, Government Printer, Wellington,
New Zearand, 347 pages.
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Duff, Roger (cont.)
1956b Annual Report l 1955-19561 Canterbury Museuml Christ

church, New Zealand.

Golson, Jack
1955 Dating New Zealand's Prehistory, JPS, Vol. 64, No.

r, pp. I 13- 136.

Lockerbie l leslie
1953 Further Excavation of the Mea-hunter Camp Site at

the Mouth of the Tahakopa, JPS, Vol. 62, No. I,
pp. 13-31.

1954 Stratification in otago Archaeological Sites,
JPS, Vol. 63, No~ 21 pp. 141-146.

Preston, R. S., t-~ "Person and E". S. Deevey
1955 Yale Natural Radiocarbon Measurernents II, Science,

Vol. 122, November 19th, pp. 954-~ JO.

Sharp, Andrew
1956 The Prehistory of the New Zealand Maori, Some

Possibilities, JPS, Vol. 65, Ne. 2, pp. 155-160.

Teviotdale, D.
1937 Progress Report on the txcavations of a Moa-hunter's

camp at the Mouth of the Tahakopa River, JPS,
Vol. 46, No.3.

f938a Further Excavations at the Moa-hunter's Camp
at Pap·atowai, JPS,," Vol. 47, No. I.

1938b Final Report on the Excavations of a Moa-hunter' 5

Camp at the Mouth of the Tahakopa River, JPS,
Vol. 47, No.3.
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Book Reviews
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Archey, Gi 'bert: SCUlpture and Design: An Outline of Maori Art,
reviewed by T. Barrow in JPS , Vol. 64, No~ , pp. 48'-487.

From the Pr"-:>ce9ding~ of the Fourth Far Eastern Prehistory •••
Congresse~•••

Part f: Prehistory, Archaeology and Phys;cal
Anthropology (Third Fascicle) In Press

DUff) Roger
A Historical Survey of Archaeology in New Zea!and.



MELANESIA

Dick Shutler, Jr.

Biographical data: Dick Shutler, Jr., Department of Anthro
pology, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. A.B. at
University of California (Berkeley) in 1949. ~J1.A. at
University of California in 1950. Research assistant,
in charge of the Carbon-14 Age' Determination Laboratory,
Department of Anthropology, University of Arizona.
Fieldwork in Western USA. Participated in joint Univer
sity of California and University of Arizona archaeo-
logical Expedition to New Caledonia, 1952, as recipient
of a Viking Fund Grant-In-aid. Major fields of interest:
Archaeology and Geochronology. Research in progress on
Southern Great Basin, Pacific Archaeology, Pollen Analysis,
and Radiocarbon Dating.

The year 1955, with occasional exceptions, will be taken
as the base line for reporting information relating to Mela
nesia. Material has been compiled from sources available in
the University of Arizona library, and from correspondence
with professional associates. Additional correspondents are
being contacted and more complete coverage may be expected
in future issues.

The assistance of the following contributors is grate
fully acknowledged: Arnold Pilling, Allan H. Smith, K. W.
Galis, A. J. Bernet Kempers, and H. R. von Koenigswald.

General Comments
The Melanesian section will represent the customary

group of islands, with the exception of Papua Territory,
the Austral ian Mandate Territory on maJinland New Guinea, and
the islands of the Torres Straits. These will be included
in the A~stralia-New Guinea area.

Information on organizations concerned with archaeo
logical research is slight. It was reported In April, 1957,
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issue of Pacific Islands Monthly that the Historical Society
of New Britain has been formed at Kokopo.

Fieldwork and Research
Two major archaeological expeditions to Melanesia have

been recently completed: Gifford's excavations in Fiji tn
1947, and the ex~edition of Gifford and Shutler to New Cale
donia, 1952. Published reports are included In the bibliography.

We are Indebted to Allan H. Smith for information re
ceived from f\;1r. lloyd J. Soehren# of the U. S. Weather Bureau#
stationed in the Marshall Islands. Mr. Soehren's interest
is in Fijian glottochronology. The following is quoted from
his letter to Allan Smith.

UMy present project involves the application of glotto~

chronology to the various Fijian dialects, rather than to the
highly diverse languages of Micronesia. Whether l if not
when, this material shall know the dust of a library remains
to be seen. However I shou I·a th is study be of 'nterest, here
are a few details.

"The problem is, in part, to provide lexital evidence
of the dialectical differences in various parts of Fiji. The
material was collected in a rather unorthodox manner, by
requesting native school teachers to translate a list of some
220 words from the official Bauan dialect Into the dialect of
the village In which they are employed. To date, I have data
for twenty-eight dialects, which, while of appreciable bUlk,
are far from providing a comprehensIve survey of the area."

Museums
The Melanesian area possesses at least three fine local

museums at the present time, containing both ethnological and
archaeological specimens. One Is located at Suva, Fiji~ and
there are two more.at Noumea, New Caledon;ia. The Musee Neo
Caledonien, Is headed by Mr. Luc F. Chevalier, Curator. Mr.
Jean Guiart of the Institute Francais d'Oceanie opened a
small museum In 1952.
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81 b J i"oqraphy

(I, 1957)

The fo (low i n9 is a camp i Iat ion of recent bib i iog~-aphy
on the area, with special attention to archaeology and pre
history, Major reference"\ works, conta i :-i i no cuthor i tat i ve
summaries of previous re~earch, are Elki~s, ;953, for social
anthropology, and Riesenfefd 1 1950, for archaeology.

Books and Articles

Bergman, R. A. M.
1954 Rotstekenin'~Jen in West Nieuw Guirea, Le~~fJ.l2E..§.

de.@B;roo~jeJ Vol. 4, No.3, pp. 111-119.
Description of roc;k paintings in Western Ne", Guinea.

1955 .De sociale functie der rotstekeningen in de werefd
der mensen, Gedenkboek Prof. Fahrenfort. Groningen
(\~!o Iters ) •
On the social function of rock paintings.

Bessaignet, Pierre
1956 An Alleged Case of Primitive Money (New Caledonian

Beads), SJA, Vol. 12, No.3, pp. 333-345.

Birket-Smith, Kaj
1956 An Ethnologica' Sketch of Renne I I Island: A Poly

nesian OU-r,i8i- ;n r·'G!anesia .. [:?t.l~1E.:.L~ D~:J..:~kc

Videnskatbernes Selskab , .tlistcr-iskfi loJ.Q.g,iske l'I.ed
delelser, Vol. 35, No.3, Copenhagen.
Of archaeo log i ca I i tlterest is an a-;-terilpt j n Part I I

to define the island's cultural relationship with Poly
nesia, Micronesi~ and nearby Melanesia.

Blackwood, Beatrice; and P. M. Danby
1955 A study of Artificial Cranial Deformation in New

Guinea, JRAI, Vol. 85, pts. I-II, PP. 173-191.
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A description of several skulls recovered on
the south coast of New 6ritain 1 and a discussion of
methods used to achieve the deformation.

Elkin .. A. P.
1953 Soc!aJ...t~tbrqporo9..Y. j1J. Melanesia, Oxford University

Press; tOi'd:)n.
A .'eview of anthropoio~!!cal research prior to 1950,

with comprehensive bibliography.

Fow Ier.. Henry \"J.
1955 Archa~ological Fishbones Collected by E. W. Gifford

in Fiji .. 8ernice f. BishoQ Museum Bulletin 214..
Honolulu.

Ga lis 1 K. H.
1954 Een stenen artefact van Nederlands Nieuw-Guinea,

8 i ,i1C2i'L§Jl KeD ink f i ,!k In~·t i tuut ~,Q£.. Taa 1-.. Land
en VOtk~nK~~1Je, Vol. lID.. No.3, pp. 281-282.
A stone sculpture, representing a snake, said to

be a prehistoric piece of work, from western New Guinea.

1956 OUdheidkUndig onderzoek in Nederlands Nieuw Guinea,
8 i jdr-a.-;8;-! .!<on Jn.k r I.ik Insf itu.ut .YQQ.[ Taa 1-, 1.2o.Q-
en VO.l~.~:lk1QQ~, Vol. i 12, No.3, pp. 271-284.
A review a~d description of sites containing bronze

celts, fortifications l pottery, etc., from western New
Guinea. A postscript (pp. 279-284) by A. N. J. Th. a
Th. van der Hoop states that the objects belong to the
Dongson culture.

1957 De Grotten van Jaand .. Overdruck uit Nieuw-Guinea
Studien, Vol. I, No. I, pp~ 14-23.
A folktale recorded in the Jafi district, 50 miles

south of Hollandia, connected with cave drawings found
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in the limestone rocks near Jegriffi. The drawings,
which are done in charcoal and red laterite, represent
abstract figures and lizards.

Gifford, E. W. ~

1951 Archaeological Excavations in Fiji, Anthropologi-
cal Record§, Vol. "13# No.3, University of California
Press~ BerkeJeyand los AngeJes.

Gifford~ E. W., and Dick Shutler, Jr.
1956 Archaeological Excavations in New Caledonia,

Anthropological Records# VoJ. 18~ No. I., University
of CalifornIa Press~ BerkeJey and Los Angeles.
Test excavations~ere carried out in eleven of the

fifty-three sites located by the survey. Most frequently
recovered cultural materials were potsherds. Pottery
decoration resembled that described by Gifford for Fiji
(incised, reJieJ.,appJlque);lbut no clear stratigraphic
assocJatlon was found whIch could be compared with that
established for Fij1. Nine carbon-J4dates obtained
ranged from 846 B.C. to J569 A.D. No pre-pottery sites
were located. Pottery decoration indicates possible
connection with the proto-Jomon of Japan.

Gr ace, George ~!.

1955 SUbgroupings of Malayo-Polynes1an, A Report of
Tentative Findings l ~ Vol. 57, No.2.
Partly based on fJe1d work 1n Melanesian linguistics.

l<oo;jman ... S.
r955 De Kunst~ Ntuew-Gulnea. The Hague, f35 pp., 23

plates, 13 figures, r map.
A survey of the art of New Gulnea.

Oljver~ DougfasL.
"1955 .6. Solomon Island Society ... Harvard., 533 pp.
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Riesenfeld; A.
1950 Th~ Megalithr~ Culture of Melanesia, E. J. BrtJI,

Leiden" 735 pp. .

1955 Prehistoric Stone Objects from New Britian, Man,
Vol. LV, No. 64, pp. 58-59

Roth, G. K.
19~3 fijian ~Jay of Life, Oxford UnIversity Press,

london.

Schmitz, Carl A.
1955 8rU~£! .9.er Tc~!-Lind KUffr12I1. in Melanesie:1,.

A discussio~ of the ddncing and cult-site in re
spect to the peopling of Melanesia,

jharp, Andrew
1956 Anc lent Voyaoti llllli Pac i fie, We I J i ngton ~ New

Zealand.

Snow" P. A.
1953 Rock Carv"ings in Fiji, Transactions and ProGeedings

of the FiJL Society, Vol. 4, pp. 71-83, ;0 pis. Suva.
Description and illustration of Ffjian petrog'yphs

found only at Datuniba on South Vanualevu, on the coast
of Tavenui, and in the Yasawa group (cave of Sawa-i-Iau>.

Tichelman, G. l.
1954 Rotstekening van een bronzen bijltje, Ti idschrift

Nieuw-Gtji:1ea, Vol. IS" No.3.
A rock painting of a bronze celt.

1954 Analogien van het bronzen bijltje van Sentani ,
FiJdschrift Nieuw-Guinea, Vol. IS, No.4
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Fowler, H. W.: Archaeological Fishbones Collected by E. W.
Gifford in Fiji, reviewed by J. Golson in JPS, Vol. 64
(1955)# pp. 359-360.

Schmitz~ Carl A.: BalamderTauz-und KultplaTz in Melanesien,
reviewed by P. E. KlarwilJ in~., Vol. 65 (1956),
pp. 167- 168.

From the Proceedinqsof the Fourth Far-Eastern Prehlstory •••
Congresses.,•••

Part I : PrehistorYI Archaeology and ·Physical
Anthropology' (Thjrd Fascicle) ·in ;Press

Koenigswald, G. H. R. von: Cfasslfication of Some stone
tools from Java and New Guinea

Solheim, 'fl. G.: Possible Routes of Mlgration inTo Melanesia
as shown by statisticleanalysis of methods of pottery
r:lanufacture.
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Arnold R. Pilling

Biographical data: Arnold Remington Pil ling# Department of
ScoioJogy and Anthropology, Wayne state University,
Detroit 2, Michigan. 8. A. from University of California,
1947. Graduate work: University of California (Berkeley>#
1947-1949,51-53, and 54-57; University College, London,
1950-1951. Ph.D. dissertation in pregress at University
of California (Berkeley). Asslstant Archaeologist, Univ
ersity of California Archaeological Survey, 1949-1950.
FUlbright Scholar in Austral~a\J ,1953-1954 .., Instructor
\~ayne state University, 1957-. Major anthropological
interests: Australian ethnology and archaeology; historic
archaeology; archaeology of Western North America. Research
in progress: Ph.D. thesis on feud and Jaw in aboriginal
Austra I; a,

~ocause of space limitations, the editor has found it
necessary to cut Mr. Pi Iling's section to about one-quarter of
its former size. The sections on early history, which were
quite complete with respect to both text and bibliographYI have
been eliminated. Anyone interested in reading the entire manu
script should contact Mr. Pi Iling.

Mr. Pilling, with the assistance of Norman 8. Tindale, and
Frederick K. McCarthy, assembled an extensive list of people
interested in Australian prehistory and early history. This
wi II be included in the first supplement, mentioned in the
ed i tor i a r. =1

This-article is an attempt to review for American scholars
those data which have become avai~ab'e since 1955, relevant
to the prehistory and early hjstory of Australia; Australian
Papua and New Guinea. The compilation includes obscure sources,
in some cases dating back to 1953, which might otherwise
pass unnoticed by other than local Australian archaeologists.
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Many newspaper and magazine articles and some privately
printed pUblished reports have been included.

General Comments
Only a few general works on Australian prehistory have

been'pubJished recently. A brief summary has been presented
in a paper by Mitchell (1955) discussing the differences be-
;-weenTasman.ian and mainland Australian abol--iginal stone arti
facts~ The late Dr. Fenner (1955) wrote a short summary of
Austra'ianl1thjc specimens. Another summary is in prepara
t.ion by Mr. F. O. McCarthy, dea i i n9 VI i th' Austr'a I i an roc~,

paintings and engravings. Recent books on I\ustralian abo
riglnes include Elkin!s (1954), a third edition, and {v1c
McCarthy's (In press~ August publicatJ.on exp'9cted).

A new mag~zine.l The Harth Austrarra;l tvk:n+hly, contains
many useful notes on aborigines of tropical Queensland, the
'Northern Terr] tory# and Western Austra I i a.

~n 1952, Australian studie~ suffered a great loss in the
sudden passln.g of Professor Danial Sutherland Davidson of the
U~jversjty of Washington. The following disposition was made
of his profess~onal papers~ Mr. Alan Brfan~ Route #1, Box 3531

Graham, \AJashlngton, pur"chased the majority of his library. Mr.
F, D. McCarthy completed several of Prof. Davidson's unfinished
AustraJlan papers. Mr. Dick Shutler, Department of Anthro
pology~ University of Arizona, received Davidson's rough
notes on Australian fieldwork.

Mr. H. A. Lindsay (;954, 1955) discusses evidence for a
Tasmanoid racial ~ype as the first human population of Aus
traJial He proposes that the Tasmanoid or Negrito group
arrived during a period when New Guinea, Tasmania and Aus
trarja were a single continent. The article states that en
claves of Tasmanoid stocK existed in Australia on the Atherton
Tableland, in East Gippsland, and at the extreme southwest of
Western Australia, as well as on Melvi lIe Island.

Professor Joseph Birdsell (Science News Letter, 1955b)
proposed that blondism among aboriginal children is an ancient
trait. He attributes it to a mutation.
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A summary article on the origin of the dingo (Parsons, 1956)
SU£9E'S7S th;.:t thcc.;p:~'c:Gs W:JS in~·roduced into f\L:stral ia by man.
Ea,-iier interpreral·icds asserted that the dingo originated in
Austral ia.

~i7~~ _~Q~ttt }/.~I.e_$. .> A pop~ll ar art i c I e concern i ng the rock
carvi;i~JS of the SV0i joy-'C,Jij-lber"iand area (rvl()rris~ 1954j and a
descr~p'rion of rock~pZ:Jintings in the coastal area south of Sydney
(NfJi"l:;"'e" i 954a) b'y' ~<; n se f a have appea.-·ed rGcent Iy. The I a-rtel
des(.ri~·es paintir~ss in i-he fJlawarr-a cOastal and tableland region
and ii"! the Avon R~vc,- Valley.

\;1 i til regarci to S'I-'Ji'l'? 1'00' S, Mountford (i 95,5b) an c1 Fenner
(1955) have ment;on-::d ~.-:e occu:-r-8;:ce of "cyi ~ndi",co~-cor;icel l1

stones in the Dar:lng Valfsy,_ Mii-chell <'955, p. 138) mentions
the CJppecrance of thr"2H ai-her ()t···~· i fd~t i"Yr'es in New Soutf. Wa! es.
The L:ii l "f-::3ce, prcss!.~;-o·· f! 2)},ed .P ~ r~ i and the nat i ve adze (tu I a)
are fOU~1d in the in ia.·Jo areas of the state. The elouera is
found Ct1 I" on the coast of New South \-'Jales, wher'a the Q1r:i and

..TI!..i-q ai" 2 L:ni:n\)v:n ..
f\JC?J"~·fhern Tec.r·..Lt~?r..Y.. In the region of Ayer 1 s Rock" located

about 2'30 mires to ·:-he southwest of A!!ce Springs; are numerous
rock p(~L,tjngs. The e;,-!-ire pe~irnet;2r of the "Reck" is honey
combed with small caves .. many of which contain the paintings.
In Jete 1953, Mr. Ca P. Mountford undertook a survey of the
Ayer's Rock region. He made a complete mosaic of all paintings
and drawings found there. He also recorded the native legends
relating to it.

In November, 1954, a bi If was posted by the Legislative
Council of the Northern Territory protecting articles of anthro
pological value. In March, 1955, another bill directed toward
the preservation of Ayer's Rock was introduced before the Leg-
islative Council setting aside National Parks ;n the Northern
Territory and also attempting to deter vandalism of rock paint
ings.
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Aboriginal rock paintings are con~on bn Groote Eylandt
in the Gulf of Carpenteria. A recent photograph in Thg Na

..tJonal Geooraphic Magazine sho\t/s a painting of '~angaroos at
Chasm Island, off the north coast of Groote Eylandt (Walker,
1955). The archaeological report on the 1948 National Geo
graphic Expedition to Groote EyJandt has not yet been released;
Mr. McCarthy's section is finished" but the entire volume wi I I
probably nOT be prjnted unti I 1958. From other islands to the
north, known as II1s1es of the Dead", painted skul Is have been
reported.

Dr. P.Worsley discussed the material culture of the
Groote Eyfandt people, and reported on the social and religious
context of several objects which might survive in archeological
sites. Among the pieces were painted sea sn~il shells which
the natives used as femate symbols (Wo~s~€y, :954 & 1955a & b).

Recent notes on the archaeology of eastern Arnhem Land
have been few~ Mr. McCarthyls general work on excavations in
this region has been delayed. Cr. D. S. Thomson (1949., 1955b)
has described the great quartzite blade quarry at NgilJipidji
in the remote h!nterJand to the west of Blue Mud Bay. Rock
paintings are reported to be common in the Yirrkala region
(Reuthers~ 1952).

Several recent magazine and newspaper artic!es provide
the archaeologist with useful data concerning the ma ....erial
cufture of the people of northeast Arnhem land. Dr. Thomson
describes the usual campsite of the area and the dry and wet
season house type (Thomson., 1955b).

Several recent notes have reported on the rock paintings
in Western Arnhem land. Most of these reports concern the fine
galleries near Oenpelfi. A large party led by Mr. C. P. Mount
ford photographed the paintings in this reg;on. prates I through
XVI in the UNESCO book (1955) on Aboriginal art shows paintings
at four different spots near Oenpelli. Most of the motifs are
monochrome representations of human figures in the nX-ray"
style. Only Plates VI I I and XV show polychrome elements.
Other wr-iters on the region mention rrX-rayfi paintings of humans.,
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birds, turtles, crocodiles, fish and kangaroos at a locality
designated as fmyaluk or fnyaluk Hill. A second scholarly
study of the Oenpel Ii gal (eries was undertaken by Frau A. S.
Schulz of the Frobenius Institute during her ZQ-month tour in
Arnhem Land.

A new group of rock paintings were reported by Mr. Mount
ford ;n 1954. The "galleries" are located about one mile from
the Sieisbeck uranium mine, near the Arnhem Land borde~, 80
mi les south of Oenpelli, on the upper Katherine River. The
caves showed signs of use as aboriginal camping places. The
paintings were on the cei I ings and in some cases must have "been
done from a lying position". Some paintings were polychrome.
"X-Ray" art was present, but not as prevalent as at Oenpelli;
human figures were more common than at OenpeJli. Motifs in
cluded "human figures up to 125 feet long and very thin" and
figures with "spines •••on their legs and arms".

Professor Carlton Coon is now in the process of preparing
a paper on the stone axes collected by the members of the Na
tional Geographic Expedition to Melville Island in 1954. A
smal I col fection of stone specimens from Bathurst Island was
made by Mr. Brian DaiJy during his geological survey of the
area. These pieces include one "Sumatralith" collected at a
locality on the east side of Kilamiraka Creek on the sbuth
coast of Bathurst isrand. Another archa~orogJ¢al coiJection
from Bathurst and adjacent parts of Melville Island was made by
Mr. A. R Pi I ling in 1953 and 1954.

little has been published concerning. the archaeology of
the southwestern coast of the Northern Territory. A new painted
rock face ~Jas discovered by the "Jeddalf film unit on location
in the Victoria River Gorge. The note reporting this find states
that another painting is known in a cave 40 mi les southeast of
the first locality (Pike, 1955).

In 1955, Professor Leonhard Adam and a party spent several
weeks in the Alice Springs region photographing, tracing, and
sketching rock paintings. One of the pictographs in the Alice
Springs region which has attracted national attention is that
at Emi Iy Gap. The painting at the site "is said to symbol ize
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the,·!witchetty-grub. Two discussions of Snake Rock have also
appeared. This site is located 35 miles from Yuendumu. The
main element is a g·iant polychrome snake.

Mr. S. R. Mitchell states that uniface, pressure-flaked
pirri and native adzes (1lll~) are found at Central Australian
sites. Dr. Fenner wrote that Centra! Australian stone axes
were often sharpened by ch i pp ing. Sevet"o I stone axes ha~e been
discovered at Central Wedge Station, 200 miles from Afice
Springs. They were recovered at four and one half feet depth.

The accounts of two recent court cases in Alice Springs
provide the arcbaeologist with data concerning burial customs
In Central Australia,. The first incident concerned a case of
post-Interment cremation,. The cremation was said to have fol-
lowed a Ukadattcha" or ritual kt II ing at Ti Tree Station., 180
miles north of Allee Springs. The bones of the deceased were
broken and the body was ~b-uried and'then s apparentJy.,a flre
was ~uilt over the ~rave. The second cuse lnvo~ved the killing
of a 60-year old Aborlgjne 'aT Murray Downs. The victlm was
kl J led with a blow from an axe and his spinal column was "sev
ered in whaaj" was termed a "I<adaitcha" ki If ing. TIle pol ice who
exhumed the corpse reported that I'lt had been burJedsltting
up with the knees drawn up to the chest and the head forward".

Recent surveys of the phys i ca I chai"'ec-i-er i stlcs of the Abo
rigines of the Northern 'Territory have been restricted to those
natives living at Yuendumu Settlement. Notes onbiood-types,
prognathism, cephal Ie index, and other bod11y characters of
this group may a;d the archaeologist.

Several recent summary works h~ve considered Macassar
contact along Arnhem Land. The most extensive cons1deration
of this problem is to be foun.d in the Bcrnrlts1 Arnhem tand
(1954). Or. Thomson (1954) also considered the significance
of the Arnhem landers' knowledge of Macassarese pottery.

Two modern examp les of fndones ian ves_se Isbelng blown
on to the North Australian coast have some bearing upon the
'ikeJihood of earlier contact. An Indonesian ship from near
rhe southeast corner of Celebes, sailing for Tanimbar Island.
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ne~rby, was, blown 6ft its courSe an~ ended up at Bathurst Island
(Northern Territory News, 1954d). The second had left Takafafa,
near the southwest tip of Celebes for Indonesian Timor, and
drifted to the shores of Bathurst and Melville Islands (Northern
Terr. News, 1956a).

Oueensland. Several recent articles have discussed rock
paintings in Queensland. One site in northern Queensland is
known as "Bare Hill". It is near the headwaters of Br i d re and
Davies creeks# about ten airline miles from Cairns. The site
includes four decorated rock surfaces each on a separate bourder
outcrop. Red ochre fragments occurred around one of the deco
rated surfaces. A similar set of painiings is located at Silver
Va II ey, about 12 mil as southwest of H€I-berton.

Other rock painting sites repartee irom northern Queens-
land include one at the head of the Gilbert River. Here a

11 face of rocl<" is decorated with "eire les" stars, as well as
an imals, birds# repti les, human figures". Whi Ie near the Man
gana Caves on the face of a cliff is a series of rock paintings
in which red and white pigments are used. These designs depict
"human hands, bod,ies, and snakes, as weI I as totem signs includ
ing the emu's foot". Near Wongalee Station north of Hughenden,
there are designs carved into a sandstone face; they consist of
a 15 square foot surface and include buman heads with "blue
halos painted around" the eyes. Paintings also occur at VJat
sonvil~e, towards the Walsh River. These include three deco
rated rock areas: one on Cave Hi'l, another at PicnIc Cove on
lion Mountain l and a third ;n long Gully on the east side of
the Walsh River.

Other rock paintings have been reported on the track from
Ch i I Iagoe to the Lower Mj tche II River reg ion. About a ha If
days'travel along this dirt rut-way is a "limestone bluff
riddled with caves". The entrance of one of these caves is
decorated with "red-ochre drawings of emu tracks, snakes,
crocodiles, boomerangs, and shields". This locality is near
or on the large Wrotham Park Station.

A group of faint paintings have been found at a water
hole near Mt. Isa, in western Queensland.
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Aboriginal tree carvings also occur in parts of northern
Queensland. One is to be found at the Tohuken Bora Ground off
the PaJmertone Highway at Henrietta Creek. Another can be
seen just off the Tully Falls Road, eleven miles from Raveshoe_

A few comments on stone artifact types have appeared. Mr.
s. ~ Mitchell (1955) mentions the absence of uniface, pres
sure-fJaked pirri and native adzes in Queensland coastal sites.
He states that both types are known from inland sites. TIle
recovery of one ground stone axe from near Cooyar was reported.

Several recent notes have been pUblished concerning the
Aborigin€s of Queensland. Dr .. Thomson (1956a & b) describes
various aspects of l1fe among the natives of the Cape York
Peninsula. One of these articles reproduces a phoTograph of
the preparation of a body for burial. The same article men
tions that tooth avulsion is practiced in the area. The tooth
is removed at puberty and is put in the water-hole which is
the totem-center of the cian of the chi Id's mother~

From the Cape York Penjnsula a note deals w'ith the trans-
ition from stone to steel axes among members of the Yir-Yoront
tribe (Metraus,J957). A further story relates that male na
tives of the Cairncro.ss tribe of Cowal Creek formerly wore
dugong teeth th'rough the septums of the i r noses; these peop Ie
also used turtfe shelf fish-hooks (Scollan,J956l.

The only recent articles concerning the physical make-up
of Queensland natives deal with the occurrence of Tasmanoid
Negrito peoples in the highfands of Queensland. A Negrito
population is reported from the Atherton Tableland in general,
the Bloomfield River region., and Mt. G_arnet StaTion.

South Austrafia. The prehistory of South Australia is fDore
completely worked out than that of any other area of Australia.
Extensive knowledge of the archaeology of this region is
primari fy owing to the interest of Mr. N. B. Tindale. At pre
sent, Mr. Tindale has in press two long papers. They summarize
the evidence for Kartan culture, which seems to be associated
with a "negritic people" living at the end of the last Ice Age.
The Kartan culture is farrowed by the Tartangan culture, which
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has been C- 14 dated betvlef?n 8~ 700 and 6 J 020 B. P. Two popu I ar
accC'ur;ts of South l\us"~'ra! i en crch3eo logy hav(~ cp:-2a~-ec! v~'h ~ C~'l

d~'aw upon T i 11 j a ; e r. S f j ndin95 (P.- ice, 19 j 5; Lin dsay , i9 ~)7 J I}

A few archaeological notes h<1ve lately been pLlbi!~hed con
cern! :19 o'!-her'" aspects of Sou'i'h I\u~ti"'c f ; an archae:) Io~~'. P..~1 ex
pedi-l-ion was for·IT,~:.·d in Januc;"'YI :9;57, for' the expiora-r"jon of
caves on the Nut Icibor Plains. Data were to be gIven to the
SOlJth Austra li?)n r';1:.~se~;~~. One ccve W~1S ci scovered in 1'h3 M:.JCI~aw-

ijinie region, 200 m.10s \'1es-l- of Ceouda. Tho e)<pio ...·ing party
located a stencil ~ed hand on one wail. A note published by the
fete Or. Fen~f3r (1935) stc·:'E:S t:1at st0ne axes h3'J8 ne'Jer been
found in the greatec par":· of SOi..dh I\fJ::,~1"6~ la.

Tasmania~ An article on a Tasmanian petroglyph published
in :956, 5ta'~es that Mr. F. E i , i 5, ~vt-. and f'.Jl:-s (, vI. Do Jackson,

-and Mr. and Mrs. l. Luchman investig~ted the rock carvings in
the Mount Cameron West region In 1949 and 1950. One rock sur
face b~aring a carving was removed to the Launceston Museum to
preserve it from destruction by the elements.

1n an art·i cl e comparf;ng stone art i fact types of Tasman i a
and Australia, Mr. S. R. Mitchel I (1955) pointed out that, be
ycrtd a few types of scrapers, cr-t i 'facls do not o~c~n- in s imll ar
frequencies in Tasmania and on the Mainland. Dr. Fenner states
that microliths have never been found in Tasmanian archaeolog
ical sites.

Torres Strait Islands. A discussion took place in 1954
and 1955'concerning two mummies which were stated now to be
part of the col (actions at the Brisbane Museum. Th8Y ',"}c.-e col·,·
lected many years ago on one of the Torres Streit Islands. The
natives of Murray, Darnley, and Stephen islands formerly pre
served their deud by a type of mt:;-r.mification.

Several notes have appeared r'ecently relating detai Is of
the ethnology of the Torres Strait Islands. Most of these
data have been aSS9Ctlb fed b'l c. Cor'Q I i jOt T~~g !'~;,~L ..ttl A'~_?~j-=._~l' an
Monti1ly. Coral was cur~tor of the Diocesan Museum on Th~rsday

Isfand-~ One of his comments r2iates that the specimens in the
Diocesan Museum were lest during World War I I. Form2rly,
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the Museum had a large collection of stone carvings from the
Torres Strait Islands. One of these was a stone represen
tation of a snake and had originally been used by Murray
Islanders in ceremonies to ward off snakes.

other notes comment upon the stone fish-traps of the
MurraYI Darnley, and Stephen Islanders. These traps were con
structed long ago and are still used and repaired today.
Coral states in another article that the Torres Strait Island
ers still collect arm-shell. They trade whole shells to
Papuans, who work them down into armbands.

Victoria. Mr. Gill of the National Museum has been work
ing'for many years on problems relating to the early prehistory
of Victoria. He produced a paper discussing the occurrence of
fbssil dingo bones and grinding stones beneath a local volcanic
ash fa J I (G i I I, 1953) • Another top i c wh i ch has interested Mr.
Gi II is the dating of the Keilor Skull. Five samples from Vic
to~ia were submitted to a radiocarbon laboratory in the United
States in order to determine the antiquity of several beach
Jines thought to be associated with ·the Keilor Skull. Samples
W-125 and W-169 were collected from 'aboriginal hearths and were
thought to date the Kellar terrace from which the skull was
recovered. Specimen W-169 yielded fhe date 8,50Q±250 B.P.
Sampie W-I25 yielded a date 3,010 ±160 B.P. and was, therefore,
assumed to represent material "buried in the Keilor Terrace ••• ;
the age suggests that the ~aterial was at least in part intru
sivel1

• Sample W-170 was thought possibly to be younger than
the Kellar Terrace as dated by sample W-169; W-170 provided the
date 4~820 ~200 S.P. Samples W-170 and W-185 were thought
possibly to represent the same period; however, W-J85 tested
out at older than 30,000 years (Rubin and Seuss, 1955).

Artifacts from Victoria have been discussed in several
other accounts. Mitchell (1955) suggests that most of his Main
land data apply to VIctoria. Dr. FennerCl955) claims that the
stone axes of Central Victoria were the finest in the Country.

Mr. Lindsay stated that a small enclave of Negritos
formerly existed in East Gippsland (1954).
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Western Australia. Several articles have appeared announc
ing three recently located groups of rock paintings in the Upper
Yule River region, north of the Hammersley Ranges and 120 miles
south of Port Hedland in the Kimberleys. A scholarly account
of the finds was published by their discoverer, Father E. A.
Worms (1955).

A recent paper (Walkerden, 1956) was devoted to the Nilgie
Mia aboriginal red ochre mine, located 500 miles north-northwest
of Perth and about 40 miles from the mining town of Cue. The
actual quarry is in a red ochre outcrop two miles southwest of
the peak known locally as Mt. Lulworth. The quarry location is
most eas i Iy i dent if i ad by an abor i 9 ina I refuse pi Ie of' harder
purp Ie-brown reject mater i a I • Th.e' mi oe entrance is 400 feet
above the surrounding plain. The shaft into the heart of the
mine is stated to be 125 feet long.

Several articles have mentIoned Aboriginal artifacts found
i n ~"estern Austra I i a. Mi tche II's (1955) compar i son 0 f Austra
lian and Tasmanian artifact types mentions the occurrence of
be-faced, pressure-flaked spearheads in the northern part of .
Western Australia. Dr. Fenner's note (1955) states that stone
axes we~e poorly made in southwestern Western Australia and
absent from the central part of the state. A third paper des
cribes a specimen which is apparently without parallels in
known West Australian collections. The piece, a carved wooden
figure, was removed from an aboriginal ceremonial cave in the
Durack Ranges.

The Kimberleys is one part of Australia where ethnographic
notes of value to the archaeologist may still be collected.
Coral, writing on Kimberley points (1956a), notes that they are
known as far east as Cambridge Gulf and the Victoria River. An
art:;cfe by Mr. Goodall (1956b) reports· that the natives of the
Kimberleys formerly used trochus-shell knives. The natives of
the Kimberleys apparently still use mother-of-pearl pUbic covel·.
ings, for an article discussing Walla Downs 'Station, 156 miles
northwest of Port Hedfand, shows an Aboriginal male so clad
(People, 1956). Mr. Goodall reports that natives in the
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Kimberleys formerly amputated their finger joints by tying a
tight hair-string around them until they rotted off.

In the region of Lake Mackay, the Pintibu employ quartz
flakes for cutting. and also possess two steel axes, which they
received in trade many years ago and have now almost worn away.
They have dug native wei Is to a depth of 20 to 30 feet.

Blond native children are common in the area of the Pal
lottine Mission, 180 miles south of Hall's Creek. Mr. Lindsay
(1954) states that a small Tasmanoid-Negrito enclave formerly
lived in the extreme southwest of Western Australia.

New Guinea

An aid to scholarship on New Guinea and Papua is The
Handbook of Papua and New Guinea (1954).

It was reported (Barnard, t954) that seven human bone
heaps had been located in the Nebilyer Valley near Mt. Hagen.
These natura I mauso I eums are sa i d to occur on rock I edges- in
local cliffs. The natives c,laim not to J<now the origin of
the bones, but state that they formerly made offerings to
the spirits of the bones. In the same region, old natives
-rell of a former volcanic eruption which killed many people.
However, they deny that this disaster accounts for the bone
pi les. The one site reported upon in detail contained 37
adult skulls and fragments of infant and child skul Is.

Several articles have been pUblished which can provide the
archaeologist with useful data on the material culture of the
natives of New Guinea. For instance, one series of four photo
graphs shows various steps in building of a new house at Good
enough Island (Griffiths l 1955).. A photo story portrays vari
ous aspects of the material culture of a Central Highland
group (Gilliard, r955). The costumes and houses of specific
Central Highland groups are shown in other pUblished photo
graphs. One picture portrays a Chimbu twbesman wearing strings
of beads, shelf ornaments on his neck and around his face, an
elaborate bead nose-ring, and a metal medal lion (Simmons, 1956).
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~thnographic data have also appeared concerning the natives
of the Sepik region. In 1955 Dr. Alfred Beuler of Basle Univ
ersity in Switzerland was in the Sepik area collecting masks.

The pygmies of the Ramu River of western New Guinea at
tracted considerable attention as a result of an ethnographic
survey of the group by Father Martin Gusinde.

A survey of the blood types of natives in the Central
Highlands was carried out under the direction of Professor A.
P. ~rkin during 1955.

Today, a large part of New Guinea is not under contro'.
This means that permanent local settlement by Europeans has
not as yet taken place. It is, therefore, the view of the
regional editor that a large part of New Guinea is still within
the era wh i ch archaeo log i sts' cons i der proto-h i stor ie, 'j f not
prehistoric.

An example of the limited contact which some New Guinea
groups have had with outsiders is provided by the Simbai Val
ley region. In 1956, the second patrol went into this country.
The natives of the region, the Aibe, were friendly and did not
bring their bows and arrows into the camp of the patrol.

White penetration of the Eastern Highlands is recent. An
exploring and mountain climbing expedition made ascents of Mt.
Wi Ihelm, Mt. Herbert, and Mt. Gilluwe in 1953. The party visited
Guraguraga and Pinde-Aunde valleys. Reports from them noted
that native sweet potato gardens were seen as high as 8,700
feet.

A patrol was made through the Kainantu subdistrict in
September and October of 1955. The patrol officer made contact
with peoples on the tributaries to the Lamari, Okapa, and
Viafala rivers.

other patrols were recently made into parts of the Eastern
Highlands. Three expeditions took place in March, 1954. One
was in the southeastern corner of the Highlands. Another tra
versed the Upper Tarua and Wale River valley, northwest of Wabag.
The third went into the Asai Valley, 100 miles southwest of
Madang. During August, 1956, a party returned from a patrol
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into the Bismarck Range. The area around Ramu Falls in this
country has a papulation of about 8,000 people, living upon
steep mountain sides.

A long article appeared durIng 1955 which reviewed the
exploration of the New Guinea Highlands since 1930 (PIM,J955d).
Another article by Dr. Catherine Berndt noted' the opening of
the east Central Highlands in 1947 (1955). A later note re
ports upon a patrol Into the Jjmm1 River Valley, 40 miles from
Mt. Hagen (PJM~ J956c).

Oil geologistshaverecent1y explored the August River
reglon, near the Dutch border. This survey was carried out
between 1954 and )956.

Papua

In J956, a group of native leaders met in the Port
Moresby region to consJder how to preserve thetr oid customs.
An art.jcle-reporting the meetJng states that the famous Buka
money no longer can be obt.alned ·at Port Moresby. Apparent1y
the black-bokis pieces wer-e rare, even forty years ago...

A few ethnographic· notes and photographs concerl)ing Pap
uans have been publIshed lately. An instructive serles of
shots portrays pottery-making ln northeastern Papua. One pjc
ture shows a woman bui JdJng~ the walls of a pot. A second·
illustration pictures incised pots just prior to thejr firing
in a large open fire (BromhaJ1, 1954). A summary account of
the Borababa village along the coast to the northwest of Port
Moresby states that th'is vl'lage is a pottery-making center.

Sometime between J955 and 1957-# a patro I into the Lavan i
Valley of the Southern Hlghlands returned with two native do~s.

Sir Edward Hallstrom of TarongaParkjn Sydney stated that
they were similar in many respects to dingoes.

In June~ July, and August of 1955, the first outsiders
visited the Duna people in the rugged mountainous country to
the northwest of Tari. The Duna use bows 'and arrows~ some of
which are termlnated with needle-like points and have a shallow
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groove around them to ensure that they break off in the wound.
Other arrows have bamboo points 6 inches long and sharpenedo·n
both sides. The Ouna people a'so utilize stone axes and wear
wigs made of human hair.

Museums. Mr. F. D. Mccarthy has been preparing some new ex
hibits of Australian Aborigine material owned by the Austra-
I ian Museum, Sydney. Mr. Mossola of the National Museum, Vic
toria, likewise, has been putting in time on Australian Abor
igine collections. He has been attempting to preserve the ex
tensive group of bark drawings collected many years ago by Sir
Baldwin Spencer.

There was a suggestion in 19S3.that an anthropological
museum be established in Darwin. The Northern Territory Anth
ropological Society was formed in Darwin during February~ 1954.
The council decried the exportation of native specimens to the
South and overseas. The society moved to affiliate with the
Anthropological Association of Australia.
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